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Preface

In the spring of each year, the National Council of Teachers of
English sponsors a series of institutes concerned with some aspect of
English. The spring institutes held in Tallahassee, Albuquerque, and
Albany in the early seventies were directed at a highly specialized
audiencethe teacher of English as a second language and the teacher
of standard English as a second dialect. Some 250 participants came
together for intensive three-and-a-half-day institutes, in which they
listened, discussed, debated, argued, and, hopefully, learned.

NCTE has long been interested in the teaching of English as a
second language, and was one of the sponsors of a series of conferences
that led to the establishment in 1966 of a new professional organiza-
tionthe Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL).
The creation of TESOL resulted in a clearinghouse for the exchange
of ideas by teachers at all levels of education who, with the exception
of university teachers, had been more or less left to their own devices.
(In the case of the university teachers, the Association of Teachers
of English as a Second Languagea section of the National Association
for Foreign Student Affairs, an organization devoted to the interests
of foreign students on American university ompusesfunctioned as
a clearinghouse and meeting ground.) NCTE, since the inception of
TESOL, has not limited its interest in "seconds" to English as a second
language, but has become actively involved in the study and concerns
of teaching standard English as a second dialect. It is this ongoing
interest of NCTE in English both as a second language and as a second
dialect that prompted it to sponsor this series of spring institutes.

The beginning of a new decade, 1970, was an ideal time for the
profession to pause and take stock of itselfits past and future. The
linguistic revolution started by Noam Chomsky in the late 1950s had
affected and changed the philosophy of many teachers of English as
a second language. The civil rights movement culminating in the sixties
also brought to the fore the question of second dialect teaching. It
was assumed that the two "seconds" were compatible and that the
methods of teaching English as a second language would be effective
in teaching English as a second dialect.
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The marriage in this institute of English as a second language
and standard English as a second dialect proved to be a most interesting
onethough a shaky and at times shaking one. The teaching of English
as a second language was accepted, discussed, and debated by all the
participants. However, the very validity of the idea of teaching standard
English as a second dialect was questioned. Some defended it as being
a necessary evil created by an economic system that d"nanded some
sort of functional bidialectalism. Others described it as the creation
of a racist society. To complicate the situation further, there was
considerable disagreement as to what standard English was, if indeed
such a thing existed at all.

Professor Sol Saporta of the University of Washington, in the abstract
of his talk "Language and Racism," has probably stated most succinctly
the problems inherent in the teaching of one dialect of English to
speakers of another dialect: "There are essentially four views one can
take regarding the teaching of one dialect of English to speakers of
another dialect, for example the teaching of so-called standard English
to speakers of black English. (1) Speakers of black English are 'verbally
impoverished.' Their language is inherently incapable of expressing
either complex or abstract thoughts; to a certain extent, therefore,
they may be viewed as hardly having a language at all, and exposing
them to English is in effect exposing them to a 'bona fide' language
for the first time. (2) Black English is a dialect of English with its
own system of rules, which, however, is socially unacceptable. It is
therefore in the best interest of blacks to replace their dialect of English
with one that iF acceptable. (3) Black English is a dialect of English
which is appropriate under one set of circumstances, but it must be
supplemented by standard English in order for blacks to function
successfully in society at large.

"It is important to realize that all three of these views are reflections
of society's racism, and that the difference between the first view and
the other two is only that the former is, in addition, linguistically
untenable.

"The question facing society in general and educational institutions
in particular is how to provide blacks (and whites) with the necessary
skills without catering, explicitly or implicitly, to the racism which
permeates society. An assumption which might provide the basis fca.
an alternative position is this: (4) It is possible to teach a speaker of
any dialect the skills of reading and writing, in his dialect, without
implying that he must somehow change the way he speaks."

There were three major areas of concern at the institutes, all of
which are interdependent. The speakers and participants examined
in depth the nature of language and language learning, especially as
it related to the teaching of English as a second language or second
dialect. They examined, too, the critical issues involved in the teaching
of English as a second language (ESL) and English as a secead dialect
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(ESD), and tried to come to grips with the problems, both moral and
humanistic, of teaching the latter. This led to the deeper issues of
language and racism, and of whether ESL and ESD should even be
considered as related disciplines. In examining the third concern, the
principles and strategies for teaching English as a second language
and standard English as a second dialect, the participants were again
divided as to whether second language techniques could effectively
be used in second dialect teaching, if indeed we should even concern
ourselves with second dialect work.

The conclusions reached in these three areas were as varied as
were the institute participants themselves, but each individual left with
a greater awareness of and sympathy for the problems of his fellow
participants.

The papers read at the institutes are presented here, edited slightly
for print and grouped according to the three major areas of concern,
to focus the reader's attention on the theoretical and practical issues
confronted at the institutes. These papers provide an excellent overview
of the past, an insight into the problems of the present, and some
hope for solutions in the future. The institutes provided the impetus
for change which it is hoped many of the participants were able to
effect in their own situations, and since many of the problems existing
at the time of the institutes still exist today, hopefully the papers in
this small volume will provide the same incentive for the reader to
come to grips with those problems.

As director of the institutes, with the responsibility for selecting
the speakers and preparing their papers for publication, I am allowed
to put my name in this book; however, any credit for the success of
the institutes or of this book must be shared with a man who sees
no task as impossible and no obstacle as too great to overcome. This
man is Rod Morisset, Assistant Executive Secretary of the National
Council of Teachers of English, who was the guiding force of the
institutes. When sickness prevented him from being in Tallahassee and
Albuquerque, he was represented by two very capable members of
the NCTE staff, Richard Adler and Raymond Crisp.

The local chairmenRichard Lee for the Tallahassee Institute,
Robert White for the Albuquerque Institute, and Ruth Blackburn for
the Albany Instituteplanned well and met the inevitable emergencies
with energy, good sense, and good humor. Not only the efforts of
all these individuals, but also the efforts of those presenting papers,
made the institutes "experiences" for all who participated.

Robert P. Fox
The American University
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THE NATURE OF LANGUAGE
AND SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING



Teaching Eng list, as a Foreign Language:
An Overview

Robert M. Willis

The application of the theories of linguistic science to the teaching
of English as a foreign or second language has been increasing steadily
since the 1940s. Previously in the United States, foreign language
teaching had been generally carried on through the "grammar-transla-
tion" method which required the student to memorize rules, conjuga-
tions, and vocabulary lists. Proof of the validity of this method was
based on the fact that some students were able to recite isolated word
forms, pass written tests, and translate sentences from English into
the foreign language and from the foreign language into English. But
beginning iP the forties with the work of such linguists as Charles
C. Fries, the emphasis turned increasingly toward applying linguistic
theories to teaching English as a second language. Dr. Fries' contribution
is evident when one examines the research and writing of the structural
linguists of that time. Teachers too were influenced, and the following
statement reflects the attitude that had gained popularity by the early
1960s: "In recent years linguistic studies have radically altered language
teaching. The traditional method of learning a new language by studying
printed words and the rules governing their arrangement has been
largely replaced by the audiolingual approach. Language is now consid-
ered as a set of speech habits and the rules of grammar as a description
of these habits. Thus, today, language is taught essentially as a tool
of verbal communication. "'

This approach to language learning as a tool of verbal com-
munication gained impetus during World War II when the United
States government needed personnel with a practical knowledge of
foreign languages. According to Fries, this need could not be satisfied
to any significant degree from the ranks of college graduates who
had studied foreign languages under the "grammar-translation" meth-
od.' Therefore, it became necessary for the government to set up its

'Audrey Wright, "Initial Techniques in Teaching English as a Second Language,"
The ABC English as a Second Lanr,tage Bulletin, vol. 1, no. 2, 1964.

2Charles C. Fries, Teaching and Learning English as a Foreign Language (Ann Arbor:
The University of Michigan Press, 1945).
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own language training programs for military and civilian personnel
who would be working in various parts of the world With people who
spoke foreign languages. "After the war, the widespread use of tape
recorders and other audio devices made it possible to provide authentic
spoken models of foreign language as substitutes for native informants
used in the government training sessions. This technique together with
contrastive studies of the target and the native languages, written for
the language teacher, brought the linguistic approach to a high level
of effectiveness."'

The theories and techniques of the linguistic approach have been
received with criticism as well as with praise. Wilga Rivers, for one,
challenges not only the results but also the basic assumptions of the
"pattern-practice" method.4 It can be stated without fear of vehement
contradiction that pattern practice in the public schools did not achieve
the success attributed to the government language programs. However,
it must be admitted that the "linguistic" method started off in the
public schools under extremely difficult circumstances, to say the least.
As the students studying English as a foreign language in our schools
were not an academically select group (as were the United States military
and government trainees), and as they did not have the motivation
(career, rank, and so forth) of the trainees, nor the time required
for highly intensive study, it was unrealistic to expect results comparable
to those achieved under the very special wartime situation. However,
experience with the "new" approach revealed a great deal about the
teaching and learning process for non-native speakers of English. Among
the most significant lessons learned were that new and better materials
must be developed, that teachers must be educated and trained in
the dynamics of second language learning, and that teaching aids such
as tape recorders, language labs, and visual aids in themselves cannot
achieve success. The value of such aids depends upon how effectively
they have been made an integral and productive part of the method
being employed.

This brief statement of past events should serve as a partial frame
of reference for the present debate in teaching English as a foreign
language or for foreign language teaching in general. There are
textbooks in French, Spanish, Italian, and so forth that use pattern
practice as part of their methodology and therefore are targets in the
new controversy. Although there are textbooks published recently whose
authors indicate their awareness of the need to move beyond pattern
practice, it is extremely difficult to find a textbook that has successfully
achieved this goal and received widespread acceptance or rejection

3 Robert Lado, Language Teaching (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964), p. 6.

4Wili%a M. Rivers, The Psychologist and the Foreign Language Teacher (Chicago. The
University of Chicago Press, 1964).
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by the teachers who have examined or used such texts. My experience
as a supervisor and consultant in TESOL (Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages) has permitted me to discuss texts and
materials with a wide variety of teachers in extremely diverse situations.
Equally determined supporters or detractors can be found for the Fries
Series, the Lado Series, the English 900 Series, the Grant Taylor texts,
the Dixson texts, and a variety of others. Teachers seem to be constantly
searching for the "perfect" textbook, yet it must be understood that
there can be no textbook that would be "perfect" for all teachers. A
textbook is "perfect" only to the extent to which it satisfies the needs
of a particular teacher and a particular situation, and no two situations
will be exactly the same. Students vary, their needs differ, and teachers
represent a multitude of personalities and a cross section of training.
However, there is at least one thing that can be said to be common
to all language teaching, and that is the desire to have the student
learn the language being taught. Oddly this apparent cliche at times
seems to be the bond that permits opponents to continue to talk to
each other.

It is the question of how a language can best be learned and best
be taught that in part has generated the current controversy. As stated
previously, Wilga Rivers expresses serious reservations regarding the
claims made for the effectiveness of pattern practice in foreign language
learning. And Noam Chomsky, in his statements at the Northeast
Conference of 1966, challenged the validity of the direct and uncritical
application of linguistic theory to teaching languages: "I am, frankly,
rather skeptical about the significance for the teaching of languages,
of such insights and understanding as have been attained in linguistics
and psychology."' He also said that, "It is possibleeven likelythat
principles of psychology and linguistics, and research in these disciplines,
may supply insights useful to the language teacher. But this must be
demonstrated, and cannot be presumed. It is the language teacher
himself who must validate or repute any specific proposal. There is
very little in psychology or linguistics that he can accept on faith."'

The theory held by structuralists is in part set forth in the following
statement by Chomsky: "Linguists have had their full share in perpetu-
ating the myth that linguistic behavior is habitual and that a fixed stock
of patterns is acquired through practice and used as the basis for
'analogy.' "7 T'o Chomsky, and those who support the generative-gram-
mar theory, "Language is not a 'habit structure.' Ordinary linguistic

5Noam Chomsky, "Linguistic Theory," in Language Teaching: Broader Contexts (North-
east Conference Reports of the Working Committees), ed. Robert G. Mead, Jr. (New
York: Modern Language Association, 1966), p. 43.

'Ibid., p. 45.
'Ibid., p. 44.
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behavior characteristically involves innovation, formation of new sen-
tences and new patterns in accordance with rules of great abstractness
and intricacy."' This is the basis of his thesis on the creative aspect
of language use.

In the early 1950s, understandably, many teachers adopted pattern-
practice techniques because certain research in linguistic science had
demonstrated language to be "a set of habits." Currently there is a
move in a new direction. As linguistic science has also demonstrated
that language is "rule-governed behavior," there are many teachers
"ready to seize upon a new slogan and begin to inculcate rules in
the hope of establishing 'rule-governed' behavior, even though they
have only a vague concept of what this phrase can mean as it has
been used by linguists or psychologists."' One of the reasons For
adopting the "rule-governed" approach is that teachers want to move
beyond mechanical drills and make possible greater language proficiency
than that permitted by the mere practice of grammatical patterns.

The debate between the audiolingual method developed by the
structuralists and the cognitive approach supported by the generative
grammarians rages and will probahly become more intensified. Criticism
of the pattern-practice method is generally based on the fact that the
method and its techniques were often improperly employed. Students
were locked into mechanical drills carried far beyond necessity. The
importance of "meaning" in aural-oral practice was vague, and the
structuralists' theory of cognitive learning based on generalization by
analogy became obscured by the "over learning" of structures. Accepting
then that the structuralists are aware of the need for cognitive learning
and make provision for same in their methodology, and that the
cognitive-transformational grammarians recognize the basic interdepen-
dence of structure and meaning in their approach, it would appear
that there is common ground here that is not being exploited.

It seems, then, that certain steps may be taken to increase the
effectiveness of a program in English as a foreign or second language.
First, there must be a clear idea about the nature and functions of
language. Second, realistic goals must be identified and stated. Third,
appropriate methods that will make the desired learning possible must
be introduced and developed. These steps are not easily accomplished,
since the selection of art appropriate method is an extremely difficult
task. This difficulty is due in part to the differs tic:.-s of opinions
concerning language usage and language acquisition. Much could be

8Ibid., p. 44.
'Sol Saporta, "Applied Linguistics and Generative Grammar," in Trends in Language

Teaching, ed. Albert Valdman (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966), p. 86.

1°Wilga M. Rivers, "Grammar in Foreign Language Teaching," The Modern Language
Journal 52 (1968): 207.
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accomplished if the two camps, the structuralists on the one hand and
the cognitive -transformationalists on the other, would increase their
dialogue, temper their debate, and communicate their theories to the
teachers for implementation in the classroom where the final judgments
must be made.



Language and AcculturatIon

William Francis Mackey

This is intended to be a broad sketch of the position of language
in the process of acculturation, in particular that of the immigrant.
It is not meant to be either a technical paper, a theoretical model,
or a research report, but rather an overview of a vast field showing
some of the important problem areas.

In the process of acculturation, almost all human activities may
be involved; and although language is one of them, it is at the same
time a reflection of all of them. It is important to understand why
this is so. To realize what is implied in this primacy of language, we
must situate it in its everyday place in society, take a look at its essential
make-up, explain its dominance in education, and examine the problems
it creates, particularly for adults obliged to assimilate a new culture
and function as citizens in a new land. Let us first consider the role
of language in society.

Language in Society

To appreciate the importance that language has in our everyday
lives, we need to imagine for a moment a city in which there is no
language at all, no signs, no newspapers, no letters, nobody speaking
to anybody. A little reflection will convince you that such a city is
impc,:;sible; a city can neither function without language nor be built
without one. For language is what keeps people together and enables
them to live and to work together. This is so true that the absence
of language is considered either abnormal or disquieting. Seeing an
acquaintance without so much as saying hello would be interpreted
as an unfriendly or abnormal act. Much of our talk has as its function
the avoidance of this dreaded antisocial silence. It is small talk, but
essential small talk. And in making acquaintances, small talk always
precedes big talkweather and sports before getting into questions
of personality or politics.

In the organization of the world's work, language has a function
of prime importance in education, commerce, manufacturing, agricul-
ture, politics, radio, television, motion pictures, newspapers, law, and
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all interpersonal communication. When the great Chinese philosopher
Confucius was asked what he would first do if obliged to govern a
nation, he Implied that he would first deal wivh the problems of language.
For, as he said, "If language is not correct, then what is said is not
what is meant. Then what ought to be done, remains undone. If this
remains undone, morals and the arts (all human activities) will deteriorate
and justice will go astray. If justice goes astray, people will be helpless.
Hence, the proper functioning of language in society matters above
everything else."

Language is the most important instrument that a society and the
individuals who comprise it have at their disposal. It is not only an
instrument of communication between peoples; it is a means of remem-
bering, classifying, preservingof dealing with all we know and have
ever known. It is like a complex, multiformed set of containers in
which we can store everything we have ever known or experienced,
and the shape and number of these containers depend on the needs
and experiences of those who speak the language.

When I was in Baffin Lanc a few years ago, I met people who
had never seen a tree. They :Ind their ancestors had always lived in
that part of the Arctic, situated well above the tree line. It was not
surprising, then, that their language had no word for any of the varieties
of trees which surround us here. Contrast this with the vocabulary
of the inhabitants of the Ivory Coast where more than five hundred
varieties of trees flourish in the tropical rain forest, most of them,
I am told, having distinct names in the local languages. It is equally
not surprising that the languages of peoples inhabiting these tropical
forests make little or no distinction between varieties of ice and snow.
I had read the much-quoted example of "the four Eskimo names for
snow," but had no idea that in Baffin Land, I would be able to isolate
twenty-one distinct Eskimo words for this low temperature phenome-
noncaked snow, fluffy snow, falling snowand some concepts quite
untranslatable, except by long explicatory sentences.' In other words,
the Eskimos need more and different concepts for this important reality
of their environment than anyone else, and they can only use, com-
municate, and think about these concepts if they give names to them
and incorporate these into their vocabulary.

Anthropologists and linguists have furnished many examples of
differences in the linguistic classification of natural phenomena. One
of the most demonstrable examples is that of the differences in the
way identical perceptions of color are put into different categories
according to the language of the observer. Although man can distinguish
mope than seven million colors, according to the Optical Society of
America, 110 single language is likely to have names for a tenth of
that nmb.:T; English, for example, has some three thousand color

W. F. Mackey, "Concept, Categories as Measures of Culture Distance," in Man,
Language and Society, ed. S. K. Ghosh (The Hague: Mouton Publishers, 1972).
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words. Languages differ greatly in the way they name the most observable
effects of the light spectrumeven in the criteria used to label the
many effects of lighthue, brightness, reflection. When the same criteria
are used, there are likely to be differences in the number of labels
and what they cover. The Bassa of Liberia get by with two basic color
terms, whereas other African and many European languages seem to
need about half a dozen. Even languages riith the same number of
basic hues do not cut the spectrum up in the same way. In Welsh,
for example, one of the colors includes part of what is labeled green
in English and part of what is considered as blue. When an area of
the spectrum does happen to correspond in any two languages, there
is not always agreement on what objects can be described as having
which colors. Both English and French, for example, recognize the
color brown (F. brun), but brown shoes in French are either yellow
( jaune) or red ( marron); brown ( grin) paper, brown ( bis) bread, and
brown sugar (cassonade) are not seen as being brown (brun) at all.

The perception of color is not the only example of the way different
languages categorize in a great variety of different ways the most basic
and universal of observable phenomena. Likewise there are vast dif-
ferences in the segmentation of the time continuum and the space
continuum. Criteria used to create temporal categories vary greatly
even between genetically related languagesaspect, mood, sequence,
validity, involvement, voice, and several othersforcing the users of
the language to make certain temporal distinctions which speakers of
other tongues have no need to make.

In other words, different languages develop their different vocabu-
laries by cutting up the reality which their speakers experience according
to the needs of these speakers. It is the speakers themselves who inherit
the language and constantly modify it according to circumstances that
change from one generation to the next, so that language always remains
an instrument which is best adapted to what individual people have
to communicate. The great linguist Edward Sapir has said that "Language
is the most significant and colossal work that the human spirit has
evolvednothing short of a finished form of expression for all commu-
nicable experience."' It is, as it were, the unconscious cumulative creation
of many generations of speakers who have had to use the resources
of their language to deal with the ever-changing world. Sapir, a Canadian
government worker in the 1920s as a specialist in native American
Indian languages, was moved to consider language almost as a communal
art form and remarked that "Language is the most massive and inclusive
art we know, a mountainous and anonymous work of unconscious
generations."'

t Edward Sapir, Language (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1921), p. 235.

511rid., p. 235.
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The Nature of Language

Language is not only a matter f womb is much more. In fact,
one of the gre7te'..t errors to Ake about a language is to identify
it with its dictionary. Words are in,:eed the easiest part of the language,
but there is also the question of knowing how to put them together
and to utter the resulting sequences. Much has been said about the
nature of language by experts from many sciencesphysiology, psycho-
logy, psychiatry, sociology, anthropology, engineering, and linguistics.
Because language penetrates and permeates all human acevity, the
study of language is not the monopoly of any one discipline but the
property of many. I have no intention here of going into all aspects
of language. I shall limit mysIf to some essential traits in an attempt
to determine what makes a language a language. And I shall conclude
that language has a code made of signs that are both arbitrary and
conventional, and that these signs have meanings, values, and functions
which form a system of ristems.'

The first and most obvious fact about a language is that it isor
at least hasa code. Although by far the most important, it is not
the only code we use in our everyday lives; there is also music, which
is made up of notes and scales, various sequences of which produce
a great variety of songs and symphoniesof musical messages, as it
were. There are also numbers composed of digits which we use for
a variety of purposes, including telephone numbers. If you look at
the enormous directory of a large telephone system, you will find
hundreds of thousands of telephone numbersall created out of the
ten basic digits.

With the thirty or forty sounds of a language, however, we can
do much better, not only because there are more sounds than numbers,
but because, unlike numbers of the telephone system, the words of
a language can be of different lengths ranging from the single unit
indefinite article a to such freight-train words as antidisestablishnien-
tarianinn. If you look at a big national dictionary like the Webster's
Third New International or the great Oxford English Dictionary, you are
likely to find about half a million different words, and this is far from
exhausting all possibilities. There is plenty of roam left for other equally
large national dictionaries to take care of the needs of the world's
remaining three thousandodd languages. But these words are them-
selves elements of the code of the language, and, combined into sequences
called sentences, they can produce a number of different messages
or texts, which can be indeed infinitefilling libraries with millions
of books, the air waves with an endless stream of speech, and all our
working lives with a torrent of interpersonal talk.

'W. F. Mackey, Language Teaching Analysis (London: Longman Group, 1965;
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1967), Part I.
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But words are not the only units of which the code of a language
is composed; they are only the most obvious. There are also, for example,
the morphemes which vary the shapes of words, changing foot into
feet and go into went. There are the collocations which combine words
into new units like put up with, having nothing to do with put, up,
or with. These unitswords, morphemes, collocations, and others
combine into sequences of different shapes and sizes to produce
senten-,es following an order predetermined by the allowable structures
of a language. In English, the sequence put up with is permitted and
has meaning, whereas the reverse, with up put, is impossible and
meaningless. I-A English you say I have given it to him, and not I it
to him have given, which is a structure you would be allowed to use
in French (le le lui ai donne). Thus, all languages have codes, and
each code is composed of units and structures.

The second point I want to make is that these units operate as
signs; that is, they stand for something else. A red light at a street
corner is more than just an ordinary red light such as you might find
on a Christmas tree; it is a sign of something, it means something
over and above its own make-up, which permits us even to forget
its color and call it a stoplight because that is what it means. Similarly,
the words and other units of a language are also used as signs to
stand for something else. They stand for anything we want them to,
just as numbers stand for anything we say they do. Neither words
nor numbers have meaning in themselves. A man is no better or worse
for the digits in his telephone number, on his license plate, or on
his social security card.

The signs of a language - -all its wordsare purely arbitrary. People
brought up to speak only one language have difficulty comprehending
this. Since the things they see have always invariably and unalterably
been associated with the words they know, there seems to be some
necessary interrelationship. It is like people getting so attached to their
arbitrarily given name that they cannot imagine being called anything
else. In a semantic test, unilingual children believed that certain four-
legged animals of unclean habits were called pigs because they were
so dirty. What else could you call them, since cochon, porco, Schwein,
hotros, svinja, marrana, and diszno were not available in their language?

There is no more necessary relationship between animals and their
names than between persons and their namcs, or between anything
and how we name it. The number five could easily hay.-
something elsecinch cirque, cinco, fiinf, 5t, pit, pende, pjats, or e,
punch, as it is in Hindi, which by the way, is where the drink cams
from, having been reduced to the name five or punch, since it contained
five ingredients. Or instead of five we could have used the word one
to mean five. All language signs are arbitrary. But that does not mean
we can change them at will. They may be arbitrary, but they are also
more conventional than anything that man has kilown. And this is
my third point about language.
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Not only are these arbitrary language signs conventional, but they
have to be. Otherwise no one could learn a language. Imagine the
confusion if the same substance were called coffee one day, soap the
next, and house the day after! The fact that a word is arbitrary and
conventional dots not mean it has no value. It has value very much
as a dollar bill has value. The question of what a dollar is worth is
a good one in these times. We might answer, "Not very much today
and maybe less tomorrow, but more than the paper on which it is
printed." 1 could take the same sort of paper and print the same material
on it, and end up in jail. Why? Because according to convention, though
quite arbitrary, only one type of paper printed at a certain place, in
a certain way, and under certain conditions, is considered to have any
value. Its value, likewise, according to convention, is a hundred cents,
and it can be changed into coins or goods of equivalent value.

Words also have values and be used to represent concepts.
Some words represent only one concept, but most words represent
several and consequently have multiple meanings. I was looking up
the word ttm in the Oxford English Dictionary the other day and was
able to count more than four hundred recorded meanings, such as,
Run for your life and These Mows don't run, in each of which there
is, by the way, a dt_Nuble meaning.5

Words must be cipabfe of carrying a great many possible meanings.
Even with half a million words we cannot name everything we want
to name. Life is made up of so many different things that each cannu
possibly have a different name.

A language sign may be used to signify different things, because
when used to produce words or actions, its meaning is clear for all
practical purposes. These multimeaning, arbitrary, and conventional
language signs are some of the units of which language is made. But
language is not merely a collection of these units any more than a
house is the same thing as a pile of bricks, wood, and plasier. The
code of the language arranges its elements into a number of interrelated
systems, including the systems of sounds, grammar, and vocabulary.
Once you have decided what to say, the system forces you to follow
certain rules when saying it.

Suppose you start with the words "I'd like some ," and you
want something to light a fire. To fit the right word in will call into
play the grammatical system, forcing you to use the plural of countable
nouns like match, and the system of sounds forces you to pronounce
the plural s like a /z/ to give you some matches. The type and number
of rules and relationships vary greatly from one language to the next.
If everything in every system of a language is thus interreb ed with
everything else into a complex network of relationshipsinto a system

'W. F. Mackey and J. G. Savard, "The Indices of Coverage: A Is.. r Dimension
in Lexicometrics," Iniernalional Review of Applied Linguistics 2 & 3 (196/): 71-191.
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of systemsit is a wonder hov ever succeed in learning a
language.

There is much more to langu. , ..han this; there is the question
of its changing nature, its variations in time and space, the functioning
of redundancy, and so forth. But I have pointed out, I think, the
essential characteristics. Language is a system of systems composed of
arbitrary and conventional signs forming a code suitable for com-
munication.

Language in Education

One of the most amazing things in life is that this highly complex
system of systems is mastered by any normal child before he starts
school. Indeed, all education is based on this assumption. A child without
a grasp of the language the school takes for granted is at an enormous
disadvantage.' This assumed language skill of the child entering school
is used for a number of purposes, including information, action, and
emotion. Language is used to transmit information and explain the
world around us, e.g., The earth is round, Water seeks its own level. Secondly,
it is used to get the right sort of action, Cross the street when the man
waves, Stop, Turn right, Sign here. All forms of organized activity, all
industry and commerce, and all office and factory work are based
on this use of language; for example, Send as three cases by express,
I cave the key at the desk, Give K. B. Shadow his paycheck tomorrow.

A third use of language is to arouse feelings and form opinions.
We can bring people to associate specific words with certain desirable
or undesirable ideas. This use of language ranges from poetry to
propaganda and includes the niceties of politeness (Good morning, Thank
you) and the non-niceties of blasphemy. It can both infuse and confuse
the other two functions. In advertising, it can combine with action-arous-
ing as in Keep America Green, or it can confuse and contradict the
informative, as it often does in poetry. When the poet Shelley wrote
in Ins ode, "To a Skylark,"

Hail to thee, blithe Spirit!
Bird thou never wert,

he was not making much of a contribution to the science of ornithology.
For only a poet could be permitted to state that a skylark is not a
bird and never was one. This is akin to the magical use of language,
where action is allegedly induced through an abnormal use of words.

The basis for using language for information, action, or emotion
in educational content is the assumption that the child has already
mastered the essentials. This implies that the child has complete control

6W. F. Mackey, Bilingual Education in a Binational Schnol (Rowley, Mass.: Newbury
House, Publishers, 1972), Introduction.
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of the phonological and grammatical systems of the language and a
comprehension vocabulary of some three to five thousand words,
covering in the order of 95 to 98 percent of the most frequent items.
In other words, it means that the teacher expects to talk normally
to the child and to receive normal responses. If the language of the
home is not that of the school, no such assumption can be made,
even if the language of the school is shared at home with another
language. In such a case, the child will not have the same learning
equipment as other children from homes where both languages are
identical.

The difference may be felt in a great range of difficulties, from
a slight lack of comprehension to complete unintelligibility. The teacher
does not have the words with which to teach, and the learner does
not have the vocabulary through which he can learn.

His comprehension vocabulary may be zero, or he may have at
least partially the same vocabulary as the monolingual children. But
which part of his vocabulary is like that of his classmates? The children
from non-English-speaking homes may listen just as attentively as the
others, but what do they understand, and how much?

The range of comprehension may be so great as to place each
individual child in a different learning category. In such situations
the unilingual teacher is likely to feel helpless, to blame the foreign
pupil's lack of comprehension on his stupidity or wrong-headedness
and woF,der why English, which is such an easy language understood
by most other children, should not just be absorbed. Most unilinguals
think their own language is easy, but no language is inherently simple
or difficult. It depends upon who is learning it and from what base.
English may be just as difficult for Spanish speakers as Spanish is
for English speakers. Let the teacher pause for a while and imagine
himself having to do his schooling in a language he only partially
understands, and he may begin to feel the way his foreign learners
feel.

Whether or not it is a good thing to speak one language at home
and another at school is a moot question, depending on the uses of
bilingualism. And here a fable about a mother mouse and her young
may be instructive.

Once upon time, a mother mouse was training her little one in
the art of self-preservation. "If you hear a meow," she said, "sit tight
and don't venture out of the hole." And the little mouse heard a
meow and stayed still as instructed. A few moments later the little
mouse heard a bowwow, and, with Mother Mouse's okay, ventured
out and was quickly seized and eaten by a big black cat who, with
a satisfied smile, remarked, 'That's one of the advantages of being
bilingual."

The moral is that there are indeed advantages in being bilingual, but
for some people there are also disadvantages. And your non-English-
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speaking youngster may c.me from a home where the disadvantages
predominate.

The father may have come to this country with little or no knowledge
of English. Like so many immigrants, he struggles to master enough
of the language to make his needs known and to understand those
of others. But this is a mere minimum of what he must do. As an
immigrant, he has to be able to use the language fluently enough
to hold a job and well enough to be accepted as a member of the
community in which he lives. For it is above all through language
that he will take his place as a member of the community. People
tend to assume that "he speaks like one of us" is the same as "he
is one of us."

Language Problems of Immigrants

There are now throughout the world millions of people making
a great effort to become bilingual, people whose jobs, well-being, and
social future depend upon their ability to master a new language.'
Some of the luckier ones have already learned the new language in
school or are still young enough to master it after their arrival in
the new land. But many are confronted with what seems an impossible
task. Some have no aptitude whatsoever for languages; others feel too
old to learn a new one. Many thousands of middle-aged refugees,
for example, who in their own countries were successful and respected
business and professional men, have had to accept what they consider
menial and degrading work because they cannot meet the new profes-
sional requirements. And many times these professional requirements
include a firm grasp of a particular language. The immigrant's knowl-
edge of the new language may be good enough for everyday com-
munication, but be far below professional standards.

Psychologically, an immigrant of this type lives in a sort of twilight
world, midway between that of his homeland and that of his adopted
country. His language handicap penetrates the very structure of his
personality. Where the native is simple, he is complex. Whe, .1 the native
is automatically supported by his innate habits of speech, the bilingual
immigrant has to choose between different forms of expression which,
as he becomes less fair,:liar with his mother tongue and not yet familiar
enough with his new language, seem inadequate equivalents of what
he has in his mind.

From early childhood the immigrant's thoughts and feelings were
molded by a cultural tradition quite different from that of his new
country. These thoughts and feelings first came to him through the
language spoken in his home, and it was in this language that he

W. F Mackey, Bilingualism as a World Problem (Montreal: Harvest House, 1967).
Chapter 1.
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acquired his most intimate and most significant understanding. The
very ways in which he came to consider his experience, both concrete
and abstract, were largely determined by those words and sentences
learned as an infant in the context of his culture, which eventually
gave him a language for handling all experience. In a new language
environment, he is faced with the problem of dealing with this same
experience by means of different words and sentences. But he sees
and hears and feels as he does largely because his language habits
have made him look at things through the spectacles of his mother
tongue, as it were. And it is these original language habits, so much
a part of his thoughts and feelings, that stand in the way of complete
maJtery of the new language.

For the adult immigrant, the second language, no matter how well
he learns to speak it, may always remain but an outer skin without
depth and human warmth. Often his existence may be a vacillation
between an inner or family life associated with his mother tongue and
an outer or social life conducted in a foreign language. Some immigrants
have embraced this dual role with enthusiasm; more have accepted
it with resignation. Still others have tried to get away from it by turning
their backs on the old language in an effort to escape the disadvantages
of belonging to an ethnic minority.

And yet they may be disappointed. With all their good will toward
the new language, they may fail to achieve a fluent command of it;
indeed, some never get beyond the stage of bare intelligibility. Why?
Perhaps for some of the same reasons that thousands of younger
immigrants, after studying the second language in school for five or
six years, are likewise quite unable to speak it.

What a native speaker considers an easy little word may in reality
involve dozens of complex habits which he has learned so well that
he hardly realizes they exist. Take, for example, the word go. The
immigrant has to learn to add an s in the third person present singular
(goes), and also that this s is really not an s when spoken, but a z --not
/gous/, but /gouz/. And if the event happened yesterday, he must
learn not to change o to a, that is, /A/ to / ei / , as he did for come,
but to say went, an entirely new word. He must also learn that you
go to a place, and that to becomes at once you are there, although
in his own language it may be at in both cases, as it is in French.
He must also know that if certain other words are combined with
go, the verb may take on an entirely different meaning as in go in
for somethinga phrase which is likely to be expressed by separate
verbs in his own language. He also has to keep in mind the different
tenses that may be indicated by going: I am going there now, I am
going there tomorrow, and I am going to go there some day.

There is also the whole problem of meaning and patterns of meaning.
The immigrant must know that go means any sort of movement away
from a point, and that it includes walking, running, riding, or flying,
and not simply walking, as it does in its German counterpart gehen.
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He has to understand its function as distinct from other verbs of motion
like come, so that he can use either go or come, depending on whether
the motion is toward a place or away from it, and not base the distinction
on motion into a place or out of it, as he would if his mother tongue
were a language like Hebrew. He must know all this well enough so
that unconsciously, in the split second he has in which to utter the
word, he may succeed in using it correctly.

If the mastery of a small word like go is so complicated, it is certainly
not a simple matter to become fluent even in the everyday vocabulary
of a strange language, along with its gramma- , it; phonetics, and its
social usage. You can hardly expect the average person simply to "pick
up" this sort of thing. It is not surprising that so many of those who
try to pick up a language only succeed in getting tangled in it. For
language is not merely a list of words; it is a complex system of habits
built up in the individual. The immigrant must not only regroup his
previous experiences; he must also develop and relate them to a new
system of habits which will correctly, fluently, and independently operate
a new system of sounds, structures, words, and meanings. He may
develop these as habits of comprehension only (listening and reading),
or he may go on to the more difficult habits of expression (speaking
and writing). He must understand the language before he ,-an be
expected to express himself in it.

The process of understanding a new language involves several
things. One is the understanding or identification of new sounds, new
stress patterns, and new tone patterns. At first the immigrant will tend
to take each new sound for a sound in his own language; he may
hear the word three as tree if the th sound is unknown to him. There
is also the problem of distinguishing word groupings in the new language.
For example, As is his custom, he is not here for dinner but at home, when
spoken naturally and at a normal rate, might well sound as if the
first three words were identical, all pronounced with z preceded by
the vowel of the unstressed the. And the listener will not hear the
words of the sentence as separate words. He may hear them only as
three or four units, Asishiscustom he'snothere fordinner Inuathome. These
will be uttered at a rate of speed which makes it impossible for him
to hear individual words. While he is trying thus to identify the sounds
and sound groups, he must also give his attention to understanding
the meaning of the utterance as a whole before the next sentence
begins. Otherwise he is lost.

So it is not simply a matter of understanding individual words
and then putting them all together, but of understanding groups of
words and sentences as fast as they are spoken. One certainly has
no time to translate into his native language, since he must remember
the beginning of a sentence while listening to the end. Otherwise he
is not able to make the necessary links between the different parts
of the sentences, which permit him to understand the utterance as
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a whole. His ability to do this will depend largely on his familiarity
with the rounds, the words, and the subject matter. The understanding
of a language is not as passive, therefore, as some people believe.

Speaking the new language is an even more complex activity than
understanding it. Speaking includes all the above-mentioned difficulties
of comprehension, as well as others. In order to speak, a person must
first decide what he means and put his meaning into the structure
of the new language. This involves vocabulary, grammar, phonetics,
semantics, and the ability to make the right connections among these
systems.

There may also be distinctions that do not exist in one's own
language. For example, when a French-speaking person wishes to make
a question, all he has to do is add the fixed formula n'est-ce pas, no
matter what the form of the main part of the sentence. But when
he speaks English, he has to remember which tag goes with which
sentence formwasn't he, didn't he, won't hequestion tags which are
all equivalent to n'est-ce pas in French. In English their use depends
on the sentence form: He was here, wasn't he? He took it, didn't he?
He'll come, won't he? In other words, the learner has to remember to
use the right auxiliary in the question tag and to make it agree in
person, number, and tense with the verb of the main sentence.

In places where his own language is quite regular, the non-English-
speaking immigrant may find the new language quite irregular and
full of exceptions. If the plural of book is books, why is the plural of
foot not foots? For foot, and many other such words, he has to develop
a separate structural habit, so that he can automatically use feet when
the need arises. The immigrant must master these irregularities of
the system as well as learn forms and relationships which are completely
devoid of logic and common sense. After learning that had is past
time, he must learn that had better refers to the future. After learning
the collocation run fast, what is he to make of stand fast?

Then there are the words and expressions seemingly the same
as those of his native languaer- which the newcomer may embrace
as long lost friends, but which turn out to be false friends, les faux
amis as a French lexicographer calls them. I' two languages have the
same word, one is immediately led to suppose that each word has
the same meaning in both languages. The >act, for example, that the
English demand and the French deman,,,- look so much alike and do
have similar meanings, will tempt a lea: zwr to use the word in the
same way in both languages, without bothering to go into the different
circumstances in which it is used in each language. He may thus use
the English word demand to cony?), the meaning of the French word
demander which simply means "to ask."

While remembering to use the right words in the right places,
the immigrant must also remember to use the words and structures
which give the right toneto make sure, for example, that he does
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not seem angry or impolite when he wishes to appear just the opposite.
There are at least half a dozen ways of asking someone to close the
door, not all of which are equally polite. If the immigrant uses one
which is not polite enough for the situation, he may seem angry; if
he uses one which is too polite, he may appear ridiculous. In his reading
he may have come across a large number of words he has never had
much trouble understanding. But once he must pick one of these words
for a certain situation in order to give the right impression, he may
literally be at a loss for words. Was the dinner at Mrs. Smith's pleasant,
exquisite, delightful, excellent, delicious, lovely, or charming? The guest
must quickly choose which word to use, and he has no second choice.

The more a person has to say, the more difficult it is for him
to say it in a foreign language. That is why some well-educated and
well-read immigrants with a lot to say can say so little. They come
to us with thousands of ideas they have acquired in their own language,
but the bigger the load, the harder it is to transfer. The adult, who
has a great range and variety of ideas, has more difficulty in a new
language because he has more to talk about. And the more adult he
is, the more he will want to modify and qualify his ideas and feelings.
He requires, therefore, a knowledge and skill in the new language
proportionate to the variety and complexity of what he has to say.

When a person learns to speak a new language, he must know
not only which words to choose and how to put them together, but
also how to pronounce them; that is, he must master the sounds and
the phonetic structure of the language. Of course, he must be able
to identify the new sounds before he can be expected to utter them,
and we have already seen the sort of trouble that this can give. But
it is not sufficient to identify them; he must be able to produce them
correctly and at the right speed.

He may already be too old to imitate accurately what he hears,
or he may not entirely have lost all the imitative ability which enabled
him to learn his mother tongue. Nevertheless, there will always remain
the fact that he already has a set of sounds and sound patterns which
are second nature to him, and these will tend to get in the way when
he tries to use the new set of sounds. He may even have to use his
native set of sounds in order to speak the new language; indeed, he
may hear no difference between them and those of the native speakers
of the language. The more they resemble one another, the less he
will notice the difference. A French speaker touches his teeth when
he pronounces t and d, and he will generally not notice the fact that
a native English speaker does not, except in very special phonetic
contexts, as, for example, in the word width.'

'W. F. Mackey, La Distance Interlinguistique(Quebec: International Center for Research
on Bilingualism, 1971), Chapter 4.
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On the other hand, some of the new sounds may be completely
unknown to the newcomer. In this case, he will tend to use a sound
he feels is closest to the new sound, but this will often vary from
language to language. That is why foreign speakers of English will
utter the initial th sound in thing like an s, an f, or a t, depending
on the phonetics of their native language. But if the newcomer uses
one of these substitutes often enough, it will become a habit, and he
will have developed what is known as a foreign accent.

Sometimes the patterns or combinations of sounds permitted in
a language are even more important than the individual sounds
themselves. Both German and English have the sound g: but in German
it is rarely final, so that a German speaker of English will pronounce
the final English g as a k. The word dog will thus sound like dock,
and dogs like docks. Many other features of pronunciation besides sounds
have to be mastered. Such things as word stress, sentence stress,
intonation, and rhythm are of paramount importance for intelligibility.
If the newcomer wants to acquire a native accent, he will require a
great deal of practice and correction. As a child he did not learn the
sounds of his native language by listening to them only a few times;
he had to do a lot of listening and a lot of trial-and-error speaking.
We cannot expect him to learn the pronunciation of a new language
without a good deal of practice in hearing, repeating, and comparing
his pronunciation with that of native speakers.

Some beginners start by learning to read the new language. But
reading a language is very different from speaking it, as many have
found when they try to communicate in Europe with their high school
French, German, or Spanish. If a word is associated with the wrong
sound, as is often the case, it may subsequently be most difficult to
learn the correct pronunciation. In reading English, for example, the
newcomer would have no way of knowing that the words come and
dome do not have the same vowel sound, and that done and tone, does
and toes, though written alike, are pronounced differently. Nor has
he any indicat;on that the vowel sounds of does and dumb, though
written differently, are pronounced alike.

This inconsistency between the sound of the words and the way
they are spelled is felt even more keenly when the foreigner starts
writing the language. His native language may be far superior to English
in this respect. The Hungarian or Yugoslav, who writes his language
the way it is spoken, may be understandably discouraged at the prospect
of learning to write a language in which a single sound may appear
in ten different ways, such as the /i/ sound, for example, in see, believe,
thief, people, machine, seat, encyclopaedia, quay, amoeba, and mere. He may
be further discouraged to find out that the same single letter may
represent at least six different soundsas does the a in cat, calm, late,
all, above, anyand that the same combination of letters may stand
for five different pronunciationsas does ough in enough, dough, through,
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drought, coughnot to mention all those silent letters in such words
as walk, know, thumb, and psalm.

There are other differences in languages that are even more
profound because they concern the very essence of our experience,
the things and substances of the world, the feelings and sensations
of the mind. That is what I was referring to when speaking of the
nature of language. And because of this, a new language is difficult
in still another way--the concept of time. To a German or French
immigrant the idea of a present continuous tense may be quite strange.
His language has not conditioned him for any such distinction between
present time, habitual time, and continuous time. The English tense
system seems more complicated than his own. Other languages, however,
through dozens of tenses, moods, voices, and modalities, may treat
time in a much more detailed fashion than English does.

We must not brush aside such differences as mere grammatical
peculiarities. They go much deeper than grammar, affecting the very
patterns of thought. One might imagine, for example, that all people
see white as white and black as black, but such is by no means the
case. As we saw at the start, all languages do not have the same number
of colors. Some languages have words for only three colors, some for
only two. There are even languages which, instead of colors, distinguish
a number of shades, graduating from light to dark.

What is true of color is also true of other phenomena, of objects,
feelings, and ideas. I have already referred to differences in the concept
of snow, determined by which part of the globe we inhabit. Similarly,
English has only one word for water; some Amerindian languages have
two or more. We have only one word for camel; some of the dialects
of Arabic have more than a dozen. Language is a reflection of the
culture.

Thus it appears that languages may classify nature in different
ways and in different compartments, that different languages define
experience in different ways, and that a language shapes the ideas
of those who speak it, forcing them to view the world differently from
those who speak other languages. The problem of the immigrant's
adjustment to his new environment is therefore quite profound. It
is not only a matter of language differences but also of cultural attitudes
and patterns of thought. Yet it is only thrcugh language that the
immigrant can fully understand his new country. It has long been
recognized that language is the key to a person's successful adjustment
to a new country. Although some do manage to learn a new language
with amazing speed, others, for reasons suggested here, have found
it very difficult. Yet non - English - speaking immigrants may have the
most to contribute to their new community. That is why language
instruction is of the utmost importance to the immigrant, and why
he needs the best possible facilities, including the services of the most
highly skilled teachers.



The Nature of Language and of Language Lemming

Albert H. Marckwardt

Language is the fabric of our thinking, the vehicle of our social
existence. Because of this very fact, we are prone to overlook some
of the most salient features of its structure. We rarely give any thought
to the development of our own ability to use it or to the processes
involved in whatever degree of mastery we may have achieved over
it. In this instance, familiarity does not necessarily breed contempt,
but it does make for unawareness, and this is equally true of many
facets of our behavior. Most of us tie a pair of shoelaces at least once
a day, but we would have some difficulty in describing in detail this
wholly familiar yet fairly complex act.

I shall begin, therefore, by reminding you of some of the charac-
teristics of your ovn language which you have either forgotten or may
never have considered with any degree of care, but which may have
considerably more than an indirect or theoretical bearing upon what
you, as teachers, do in the classroom. In many instances this very
unawareness can easily result in inefficient or misdirected teaching
procedures.

Language is pervasive. As I have already indicated, this is true
of language in general, in terms of its relevance to our behavior as
human beings cooperating in a social order. It is specifically true of
the English language, in terms of its place in the world today and
with respect to our employment of it.

There are, spread over four continents of the gybe, some 275
million speakers of English as a first or native language. It is not the
first of the languages of the world in terms of numbers of speakers,
but no other language equals it in global spread. This accounts for
certain kinds of diversity in the language, set within an extraordinary
degree of linguistic unity.

It has been estimated that each one of us on the average speaks
about fifty thousand words per week, roughly the amount contained
in a short novel. If one multiplies this by the number of speakers
already cited, he arrives at the staggering total of 13.75 trillion words
spoken weekly, some eighty billion spoken every hour, well over a
billion spoken every minute. Aside from the sheer magnitude of the
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figures, this explains why any research into one aspect or another of
the English language must necessarily rely upon a sampling method
rather than an examination of the entire corpus, and why any sample
can, at best, be only an infinitesimal portion of the whole. It also explains
why no grammar of English even approaches a complete description
or account of the language.

Basically, language is something that we speak. It is somewhat less
fashionable to say this today than it was twenty-five years ago; neverthe-
less so many of us are still geared to think of language as the written
word that it is helpful to remind ourselves from time to time of the
importance of speech. As individuals we speak and understand language
in its oral form some years before we even begin to read and write.
Historically, man spoke for centuries, even millenia, before writing
systems were developed. In terms of sheer quantity, most of us speak
much more than we write. There have been, and there are now, many
of the thirty-five hundred or so languages that we know about which
are spoken bta for which no writing system has ever been developed.
There is no known instance of a language which is written but which
was never spoken.

What this means is that the writing system is secondary, not in
importance, but generically. Moreover, the writing system of English
at least fails to report or reports imperfectly certain features of the
language itself. In contrast to the writing system of Spanish, it has
virtually no provision for indicating the placement of word stress. Thus
the writing of such words as insult or intimate is ambiguous, failing
to distinguish between insult, noun, and insult, verb, or between intimate,
adjective, and intimate. verb. This is not fatal, of course, since the
context usually reveals the function, but neither is it precise, and the
spoken language does make the distinction. Whereas the writing system
clearly signals the morphophonemic variation between a and an, our
indefinite article, it fails to report the comparable distinction which
most of us make in the definite article, as in the books [a buks]
as compared with the oats [t5i ots]. True enough, it is possible that
many of us have protested too much over these and many other
shortcomings of the English writing system and have failed to be
sufficiently appreciative of its virtuesand there are someyet
classroom teachers need to sharpen their awareness of the complex
relationships between the two. and in particular they must avoid the
notion, which has prevailed far too long, that speech is a somewhat
inaccurate and slovenly realization of the written language.

Language has pattern, just as much of our nonlinguistic behavior
has. This is often uttered as a truism but without a clear nntion of
what language patterns consist of, or what the term pattern actually
means when it is used in this connection.

For one thing, pattern may consist of items recurring in a set
sequence. Just as in a dinner menu, soup precedes the entree and
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dessert follows it, or in a church service the invocation, the reading,
the sermon, and the benediction have their places as items in a set
series, so we order the words in our phrases and clauses. In declarative
statements we are committed to a subject-verb-object order. This is
pattern, and departures from it may result in miscom prehension; we
have made much of the difference between man bites dog and dog bites
man. But there are many linguistic sequences to be considered in addition
to the basic clause pattern. Scarcely any native speaker of English would
hesitate for a moment over the ordering of the modifiers in such
sequences as "our many sweet young girl students" and "the seven
dirty old garbage men."

It is apparent, nevertheless, that these items follow a set order,
one which, moreover, must be made specific to any foreign learner
of English but which is part of the built-in grammar of those who
speak the language natively. Likewise, the ordering of adverbial modifi-
ers in such sentences as "He leaves here early" and "He waited there
anxiously for a long time" illustrates precisely the same principle.

Symmetry, another important aspect of pattern, is particularly
apparent in the phonological structure of English. This ca-) be observed
in the three points of articulation for the voiceless stops, the voiced
stops, and the nasals; namely bilabial, alveolar, and palatal/velar, as
indicated in the following diagram:

bilabial alveolar velar

P I
t k

b d g
m I n t)

In this connection it is worth pointing out also that, except for one
brief period in the history of the language, English front vowels have
always been unrounded and the back vowels have been produced with
lip rounding. The morphophonemic variations in the plural and genitive
singular of nouns, the third person singular, present indicative of verbs,
and the regular past tense inflection of verbs observe the same kind
of adjustment to the preceding consonant, even though different
inflectional endings are involved:

cats [s]
works [s]
worked [t]

dogs [z]
plays [z]
dragged [d]

places [az]
pleases [az]
waited [ad]

In short, if language did not display patterned organization, we
should be able to master it only through the rote learning of thousands
of individual items, manifestly an impossible task. It has been pointed
out in this connection that such childish formations as foots for feet
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and red for went, errors though they may be, also constitute striking
testimony that the inflectional pattern has clearly been learned and
that the only failure here is one of not having become familiar with
certain obviously deviant forms.

This leads us to the next observation of importance for the teacher,
namely, that few patterns are carried through with absolute consistency.
The standard English reflexive pronoun paradigm illustrates this part:,
ularly well. The forms of the first two persons, myself, thys41, yourself,
ourselves, yourselves, all consist of the genitive form ;1 the pronoun
followed by -self, the second element being inner-led according to the
noun pattern for the plural when the antecerl:mt is plural. In the third
person, however, himself and themselves combine the object form of
the pronoun with -self, whereas herself and itself are indeterminate. It
is of at least passing interest to observe that in many forms of nonstandard
English, the genitive plus -self pattern is maintained consistently
throughout the entire declension, giving rise to such forms as hisself
and theirself.

We must also concede that, despite apparen. similarity in the
ordering of items, there may be underlying differences in structure.
On the surface there would seem to be identity of pattern in such
sequences as "John is difficult to help" and "John is anxious to help,"
yet it must be recognized that whereas the first of these is capable
of the transformatica, "It is difficult to help John," the second is
not. This leads to the inevitable conclusion that differences in underlying
relationships may be concealed by superficial similarities in the external
or surface structure. It is precisely here that the transformational
grammarians have made a significant contribution to our understanding
of the way in which the language functions.

There are many other aspects of language, such as the dependence
of meaning upon context and upon the totality of experience of both
sjtAer and hearer or writer and reader, which the teacher must keep
in riind. I have chosen to concentrate upon pattern since this is at
once s.j automatic, so unconscious, and so easily overlooked.

Of equal importance is the awareness that the English language
is a medium of extraordinary variety, much mere so than is often
realized, simply because the experience of any one individual with it
is such an infinitesimal part of the whole. First of all, English is the
native and official language of not one or two but a number of powerful
and thriving nations: Australia, Canada, Leland, New Zealand, and
South Africa, as well as the United Kingdom and the United States.
In each of these the lexicon has developed in a somewhat different
fashion, the norms of acceptable linguistic behavior focus upon different
features of the language, and the patterns of change over the years
have taken somewhat different directions.

Within each of these national forms of the language there are
regional variants and social dialects as well, each with widely differing
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degrees of acceptability. Beyond this there are levels of style or formality
which cut across the distinction between the spoken and the written
language in a number of ways. Perhaps the best analysis of the stylistic
modes of American English is to be found in The Five Clocks by Martin
Jcos, in which the following five styles are recognized and described,
at least in some dc:ail: intimate, casual, consultative, formal, and frozen.
It must be realized that for all intents and purposes, the essential
difference between "This is the man whom we are seeking," "This
is the man we're looking for," and "He's our man,' to cite comparable
f:ms for only three of them, is not in structural or grammatical
acceptability but rather in their different manner of adjustment to
the communications situation. There is always a danger of confusing
informality with ungrammaticality, and much of our thinking on these
points is muddy and confused.

This rapid sketch has attempted to show that language is a medium
Or form of actual and potential human behavior which is characterized
by an extraordinary degree of complexity. From time immemorial men
have sought to understand and codify it. To the extent that these
attempts have constituted a systematic approach, and there have been
several, we are justified in speaking of the scientific study of languageor
linguistics, the term usually given to this endeavor.

In any systematic study, science, or discipline, the underlying
assumptions must be recognized and stated. just as the indestructibility
of matter is a governing principle in physics, so also linguistics has
its underlying assumption: the conviction that the spoken language
reflects the underlying structure most directly, or the recognition that
languages have a deep as well as a surface structure. As with any
other science, properly valid methods of collecting data and of classifying
them must be devised. In these, nonrepresentativeness, circularity, and
other logical pitfalls must be avoided. Techniques of preser ration, both
verbal and graphic, must also be worked out, making u of devices
ranging all the way from special alphabets to Chinese boxes and tree
diagrams. This is a sery brief sketch of the scientific basis of the study
of language, but it is important to recognize that it does proceed upon
a foundation of logic and principle and that its conclusions must be
viewed in the light of those principles.

As English teachers our concern is with the teaching of language,
but there is little point in discussing teaching except in the light of
the way the individual learns or acquires his language, the ways in
which control of the language grows and develops in all of us. Here
we must take into consideration the out-of-school as well as the classroom
contacts and experiences with the language. In short, how does any
one of us acquire a command of this complex medium?

A complete answer to this question is beyond the realm of possibility,
but it will be worthwhile to review some of the things that we do
know and are occasionally likely to overlook. First of all we must recognize
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that the child entering school has already achieved a considerable mastery
of his native language. Except for a few minor points of difficulty,
he controls the phonology and is familiar with thc- regular inflectional
patterns. Even the errors he makes, such as mouses for mice, or good
for went, the consequence of extending the regular patterns to a few
historical anomalies, are evidence of his grasp of the system. He knows
the ordering of sentence elements and has a vocabulary of some five
or six thousand words. His receptive knowledge of the language is
even more extensive. To consider him linguistically a tabula rasa is
a denial of everything we know about the development of language
in children.

For most children this preschool linguistic achievement is wholly
oral. They generally acquire a command of the writing systemlearning
to read, spell, and writeas part of their early school experience, but
we should not make the mistake of confusing the learning of reading,
spelling, and writing with the acquisition of language. Most children
are well into the third grade before their command of the writing
system, that is, their ability to read or to compose in writing, is on
an equal level with their mastery of the spoken language. Only after
that point can reading serve as a means of extending and enhancing
the child's linguistic experience.

We must also recognize that English, or the language arts, is unique
among the school subjects in that the classroom experience constitutes
only a small fraction of the child's total linguistic activity. It is true
that in the early grades about 50 percent of the school day is spent
in language instruction of one kind or another. But at most this cannot
amount to more than three hours out of a twelve-hour waking day,
during which the child is using and is exposed to language constantly.
As time goes on, instruction in English may occupy no more than
forty-five minutes of a fifteen-hour waking day, less than 5 percent.
Very often it is only during this short period that the child is in contact
with standard English. The language of the home, the street, and the
playground may be of quite another variety, if indeed it is English
at all. Naturally this sets a limit on what can be accomplished with
respect to language instruction in the schools.

In addition we must take a natural growth factor into account.
Even if there were no language instruction in the schools 2'. -2.!1,

would undoubtedly be some development and maturation in the child's
command of the linguistic medium, at least up to adolescence and
possibly up to early adulthood. One of the challenges here is to make
the school instruction reinforce the natural growth process. Here,
perhaps, the distinction between linguistic capability or competence
on the one hand and performance on the other is of major importance.

Another significant distinction is that between the acquisition of
a dialect which is not native to the learner and the expansion of
competence in the dialect which is native to him. There are many
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more children in this country, especially in the urban centers but no,
exclusively so, who fall into the first category rather than the second,
but there are literally millions in each of them. It would seem obvious
that the same instructional patterns and techniques will not serve both
groups effectively, although for years many teachers have deluded
themselves with the thought that they might.

The speakers of the nonstandard forms of the language present
us with another problem. Over the past few years we have generally
agreed that it is educationally unsound, if not absolutely harmful, to
attempt to obliterate the child's native dialect and to replace it with
standard English. We have, so to speak, settled for a functional
bidialectalism, teaching the young speaker to use the standard language
in situations were it is demanded and leaving him with a sufficient
regard for his native dialect that he will not hesitate to employ it in
appropriate circumstances. But recently this attitude has come under
attack by those who insist that in a pluralistic society, the child's language
should not be tampered with at all. It is fair to ask, however, whether
dialect switching is essentially different from the styk ifling charac-
teristic of most of us as we go from a formal to a casual situation.
This issue is not yet resolved; it demands thorough, rigorous. and
particularly unemotional examination.

The matters which have been discussed here are factors in normal
linguistic development and must be taken into consideration in any
formulation of teaching aims and objectives. But once we have clarified
or settled the aims to our satisfaction and have recognized the develop-
mental factors with their attendant limitations upon what we can and
cannot do, there still remains the problem of devising !caching techniques
and procedures. How do we go about doing what we can?

It should be clear at the outset that the different levels upon which
English teachers operate call for different kinds of treatment, and here
I speak not of grade levels but of levels of linguistic sophistication.
At the most elementary stratum there are such matters as noun-verb
agreement, appropriate tense forms for verbs, irregular plural forms
of nouns, lexical confusions of the accept-except and compose-comprise
types, frequent misspellings, and the lack of any concepts of the minimal
(and maximal) requirements of a clause or sentence. For the most
part, students falling into this category will have a language background
other than standard English.

At a second level the problems are chiefly structural, in a syntactic
and rhetorical sense. Modifiers are often misplaced, verb tenses are
not in logical sequence, and there is little or no variation in sentence
structure. The writing reveals little sense of what constitutes a paragraph
and even iess of how sentences within a paragraph may be arranged
in an effective sequence.

I ca., hest illustrate whit I recognize as a third level by quoting
a passagk from a letter I received not long ago from a corporation
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executive who had been present at a talk I gave on communication
problems in industry. "I appreciate your sharing your expertise with
us in the recent conference," the writer began. He then went on, "I
wish to propagate these concepts and information among our manage-
ment personnel. To help me reinforce my memory, I would appreciate
receiving a copy of your presentation." Here the forms are unexcep-
tionable, and the strucvire is tight. But the style is cliche-ridden
bureaucratese at its worst. It is an excellent example of what the British
find to criticize in American writing.

Each of the levels I have tried to isolate requires a quite different
type of treatment. Ideally all three should be dealt with in terms of
a linguistic sophistication and a due regard for those principles of
language acquisition which can be put to a remedial use. In doing
so, however, we must be careful to distinguish between language
experience and language analysis. After all, a large share of our linguistic
performance is an unconscious operation. Very few of us can give
a coherent account of even the most obvious facets of our individual
linguistic development.

Certainly it is difficult to assume that the language-learning process
operates detimctivElv tht that ,c,naciou*iy ill applying so-called
rules to the individual linguistic performance. It is hard to imagine
a six-year-old gorrwn child in Julius Caesar's time producing a sentence
by mentally reviewing a noun paradigm, a verb conjugation, and a
rule of syntax to determine the forms of the verb and noun he was
about to use its a sentence. Yet such a concept of linguistic process
underlies what has been going on in Latin c!asses for a period of
a thousand years or more. It is a point of view and a pedagogical
approach long associated with traditional grammar.

On the other hand we have recently come to question how much
of the language-learning process is inductive and dependent upon habit
formation. For a time we thought that it was and reasoned that the
habit formation might be reinforced by drill on inflectional forms and
practice in word-order patterns. True enough, drill can upon occasion
serve as a corrective measure, although even here it has its limitations,
but we must ask whether it makes for growth in language competence.
At any rate, this approach and point of view was associated with the
structural linguists, who often faikd to make the useful distinction
between pattern fixation and pattern extension.

Unfortunately the generative-transformational grammarians have
given us no clear outline upon which to proceed. On the one hand
their assumption of innate language ability seems somewhat shrouded
in mysticism, and on the other, they have been unclear on the issue
of whether the transformations which play such a large role in their
language descriptions are psychological processes or logical abstractions.

We must return. then, to the broad question of how much formal
language instruction can do, given our present pattern of classroom
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organization and procedure. Even if the conditions under which we
work were to be greatly improved, it is scarcely likely that we would
make a finished prose stylist of every one of our children. The most
we can hope for is to furnish each of our students with a guided
:inguistic experience which will bring his performance closer to the
level nf his language competence than we have hitherto succeeded
in clomp.

In the past we have without question raised the general level of
literacy, but this is probably the most that we can claim for ourselves.
Certainly we have brought relatively few to the point of distinction
in their use of the language. There is little American writing or public
speaking which stands out for its quality of ease and charm as well
as intellectual content. Actually, many of our classroom efforts, by
concentrating so relentlessly upon the negativethat is, what not to
say or writehave undermined the confidence of vast numbers in their
ability to command the language. The belief that one's "grammar"
needs improvement is almost universally held in this country, even
by those with impeccable educational credentials.

There is no one royal road to improvement in language trainingthe
sheer tomplexitv of the situation precludes that. Nor does any linguist
haw all the answers to the questions that have been raised. Linguists
can be mist useful, perhaps, in pointing out what not to do, namely,
those things which are in direct contradiction to the facts of language
usage, structure, and acquisition as they know them. Certainly they
can point out the nonsense in our textbooks and reinforce our demand
for greater accuracy and ingenuity in dealing with the English language.
It is clear that succe5a dc :s not lie in inhibiting or hopelessly complicating
expression. What we mu.a strive for is to give every student a breadth
and variety of language experience, guided as understandingly as
possible, and tempered by a sense of realism, but carefully planned
in such a way that each new experience with the language will build
upon that which has preceded it.
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Bilingualism and Bidialectalism

Robert J. Di Pietro

One of man's most valuable possessions is his language. Through
it he communicates with his fellow humans about affairs essential to
his very being. Language is man's key to membership in his community.
It is a tool he continually adjusts to fit the tasks that challenge him.
Not only does language serve man's utilitzrian purposes, but it also
provides him with one of his greatest sources of pleasure. Granted
that some men are more gifted than others in the use of language,
all are capable of enjoying its artistic use in songs, novels, plays, and
poetry. The pleasure man derives from his language is evident even
in early childhoodthe very young can be observed to make sounds
of all sorts and to lull themselves to sleep with the assurances of their
own soliloquies. So much is language a part of our existence that to
be deprived of it, as in aphasia, is an affliction equal to if not worse
than any physical confinement. Indeed, the very balance of our daily
life depends on the availability of a language we can use to interact
with others in our community.

That balance is disturbed when groups of people find themselves
in situations where recourse to a common language is either impossible
or difficult. Since the structure of a community depends critically on
communication, the inaccessibility to some individuals of one of the
codes of communication deprives them of community membership.
When the number of such individuals grows sufficiently large, intergroup
strife is likely to develop. There are seemingly only two ways to correct
the resultant imbalances. Either the two groups restructure themselves
and merge to form a new community or they take measures to reassert
the distinctness of each of their original communities. If they decide
to remain distinct, they need not move from the same or proximal
geographical location, and they may even learn to share some community
functions in a kind of societal symbiosis. There are, in fact, many such
situations in the world today. Many so-called "bilingual nations" are
little more than different language communities located within the same
political boundaries and forced to share somc of the same national
interests.
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In those cases where genuinely bilingual commui, :ties arise, a relative
stability of language use is achieved; that is, irktergroup differences
diminish and each language becomes associated with separate functions
in the society. In this way, one language may develop at the tool for
commercial transactions while the other takes over the role of instruction
or religious training. In addition, a creoFted variety may appear as
the result of contact between the two original languages and come
to be used in informal situations. It is not unusual to find each language
involved in bilingual communities becoming associated with distinct
levels of style all the way from informal family discussions to highly
fth-malized university lectures. Relatively stable bilingual communities
can be found in Paraguay, In,iia, and in some parts of Africa,' to
name but a few. As a result, we can say that the predominant feature
of stable bilingualism is the use of each language by most if not all
members of the community for different purposes. Separatism dis-
appears and a social balance not unlike that of monolingual communities
is achieved.

Unfortunately, bilingualism is not always stable. Oftentimes societal
factors are such that no agreement can be reached as to the roles
each language should play. The differences between the social structures
of the groups in contact may be so great that they can find little in
common to share. One group may be materially wealthier and force
members of the less fortunate groups to abandon their language as
well as their cultural valuer in order to share the wealth. In addition
to language and cultural prejudices, there may be racial ones which
make integration as one community difficult. The result is that bilingual
individuals develop only in those areas where the linguistically distinct
groups must come into contact. These individuals find themselves playing
the role of translators for their monolingual relatives and associates.

Such has been the case both with the majority of immigrant groups
in the United States and with the indigenous communities which have
fallen in the path of our national expansion. Few or no positive values
are left to the native languages of such groups once their members
decide to climb to economically and socially advantageous positions
controlled by the English-speaking majority. Despite all efforts to keep
a native language alive in the home, the pressures of English are usually
so great that the socially mobile individual must eventually abandon
it. Conversely, the monolingual speaker of English is not in the least
constrained to abandon his language. Although we in the United States
may express great interest in other languages, our record of achievement

' See, resk,ectively, Joan Rubin, National Bilingualism in Paraguay (The Hague: Mouton
Publishers, 1969); John J. Gumperz, "Communication in Multilingual Societies," in
Cognitive Anthropology, ed. S. A. Tyler (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969),
pp. 435-49; and B. W. Andrzejewski, "Speech and Writing Dichotomy as the Pattern
of Multilingualism in the Somali Republic," The Symposium on Multilingualism, Publication
no. 87 (Brazzaville: The Scientific Council for Africa, 1962), pp. 177-81.
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in learning foreign languages reveals the little practical value we see
in them. As John Carroll reported in 1967, the average language major
near graduation in American colleges achieved nothing more than a
"limited working proficiency" or a plus two on the five-point rating
scale of the U.S. State Department.'

Our report card carries other bad marks. In the recent efforts
of Spanish-speaking Texans to persuade administrators to have school
instruction in Spanish, it came to light that the students were strictly
forbidden to speak Spanish on school grounds under the threat of
beatings and other sanctions.' One can only marvel that in spite of
such pressures there are still millions of Americans using their native
language--German, Italian, Spanish, Polishand thousands of Ameri-
can Indians speaking their tribal languages. Of course the price for
this individualism has been high. The monolingual speaker of a language
other than English is often trapped at the bottom of the economy.
If he is rural, he finds himself lost in the city. If he is urban, he
is deprived of joining in the mass exodus to the suburbs. Because
his culture counts for little in the eyes of the majority, he is said to
be culturally disadvantaged. Even if he tries to find positive values
in his restricted environment, the dominant culture destroys those values
by imposing its own set. Langston Hughes sums it up eloquently with
the following definition of misery: "Misery is when you heard on the
radio that the neighborhood you live in is a slum but you always thought
it was home."

Up to this point, I have discussed only the phenomenon of
bilingualism and have said nothing about what has been called "bidia-
lectalism." In accordance with the notion of "stigmatized speech," we
can define bidialectal individuals as those who possess both a socially
stigmatized and a prestige variety of the same language.' This definition
hinges, of course, upon how well we clarify the notion of language.
A variety of speech is recognized as a language for any number of
different reasons, including codification with a set of normative rules,
association with a national state, and possession of a standardized writing
system and a body of literature. Dialects may "grow" into languages
through various combinations of such features. By calling speech varieties
"dialects," we imply that they are restricted geographically, socially,
or in both ways, while at the same time linked together in a chain
of mutual intelligibility. To understand how some dialects become socially
stigmatized, we must keep in mind that it is usually the higher social

2 John B. Carroll, "Foreign Language Proficiency Levels Attained by Language Majors
Near Graduation from College," Foreign Language Annals I (December 1967): 131-51.

'Leroy F. Aarons, "The Chicanos Want In," Washington Post, 11 January 1970.

'Langston Hughes, Black Misery (New York: Paul S. Eriksson, 1969).

5 For a clear discussion of social stigma, see Ervin Goffman, Stigma (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964).
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or economic class which stigmatizes the speech of inferior social classes.
Thus, we speak about "ghetto English" but not about "suburban English."
The word black functions in social stigmatization, while the word white
does not. Ossie Davis, writing in the IRCD Bulletin, reports that Roget's
Thesaurus of the English Language lists 120 synonyms for the word
blackness, of which sixty are distinctly unfavorable and twenty are related
directly to race.' Slogans such as "Black is beautiful," which are becoming
more evident throughout our country, represent an effort to remove
some of the social stigma.

It appears that both bidialectalism and bilingualism, as they are
found in the United States, are mainly of the transitional type. Both
phenomena seem to be marked with some degree of strife or social
tension. The resolution of the soda! imbalances accompanying both
situations, however, will probably not be the same. If we succeed in
deemphasizing racial distinctions as factors determining economic and
social standing, the need to speak of "black English" will disappear.
In fact, even today the term "ghetto English" might be more appropriate
in view of the growing numbers of black Americans who are monodia-
lectal in a prestige form of English. The lack of attachment to "black
English" by black Americans is clearly illustrated by the reaction of
William Raspberry, a columnist for the Washington Post, to the work
of Roger Shuy, director of the Urban Language Study Program of
the Center for Applied Linguistics in Washington. Raspberry interpreted
Shuy's proposal to use ghetto English as a base from which to teach
black children as an attempt to "institutionalize the very inequities . . .

that a democratic society and a democratic education should attempt
to neutralize."' When Shuy denied any intention on his part to raise
the ghetto dialect to an institutional level, Raspberry responded tha'
"some of the linguists, having discovered the consistencies and subtleties
of ghetto language, may be overemphasizing the 'where he (i.e., the
ghetto child) is at the expense of 'where he needs to go."* How different
this reaction is from that of many poor Spanish-speaking Texans who,
while wanting to better themselves economically, have no desire to
give up their way of talking for a prestige variety of English. At the
very least, it is apparent that linguists working with socially stigmatized
dialects will have to keep in mind that the subjects of their study are
not in the enviable position of being detached from whatever labels
are used, nor do they ascribe any socially positive values to their home
speech. Furthermore, the teacher should be wary of cLiims that the
methods of teaching foreign languages can be applied directly to the
problem of imparting a prestige dialect of English to speakers of a

eOssie Davis, "The English Language Is My Enemy," IRCD Bulletin 5 (Summer
1969): 13-15.

'William Raspberry, Washington Post, 23 November 1969.

'Ibid., 5 December 1969.
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socially stigmatized dialect. Much more research is needed, not only
on social stratification, but also on the relevance of pattern practix,
substitution drills, and all of the other teaching devices to the acquisition
of nonstigmatized dialects.

There are reasons to believe that the fate of Spanish-English
bilingualism will be different from that of other combinations in the
United States. Unlike German, Italian, Polish, and other European
languages in this country, Spanish profits from continuing socioeconomic
support in the eyes of many Americans. The dominant English-speaking
community can look beyond the millions of poverty-stricken people
who speak Spanish in the ghettos of our large cities and in the rural
areas of the Southwest and reflect, instead, upon the potential of Spanish
in foreign commerce and relations. Central and South America are
vast markets for American goods and a man who is bilingual in Spanish
and English can, if he is resourceful, put his Language skills to good
use in a business career. You may not agree with it, but this argument
is one that is likely to occur to those English-speaking Americans who
insist that foreign language training be made "relevant.'

Awareness of an ethnicity extending beyond the physical limitations
of their own poverty-stricken existence is only one of the elements
that support the Hispano-American's positive attitudes about his lan-
guage. A feeling of "having been there first" can be found among
Spanish-speaking persons living in the southwestern part of our nation.
As far as city living goes, the Spanish-speaking citizen can preserve
his ties with Puerto Rico, which is officially under the American flag,
yet uses Spanish as the predominant language of education. Since the
speaker of Spanish in the United States need not suffer the total break
with his home culture that characterizes the immigrant European,
Spanish-English bilingualism is not likely to be as transitory as that
involving other languages with English. Above all, it is not to be lumped
together with a "bidialectalism" which contrasts prestigious with socially
stigmatized varieties of the same language.

Having demonstrated that bilingualism and bidialectalism as found
in the United States are more distinct than they are alike, we turn
to the question of education. Although the actual procedures are far
from perfected, the goals are more clearly sight for educating the
ghetto English speaker than for educating the bilingual child. Certainly
no one wishes to be educated in a socially stigmatized dialect. The
decision that the curriculum should be programed to produce students
educated in prestigious English is an important first step in interpreting
the data gathered from the field worker in the ghetto. While great

°The "practical" value of Spanish may be the major factor in the rapid gains that
Spanish enrollments have made in American colleges and universities. See Julia G. Kant,
"Foreign Language Registrations in Institutions of Higher Education, Fall 1968," Foreign
Language Annals 3 (December 1969): 247-304.
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emphasis is presently being placed on the phonological and grammatical
aspects of ghetto speech, attention will probably soon turn to experiential
or semantic matters. I have reached this conclusion for several reasons.
The world of a child is unique, regardless of where he lives. Each
of his experiences helps him to build his own interpretations of the
meaningful elements around him. While the child can be trained in
many ways, he cannot be truly educated until the new things he learns
can be related to what he has already experienced. In view of student
unrest everywhere, our methods seen to have generally failed in this
respect. The ghetto situation simply brings it into sharper focus. Because
appropriate materials and techniques are absent, some teachers have
turned to letting the students speak freely of their own experiences,
with sometimes remarkable results.' The following poem is by Nell
Moore, a fourteen-year-old ghetto child who has found the words to
express the despair resulting from neglect:

Who Looks

Beneath the sidewalk,
to tunnels
merging
separating
searching out the

earthy blackness;
Behind the neons

proving
camouflage
for purple-veined faces;

Past the faces
hiding
selves."

Although children like the writer of this poem have been called
nonvocal, I suspect that their incommunicativeness results instead from
not having been allowed to identify with the formal values of our
school systems. Having the child discuss something that is real to him
is not only a good way to start the educational process, but is also
a valuable source of information for the teacher. The insights obtainable
about the child's experiences will help to shape the subject matter of
the curriculum so that it effectively relates new concers and experiences
to the ones which the child has already had. We must remember that
the data compiled by linguists, psychologists, and sociologists will not
automatically apply themselves to the instruction of children from

"'Educationalists may see in this approach the implications of Montessori methods.

"From the collection entitled The Me Nobody Knows, ed. Stephen M. Joseph (New
York: Avon Books, 1969), p. 82. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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"disadvantaged" backgrounds. The teacher must bring his own profes-
sional skill and common sense to the task of translating field research
into sound pedagogy. It may even turn out that a well-prepared
curriculum aimed at ghetto children will be relevant to the "advantaged"
child as well. Aside from the obvious need for phonological and
grammatical drills addressed specifically to the ghetto child, the coverage
of semantic and cultural elements could be broad enough to incorporate
many experiential backgrounds. Just as the ghetto child needs to learn
about the life patterns of others, so should the advantaged child come
to understand that his is not the only way of life. Perhaps the best
text is the one that organizes information about all life styles found
in the United States, therefore providing a broader basis for the tolerance
of others.

Teaching in the bilingual situation is complicated by conditions
not present in the case of bidialectalism. Because of the factors discussed
earlier in this paper, one cannot always identify one Language as socially
stigmatized and the other as prestigious in the san.e way that dialects
of the same language might be labeled. The result is a general
disagreement about the accepted goals of education involving two
languages. In a nutshell, one could say that "bilingual education" is
not the same as "education of the bilingual."" The implication of the
former is that the student should emerge from school with an education
acquired in more than one language. To attain this goal, decisions
must be made regarding (1) which subjects should be taught in which
language, (2) whether the same subject should be taught in more than
one language, (3) how each language should be taught zs a subject
in itself, (4) how the student's progress in each language should be
tested, (5) what requirements the teacher should have, (6) how relevant
to the student's needs the overall education will be, and many more
such problems.

In the latter case, i.e., educating the bilingual, the authorities may
conclude that an education in only one of the languages should be
the desired goal. Without recommending that such programs are to
be adopted, one can see that a decision of this sort simplifies the matter
considerably. One of the languages comes to be marked as "subordinate"
and is used only as the point of departure in order to build a competence

'IA. Bruce Gaarder, "Organization of the Bilingual School," journal of Social Issues
23 (April I%7): 110-20. traarder characterizes bilingual schools as being either "one-way-
or "two-way." In the former, one group of students is instructed in two languages.
In the latter, there art two groups, each studying in both its own and the other language.
In both cases, instruction time may be either equally or unequally distributed between
the two languages. Most bilingual schools do not give equal time and treatment to both
languages. The G0121 Way Elemewary School (Miami, Florida) is given as an example
of a two-way bilingual school in the United States. Robert D. Wilson, in "Bilingual
Education for Navajo Students," TESOL Quarterly 3 (March 1969): 65-69, dewribes
another two-way school which has been established for Navajo-spea:Ung children.
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in the other one. Both languages may be used as the medium of
instruction, but the curriculum is phased so that "critical" subjects are
taught only in the dominant language. Furthermore, the use of the
dominant language becomes more frec,uent in the upper levels. Although
contrastive studies might be made of the languages and cultures involved,
only the dominant one serves as the "target" of instruction.

Whatever decision is reached about bilingualism in education, the
pertinent societal factors must be consictered carefully from many points
of view. At the present stage, the only obvious thing is that one pattern
of either bilingual education or of the education of bilinguals is not
possible for the entire nation. Each situation has its own combination
of needs and natural resources so that procedures effective in one
community might fail miserably in another. In this connection, I would
like to insert one more thought. According to Joshua Fishman, a
community that achieves a stage in which everyone can talk equally
as well abcut everything in both languages will revert to a stage of
monolingualism because no community needs two languages to discuss
the same things." If Fishman is correct, one had better demonstrate
that each Language in a bilingual situation serves a definite purpose
before embarking on a program of bilingual education.

I am sorry that I have no ready solutions to the problems of bilingual
and bidialectal education. My remarks about the distinctions between
bidialectalism and the various types of bilingualism are offered in the
hope that they will help you decide what must be done in your particular
case. The bilingual schools already in oper in will have to be watched
in order to see how successful they 2t-c in achieving the goals they
set for themselves. Whatever decision is reached, a good start will have
been made when children are no longer punished in school for speaking
a language other than English.

"Joshua A. Fishman, "Sociological Perspective on the Study of Bilingualism,"
Linguistics 39 (May 1968): 21-49.



Teaching Standard English as a Second Language or Dialect:
The Unenewered Ousedons, the Successes, and the Promise

James E. Alatis

The first peopk on this continent to be taught English as a second
language were probably the American Indians. If this is so, we may
note an ironic coincidence, for present-day teaching of English as a
second or foreign language has profited much from linguistic science,
a twentieth-century outgrowth of the study of American Indian lan-
guages. The wheel seems to have come full circle, for one of the important
concerns of the profession today is the teaching of English to American
Indian children in the United States. This in itself is interesting in
that previously in this country, English as a second language was taught
primarily to adult, university-level foreign students. As Professor William
Moulton has pointed out, two things have distinguished the teaching
of English as a second language in the United States: first, in its early
development, it involved only small numbers of foreign students; and
second, from the very start, it was largely under the direction of trained
linguists.' Indeed, anyone who attempts to trace the development of
English as a second language in the United States must begin with
the relationship between linguistics and language teaching.

Briefly stated, modern linguistic science has helped English and
foreign-language teaching through the scientific analysis of the language
to be taught. This includes the analysis of the system of mutually
contrasting basic sounds ("phonemes") and the conditions under which
they appear, as well as the analysis of the grammar, stated not in
traditional terms of Western philosophy, but in terms of the system
of form classes, inflections, constructions, sentence types, and actually
functioning "rules" as determioPd by analysis of utterances. The study
of the contrasts between the learner's mother tongue and the language
being learned is another major contribution of linguistics to language
teaching. It should be pointed out here that this notion of contrastive
analysis, rather than small classes, oral drill and repetition, intensity
of instruction, or the use of audiovisual aids, is the most important

' William G. Moulton, "Linguistics and Language Teaching in the United States,
1940-1960," Trends in European SIMI Americo. Linguistics, 1930-1960, ed. C. Mohrmann

et al. (Utrecht, Netherlands: Spectrum Publishers, 1961), p. 102.
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distinguishing feature of the so-called "oral approach" which :vas
advocated by Charles Fries. Further, Professor Fries and those who
followed him insisted on the importance of a f imilar contrastive analysis
of the target and source cultures as well. The linguists' study of the
physiology of sound production and their observations about the nature
of language itself, which characteristically exists as a system of spoken
communication and only derivatively as a system of written com-
munication, further illustrate the interrelationship between linguistics
and the teaching of ESL.

I should like to add yet another distinguishing characteristic of
teaching English as a second language to those that Professor Moulton
has suggested: from the very beginning there has been a dearth of
qualified personnel in the field. When the National Defense Education
Act of 1CAR was patted, many of us felt that the long-range solution
to this manpower problem might come from a revision of that Al
so that its provisions would apply to the teaching of English as a second
language. For the foreign languages, funds had been made available
for research, institutes, language and area centers, and graduate fellow-
ships. Unfortunately, despite the close affinity of methodology in all
second language learning, the provisions of the NDEA did not apply
to the teaching of English as a second language.

But we must remember that the NDEA was a domestic program,
designed to improve foreign language instruction in the U.S.in
American schools, colleges, and universities. The pendulum of govern-
mental activities seemed to have swung entirely in the opposite direction.
The problem of teaching English as a second language, which had
been so critical abroad and which primarily concerned international
educational programs and Preign students, came home to roost again
and with a vengeance. The wheel bad indeed come full circle: we
started with the American Indians and have come back to them through
their children.

Finally, however, in October 1964, the federal government officially
recognized that, in addition to foreign students abroad and in this
country, there were thousands of pupils in the United Statesin the
Southwest, on the Atlantic coast and in New England, on American
Indian reservations, and in the Trust Territories; in Puerto Rico, Alaska,
Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, California, Colorado, Hawaii, New York,
New Jersey, Vermont, Maine, Louisiana, and Florida -whose mother
tongue was other than English and who needed specialized instruction
in English if they were fully to understand or participate in the American
cultural, social, and economic way of life. The NDEA Institutes Section
was supplanted by Title XI of the NDEA and supplemented by the
Higher Education Act of 1965. Later, the ESOL provisions of the NDEA
and tho Higher Education Act of 1965 were supplanted, and absorbed
within the provisions of the Education Professions Development Act.
The EPDA included instruction in English at all levels and, in addition
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to students whose native language is other than English, was aimed
at assisting native-speaking pupils designated as "disadvantaged" because
they spoke a nonstandard variety of English. Most recently enacted
is the Bilingual Education Act (Title VII of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act), which is designed to meet the special
educational needs of children three through eighteen years of age who
come from environments where the dominant language is other than
English.

It is interesting to note that the first of three ad hoc Conferences
for Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages was held
in March 1964; that the TENES Survey by Harold B. Allen' was
commissioned by the Office of Education in April of the same year;
and that the first meeting on the establishment of a register of
TEFL/TESL personnel was held in October 1964, a few short weeks
after the enactment of Title XI of the NDEA, authorizing summer
institutes for advanced study in ESOL.

The first such institutes were conducted in the summer of 1964
at two universities for 110 elementary and secondary teachers and
supervisors of ESOL. The following summer the program was expanded
with institutes at four universities for 190 teachers and supervisors.
During the summer of 1966, five such institutes for 208 participants
were held. In the summer of 1967 there were eleven institutes for
420 participants, and in the summer of 1968, sixteen institutes for
620 participants. Thus, during the period 1964-68, some 1600 ESL
teachers were trained under NDEA.

In 1969, the first year of the Education Professions Development
Act, there was a total of twenty-five programs. Of these, twenty were
concerned with English as a second language or dialect, and five were
bilingual education programs. Of the ESOL/ESD programs, sixteen
were summer institutes and four were academic year fellowship pro-
grams. Of the bilingual programs, four were summer institutes and
one was an academic year program. The total number of participants
in 1969 was estimated at 830. The grand total of participants in ESL
programs from 1964 to 1969 was about 2400.

There is no question that these programs have made a significant
contribution to the preparation of teachers of English as a second
language. How: per, the number of persons trained has not been
significant in relation to what is needed. There are over 100,000 English
teachers in the schools today. Yet Allen's TENES Survey indicated
that 33 percent of the elementary school teachers and 50.5 percent
of secondary teachers (Table 20, p. 30) felt that they needed further
training in the teaching of English to non-English speakers. Among
the facts brought to light by the TENES Survey were the following:

Harold B. Allen, A Survey of the Teaching of English to Non-English Speakers in
the Uniuti Suites (Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English. 1966).
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1. That the teaching of English as a second language was not
considered to be a discipline in itself, an independent area of
professional competence, was made clear in the difficulty en-
countered in collecting information.

2. Although there was available a list of persons engaged in teaching
English to college foreign students, no such list existed for teachers
of English to resident speakers of other languages.

3. Although state officials were unable to provide state totals and,
in some instances, city administrators were unable to provide
city totals, thus making it impossible even to project a reasonable
estimate of the actual number of non-English-speaking students
in this country in 1965, several million people it the United
States (mostly children, though by no means all) faced the problem
of acquiring control of English as their second Language (pp.
4-10, ff.).

The TEN ES Survey starkly revealed that the principal facets of
the problem were inadequately prepared teachers and inadequate
materials. Although some of the characteristics of this problem had
previously been realized, no such pinpointing as that report provided
was available anywhere. It revealed that teachers entrusted with the
IA-aching of English to Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, American
Indian, and other minority group children, were almost totally
unprepared for their work. The Survey indicated that of the elementary
and secondary school teachers sampled, 91 percent had no practice
teaching in ESL; 85 percent had no formal study in methods of teaching
ESL; 75 percent had no formal training in English phonetics, morphe-
mics, or syntax; and 61.8 percent had no training in general linguistics
(pp. 28-30).

With these data in hand it was now possible to give support to
the assertions that there must be many more teachers professionally
trained to teach English as a second language, that the professional
training should include certain components of fact and theory and
practice, that certain new kinds of textiao..41 must be prepared for
such culturally distinct-,e groups as the Indian children in ;.he Southwest
and illiterate non-English-speaking adults, and that certain kinds of
overt and practical recognition of the professional nature of the complex
problems must occur more widely in educational administration. The
TEN ES report was one more step in this country toward the full
recognition of the teaching of English as a second language as a
professional discipline in its own right.

The serious shortage of trained teachers and other personnel has
more recently been pointed out by Albert H. Marckwardt:

In view of the tremendous expansion of activity on virtually every
front during the past decade, the personnel problem looms large.
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The supply of trained teachers of English as a foreign language,
supervisors, and program planners has been far short of the demand,
both here and abroad.'

As early as January 1964, writing on the same subject, Melvin Fox
of the Ford Foundation had said:

Still, there is a serious shortage of the trained people needed to meet
the expanding worldwide demand because of the variety of skills
needed: senior scholar-specialists who can help design and organize
English-language systems from the top down; scholars and administra-
tors to direct the systems; teachers of teachers; developers of teaching
materials; teachers of school and college students. Also, in U.S.
universities, personnel are needed to train foreign scholars, teachers
and educational administrators and to do remedial language work
with a large percentage of the 70,000 foreign students in the U.S.'

Still earlier, in 1961, the Center for Applied Linguistics, in its publication
English Overseas: Guidelines for the American Effort in Teaching English
as a Second Language, reported:

There is already a serious lack of qualified Americans in the field
of teaching English as a second or foreign language. As the kind
of expansion envisaged in this study begins to take place, the manpower
shortage will become so critical as to endanger the success of the
whole national effort in the field, unless measures are taken to bring
into being the corps of qualified people who will be needed at various
levels.'

Of course, when we speak of qualified personnel, we assume that
a teacher who speaks English as his mother tongue, or even one who
has been trained to teach standard English only to native speakers
in the average American school, is not thereby automatically equipped
to teach the language to non-English-speaking students or to students
whose home language is a nonstandard variety of English. He is normally
quite unable to analyze or explain the structure of English sentences
in any way that would be meaningful or helpful to a foreign learner
or nonstandard speaker. He does not know what sounds make up

'"Teaching English as a Foreign Language: A Survey of the Past Decade," Linguistic
Reposer, Supplement no. 19 (Washington, D.C.. C;enteu fen Applied Linguistics, October
1967), p. 7.

"English as a Second Language: Development," Overseas: TheMagazine of Educational
Exchange, lIE 3 (January 1964): I6--17. It is interesting to note also that "The number
of foreign students . . . rose from 100.262 in 1966-67 to a record 110.315 in 1967-68,"
according to I.I.E. Report 2 (October 1968): 1.

"Manpower Needs" (Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics. 1961), p.
19.
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the phonological system of the language, how those sounds are made,
or how they zre related to one another. He has no idea of the way
in which the native language or dialect of the learner interferes with
attempts to speak standard English. He is unfamiliar with modern
methods of language instruction, suitable textbooks, audiovisual aids,
or test construction and use. The list of essential types of information
and of skills which he lacks could be greatly extended.

Ir the judgment of those who teach standard Fnglish as a second
language or dialect professionally, a minimum of nine months of training
would be necessary to prepare a teacher fully as a specialist in this
field. Esriecially crucial in the training of ESOL or ESD teachers is
their preparation in the application of linguistics to language teaching
problems. The Committee on Language Programs of the American
Council of Learned Societies has identified five important contributions
of linguistics to the teaching of a second language: (1) the scientific
analysis of the language to be taught, (2) the study of the contrasts
between the learner's native language and the language being learned,
(3) the study of the physiology of the sound production in the context
of the significant features t1f the language, (4) the study of the writing
system and its relation to the spoken language, and (5) the study of
the general nature of language. It is interesting to note the parallel
between this statement and our previous statement regarding the
historical relationship between TESOL and linguistics. If we substitute
the word "dialect" for "language" in the above statements, they would
be equally applicable to the teaching of English as a second dialect.
Professor Albert H. Marckwardt of Princeton has said repeatedly that
the minimum F ng, .ed ie n ts of a teacher-training program in ESL are
courses in the structure of English, introductory linguistics, and methods
and materials for teaching English as a second language.

In this connection, there is a growing conviction among many groups
of linguists, and ainong many public school teachers and administrators
as well, that the findings of applied linguistics and the modern theory
ana methodology of second language teaching can profitably be applied
to the teaching of English to children whose already established "home
peer" language is not adequate to carry them into other social and
economic situations. It may be argued that the use of second dialect
techniques, paralleling the methodology of second language teaching,
is the next natural step in the continuing development of effective
English teaching methods. An audiolingual approach would, for exam-
ple, allow the "disadvantaged" child to gin to master his new dialect
in the natural wayfirst by speaking, an only later by spelling, reading,
and writing.

By the same -.ken, those whose training and experience has been
primarily in English as a foreign L. guage, usually on the adult level,
have much to learn from the e periences and experimental efforts
of concerned elementary arid sc indary school teachers. Together, the
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two groups may at least make a beginning towards a "new English"
to meet the problems of the "disadvantaged." Furthermore, the alert
observations of trained and dedicated teachers on the speech habits
of their students may well lead linguistic scientists into new areas of
investigation.

To qualify as a "trained" teacher of standard English as a second
language or dialect, however, a teacher must be knowledgeable in at
least three areas: (1) subject matter, (2) methodology, and (3) the
socio-cultural milieu of his students. The subject matter may be further
subdivided into (a) theoretical, and (b) applied. On the theoretical side,
the subject matter includes courses in theoretical linguistics, i.e., General
Linguistics, Phonetics acrd Phonemics, and Morphology and Syntax.
On the applied side, the subject matter includes courses in applied
linguistics, i.e., American English Structure, Language Laboratory Prin-
ciples and Practices, Laguage Testing, Contrastive Linguistics, and
Problems of Urban English

It is not sufficient that a teacher have command of the subject
matter. He must, in addition, know how to transmit not only the
knowledge, but also and especially the skills involved in using it.
According to the TENES Survey, only 15 percent of the school teachers
surveyed had methods courses in ESOL, yet there was a recognition
of the need, made manifest by 54.1 percent of the same teachers,
". . . to obtain (additional) formal training in methods courses."

Finally, teaching of standard English to speakers of other languages
or dialects is not done in a vacuum. Two-thirds of the students surveyed
in the TENES report are in "culturally disadvantaged" environments
and handicapped by conditions of poverty. Many also suffer from a
disrupted family environment and the presence of negative parental
attitudes toward education. These problems are related to a lack of
motivation for studying English. The "culturally deprived" environment
of students was listed as a problem area for 64 percent of the secondary
schools surveyed and 67.7 percent of the teachers surveyed.

The ESOL institutes thus far conducted have typically included
study in some combination of applied linguistics concerned with the
application of the insights of linguistics to the problems of language
teaching, the analysis and comparison of coexisting languages and
cultures and the problems of accommodating when two cultures meet,
and the opportunity to begin or refresh a knowledge of a modern
foreign language. An example of such programs is an academic year
fillowship program which was established at Georgetown University
in 1968 with the help of the U.S. Office of Education.

However, despite the various federal programs cited above, the
need for training has not greatly diminished, particularly in view of
the increased emphasis everywhere on language programs for the
"disadvantaged." As we have seen, the majority of the programs have
been short-term summer programs lasting six to eight weeks. Most
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teachers even with such minimum training feel the need for supple-
menting their course work by attending inservice workshops, colloquia,
and lectures conducted by experts in the field throughout th; year.

The term "Standard English as a Second Dialect" (or SESD) has
recently come into wide use as a label for a new point of view toward
English instruction for "disadvantaged" black children. The SESD
concept is based on the research of sociolinguists such as William Carroll,
Ralph iasold, Irwin Feigenbaum, William Labov, Roger Shuy, William
Stewart, and Wa!tcr Wi;:fram, :vhc, hay:. revealed the systematic nature
of Negro speed Li New York, Detroit, Chicago, Washington, and other
American urban ar _as. These investigators have not only shown that
there are widespread and orderly grammatical, phonological, and lexical
features which characterize much black English, but have also cast new
light on the dialectal divergence that exists within what is accepted
as standard English.

Educators have begun to ask if it might not be desirable to
incorporate the social dialectologists' objectivity into the English instruc-
tion offered to the "disadvantaged" Negro child. Both the black and
the white varieties of English are being analyzed as legitimate, stable
dialects of a single language, each with its own linguistic structure and
its own area of appropriateness and special usefulness. The child is
not asked to discard his own dialect, but encouraged to become
bidialectal. The philosophy is "additive" rather than "replacive." That
is, an attempt is made to add a new register of language to a student's
repertoire, rather than to eradicate or replace a register which he already
possesses. It is hoped that children can acquire the ability to switch
codes instinctively so as to use that dialect which will evoke the greatest
amount of cooperation and the least amount of resistance in any given
situation. Of course, this is but one possible way of dealing with
"nonstandard" dialects.

It is clear that the techniques and materials developed for teaching
English as a second language would have some applicability to the
teaching of standard English as a second dialect. Both types of instruction
demand of the teacher the same kind of insights into the nature of
language and language learning, and the contrastive analysis of two
linguistic systems seems to be basic to both. In many schools in the
Southwest and in our large urban centers, a single teacher must often
work with immigrant children (ESOL) and Negro children (SESD) is
the same classroom. So far it has been the specialists in TESOL who
have taken the lead in developing the SESD concept.

One of these specialists, Dr. Virginia French Allen, has pointed
out the following areas of similarity between TESOL and SESD:

(1) Both foreign-language programs and second-dialect programs
are based on a contrastive analysis of the target language (or dialect)
with the students' home language (or dialect). And the "target" chosen
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for analysis is not the literary form of the language, nor the idealized
language prescribed by the older grammar textbooks, but rat!ter the
"language of educated ease."

(2) Both foreign-language programs and second-dialect programs
view the target language and the students' home language as equally
valid systems of communication in their own respective orbits. The
target language is not considered "better"; the students' vernacular
is not considered "faulty."

(3) Both programs tend to be structure-centered. That is, major
attention is given to the grammatical structure of the target language
or dialect, not to the vocabulary.

(4) In both second-dialect classes and foreign-language classes,
the linguistic system of the target is presented to the student in a
series of small steps, each step rising out of the one before.

(5) Both programs emphasize habit-formation. Success is measured
in terms of the students' oral fluency in handling the language patterns
that are habitual among native speakers of the target language or
dialect. Achievement is not measured by the students' ability to recite
rules or definitions, or to diagram sentences, or to label parts of speech.'

On the other hand, the two types of language instruction certainly
differ significantly. SESD appears to involve problems of motivation
that rarely present themselves in TESOL. Both types demand that
a gap between teacher and pupils be bridged, but in SESD the gap
is primarily psychological and sociological, whereas in TESOL it is mostly
cultural and linguistic. The most "disadvantaged" Negro children usually
have at least a passive knowledge of the language to be taught, standard
English, which is far more extensive than that possessed normally by
children who have just arrived from a non-English-speaking country.
The major skills to be cultivated in the case of the former are probably
reading and written composition; the latter need prolonged drill in
the skills of oral production. The reading materials most suitable for
Negro children would rarely be appropriate in TESOL work.

There are still other types of English teaching that appear to fall
somewhere in between SESD and TESOL. For example, a Spanish-
American child living in an urban -barrio" may fall victim to much
the same social, economic, and psychological forces that handicap a
black child, and the two may develop the same negative attitudes toward
standard English and school. Yet the linguistic problems faced by the
Spanish-American may be practically identical to those of a Mexican
child learning English in Mexico City. Obviously, the language instruction
to be given in the bilingual education programs that are beginning

6Virginia French Allen, "A Second Dialect Is Not a Foreign Language," Linguistics
and the Teaching of Standard English to Speakers of Other Languages or Dialects, Monograph
Series on Languages and Linguistics no. 22, ed. James E. Alatis (Washington, D.C.:
Georgetown University Press, 1969), p. 190.
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to be established all over the United States will involve a whole new
set of special methodological and psychological considerations.

In the field of ESD, the following questions still need to be answered:
What is Standard English?
Is there such a thing as "Black Eng Lis*.
Is "Black English" or "Negro Nonstandard English" (NNE) a
separate, foreign language, or merely a social or regional variety
of Standard English?
Are the characteristics of Black English systematic or just random?
Are there differences of intonation, stress, pitch, or even gesture?
What is the difference between Black English and Southern White
English?

Are features of the Negro Nonstandard Dialect recurrent through-
out the country or different for each geographical region?
Are ESL techniques really applicable to ESD teaching without
modification or adaptation?
The demand for teachers with training in the teaching of English

to disadvantaged groupsSESOLD--has increased overnight. With this
demand has come a concomitant need for research in the regional,
social, and functional varieties of English.

In the school systems of most large American cities, experimental
SESD workoften financed by special grants of federal, state, or
foundation fundsis now being carried out. Under the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended in 1967, the U.S.
Office of Education is now subsidizing school districts all over the United
States that wish to experiment with bilingual education programs
involving some use of a foreign language as the medium of instruction
and special approarhec to the teaching of English. Groups such as
the National Council of Tea-hers of English, the National Advisory
Council on the Teaching of English as a Foreign Language, and Teachers
of English to Speakers of Other Languages have devoted a considerable
proportion of their most recent meetings to the reading of papers
on English for "disadvantaged' groups. The bibliography of the subject
is already quite impressive. Complete curricula for preparing specialists
are already in operation at a number of universities, notably the
Universiiy of California at Los Angeles, Columbia, Georgetown, and
New York University.

As in the case of ESOL, linguists have contributed to SESD in
the way of analytical research, but their interest also extends to sociolin-
guistic and psycholinguistic factors in the use of standard English on
the one hand, and nonstandard English on the other. Other social
scientists have now joined the linguists in these latter areas of study,
and intensive research is being conducted in several urban areasNew
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York City, Chicago, Detroit, Washington, and elsewhere. The staff of
the Urban Language Project and the Sociolinguistics Program of the
Center for Applied Linguistics is turning out some very impressive
work in this field.

Specialists in TESOL have shown great interest in teaching standard
English as a second dialect to speakers of Negro Nonstandard English.
Drawing on the analytical research being done by the linguists in NNE,
they are preparing contrastive studiesnonstandard contrasted with
standardwhich have served as guides to teachers devising classroom
and laboratory lessons in the teaching of SESD. In this connection,
a book of particular interest is Teaching Black Children to Read, edited
by Joan C. Baratz and Roger W. Shuy, and published by the Center
for Applied Linguistics.

To meet the need for materials to teach standard English, several
staff members of the Sociolinguistics Program of the Center for Applied
Linguistics worked in the District of Columbia public schools to determine
what new methodologies might prove useful. One of the results of
this work is a series of :essons published by New Century in 1970.
These lessons, entitled English Now, by Iry in Feigenbaum, consist of
a student workbook, audio tapes, and a teacher's manual. Another
useful book published by the Center for Applied Linguistics is Teaching
Standard English in the Inner City, by Ralph W. Fasold.

Thus far, the efforts of TESOL specialists in the SESD field have
generally been regarded as experimental, but their methodology and
materials show a great deal of promise. One of the earliest and better
known of these experiments was directed by San-su C. Lin at Claflin
University in South Carolina. Her Pattern Practice in the Teaching of
Standard English to Students with a Non-Standard Dialect (Columbia
University Teachers College, 1965) is of particular interest. Soon to
appear is Virginia French Allen's textbook for students (seventh grade
and up) learning the standard dialect or English as a foreign language.
Finally, a special 1969 anthology issue of the Florida FL Reporter tinkled
Linguistic-Cultural Differences and American Education, edited by Alfred
C. Aarons, Barbara Y. Gordon, and William A. Stewart, and Linguistics
and the Teaching of Standard English to Speakers of Other Languages or
Dialects, edited by James E. Alatis, and published by the Georgetown
University Press in 1969, are indicative of the wide interest currently
being shown in teaching standard English to speakers of other languages
and dialects.

These, then, are the successes.
However, despite the needs and the interest in this field, the outlook

for the future is bleak indeed. The most serious problem encountered
by personnel engaged in experimental projects involving the application
of ESOL techniques to the teaching of ESD is that of teacher training
that is, making the teacher aware first of the existence of the dialect;
second, of the systematic nature of its differences from the standard;
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and third, of the usefulness of materials based on a contrastive analysis
of the differences.

Late in 1969, the U.S. Commissioner of Education stated that a
major educational target for the 1970s would be to insure that "no
one shall be leaving our schools without the skill necessary to read."
Yet, in a memorandum the very next day, Associate Commissioner
Don Davies announced the cancellation of the Basic Studies Program
of the Education Professions Development Act (EPDA). This decision
on the part of the Office of Education constituted a national educational
tragedy of the first magnitude. It reflected a general mood in the
federal government of retrenchment and steady retreat from the bold
plans launched previously. This decision wiped out all the gains made
under the National Defense Education Act in English as a second
language, bilingualism, English for the disadvantaged, reading, the
foreign languages, the several social sciences, and other humanistic
scidies.

The cutback of $8 million was the Bureau of Educational Personnel
Development's share of a $3.5 billion reduction in expenditure( ordered
throughout the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The
tragedy is that the entire $8 million was absorbed by only one of ten
categories authorized under the EPDA. It would have been somewhat
more sensible to make a proportionate cut across the board in each
of the ten categories without completely destroying any one. This singling
out of the Basic Studies Program widens the chasm and increases the
imbalance between the professional educators and the subject nulacr
specialists. It reflects the tendency in the U.S. Office of Education
to replace its own staff of subject-matter specialists by administrative
generalists, or to assign specialists to generalist positions. It also reflects
the government's general tendency to funnel money through local
education agencies rather than through the universities or other institu-
tions of higher education.

Thus, while the Commissioner of Education is bemoaning our
literacy problem in the schools, the Office of Education is cutting
on those very programs which would help to solve this problem. Training
of the kind that was offered under the Basic Studio. Prngr?ri, !r the
form of institutes and fellowship programs for teachers, is the very
kind of training which played such a major role in the upgrading
of science, mathematics, and foreign language instruction under the
National Defense Education Act. It is these very programs i.e., institutes
and fellowships in the basic disciplinesthat are being abolished.
Specifically, this decision will substantially curtail the development of
ESOL, as well as bilingualism, foreign language, reading, and English
for the disadvantaged.

I am certain that Congress and the Committee on Education and
Labor never intended that the EPDA be interpreted, implemented,
or administered in this manner. In fact, when the EPDA was passed,
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a statement was appended to the effect that the Basic Studies Programs
would be supported at least in the same proportion as they had been
in previous years despite the "noncategorical" features of the act. It
would seem that this understanding has been ignored by the administra-
tors in the Office of Education. In view of our earlier comments regarding
the manpower shortage in ESL and ESD, this is a deplorable situation.

Mortimer Graves has stated clearly the vastly increased language
needs which face Americans in the second half of the twentieth century.
"Foreign language instruction," he said, "is rigorously separated from
instruction in English, and the foreign languages one from the other.
Language is commonly presented as chemistry would be if the student
first took a course in oxygen, then another in hydrogen, and so on
through the hundred or so elements instead of taking a course in
chemistry in the first place. And, when the student has . . . acquired
some skill in a single foreign language, he must begin all over again
and go through the same classroom operation if and whenas he
most certainly willhe comes to need to add other languages to his
armament. The process is preposterous." Graves saw the solution to
this dilemma in an educational program which would so train the student
in his school years that in later life he could learn additional languages:
"With all the powers that maturity, education, linguistic sophistication,
and scientific implements of study can give him, what is advocated
is a complete overhauling of the presentation of language, both native
and foreign, through our high schools in such a way as to provide
a progressive approach to satisfactory use of English and at least one
foreign language, together witheven more importantthe knowledge,
the experience, and the techniques further to expand foreign language
skills and to surmount whatever language barriers appear in later life
without recourse to the classroom."' While admitting that this sounds
somewhat utopian, Professor William Moulton agrees, noting that "if
linguistics could help the student approach this ideal goal even part
way, it would be making its greatest possible contribution to the language
learning needs of this country and of the world."

The Commission on Instruction and Technology which was
appointed in 1968 by the Johnson administration recently recommended
the establishment of a National Institute of Education with an initial
funding of $565 million for research, development, and one full year
of operations. This would include the establishment of a central library
of educational resources, demonstration projects, and retraining of
teachers and administrators. Special projects would be concentrated
in pockets of poverty with deprived minority groups.

7 Mortimer Graves, "Languages in Changing Education,- Linguistic Reporter I (August
1959): 4-6.

"Moulton, "Linguistics and Language Teaching," p. 109.
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But $565 million is "chicken feed," especially when one considers
that the country spends twenty times as much on health research and
sixty times as much on defense research as on research in education.
I would go one step further and suggest that what we need is a National
Foundation for Languages and Linguistics for the same amount of
money and perhaps ten times as much for education in general. When
one considers that language is one thing that separates man from the
lower znimals, and that it is the vehicle through which we satisfy all
our human needsour need for love, for food, for shelter, and for
recognitionit is incomprehensible to me that the most affluent nation
in the history of civilization has not been able to contribute substantially
to such things as, for example, research on the regional, social, and
functional varieties of English. The establishment of a National Founda-
tion for Languages and Linguistics may, too, be utopian; however,
what is needed at this juncture of our history if bold tf.;n4;ng and
long-range planning which will contribute to the solution of our most
pressing national problem: the problem of our poverty-stricken minori-
ties and the urban ghetto.



On tha Conditions of Bilingualism

Robert B. Kaplan

Nowhere is the separation between method, subject, and teacher
more apparent than it is ire the field of "bilingual education," whether
one means by that already abused term the teaching of English to
speakers of other languages or the teaching of standard English to
speakers of any one of several nonstandard dialects. It is appalling
that it is still necessary for the officers of national professional organiza-
tions to carry to the public the messar that the ability to speak more
than one language is really not un-American. The fact that these men
feel compelled to reiterate that simple message says volumes about
the real extent of monolingual mania in this society. Roger Shuy, in
a talk before the NCTE in November 1968,' listed three possible
approaches to the bilingual problem: (1) what he calls the "Bonnie
at d Clyde" approach; that is, eradication"to rid oneself of the stigma
of those (undesirable dialect] features by simply eradicating the features
. . ."; (2) an attempt to make the entire population "biloquial" by helping
individuals learn to switch linguistic codes more comfortably and more
widely; and (3) an attempt to make the entire population bilingual
by having all speakers of standard English learn one or more "nonstan-
dards" and one or more other languages. Professor Shuy's reasoned
analysis is in itself symptomatic of the depth of the problem and of
the syndrome of semantic problems which surround It.

Bilingual education means education in two languages. This simple
fact has been overlooked or ignored by the vast majority of educators
and legislators who have been busily engaged in the creation of bilingual
programs. This fact is so simple that it is incredible to have to reiterate
it. Rut while the fact is simple, the implementation of such a concept
is so staggering that it is no wonder confusion has developed. If
bilingualism really is the aim, then the choices as stated by Professor

' See Roger W. Shuy, "Bonnie and Clyde Tactics in English Teaching," in Florida
FL Retorter, Special Anthology Issue, Linguistic-Cultural Differences and American Education
(Spring/Summer 1969): 81-83 for additional discussion. In the present use of Professor
Shuy's categories, I do not mean to imply that he was seriously suggesting any of these
alternatives; rather, I only wish to borrow his categories as suggestive of the only available
alternatives.
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Stilly are reduced from three to two; either "Bonnie and Clyde-ism,"
or both of his other chokes. At the risk of being guilty of the "either-or,"
the bipolar, fallacy, let us look at the implications.

The first choke, "Bonnie and Clyde-ism," really is undrinkable.
This choice demands not only the systematic eradication of all traces
of foreign language and nonstandard dialect, but also the systematic
destruction of all those cultures whose languages are to be eradicated
and consequently the systematic destruction of the ethnic identity of
all individuals who are not native speakers of standard English. Effective
implementation of such a plan demands the creation of a police state
whose power extends specifically into the school for the protection
and development of a learning climate consonant with absolute mono-
lingualism. Furthermore, monolingualism demands a return to interna-
tional isolationism since political, cultural, and economic contact with
non-English speakers would become virtually impossible. Perhaps the
case is overstated in the direction of 1984, but some "itch development
is a corollary of enforced monolingualism.

The second choice, "biloquialism," is morally acceptable but logisti-
cally overwhelming. American public education has encountered im-
pressive and consistent failure in teaching native English speakers to
achieve linguistic liberalism, to speak other languages. So far, at least,
it has also largely failed in its attempts to inculcate any sort of "standard"
among nonstandard speakers, both domestic and foreign.

Part of the latter failure stems from another semantic problem:
the assumption that there is a "standard" to be taught and the correlative
assumption that there is a "nonstandard" target. The secondary assump-
tion, coupled with inherent racism, has led to a hue and cry to identify
the nonstandard population. The basic assumption has led to a furious
scurrying about on the part of linguists and materials writers to identify
a standard which can be stuffed into the curriculum with all due alacrity.
Together, these assumptions seem to lead one back to a situation whic!.,
although it does not duplicate, very nearly approximates "Bonnie and
Clyde-ism."

Part of that failure also seems to stem from a general unwillingness
or inability to recognize a characteristic of language. Whorf and Sapir
de.nonstrated some time ago that there is an essential relationship
between language and culture. While it is possible that the ultimate
position at least of Whorf may be considered excessively deterministic,
one may still posit a definition of language which asserts in part that
any given language is the ideal means for the community of its speakers
to express the phenomenological world they commonly share. Such
a definition does not minimize the universality of experience nor does
it deny the possible existence of cross-language generalizations; rather,

'See Leon Jacoboviu, "Research Findings and Foreign Language Requirtmenu in
Colleges and Universities," Feteign Language Annals 2 (May 1969): 438-56.
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it accepts the fact that any given language is indeed a dosed phonological,
syntactic, semantic, and rhetorical system. Such closed systems may
exist in partially superimposed states; indeed, they may be describable
in terms of Ven diagrams and may share common sub-sets, without
destroying their inherent uniqueness, completeness, or individuality.

If a given language is in fact the ideal means for its speakers
to express the phenomenological world in which they live, then the
violation of that system or the imposition of another must constitute
an imperfection or an interference with which the individual speaker
can cope only in terms of his individual motivation, aptitude, and attitude.
The incredible proliferation of languages (approximately four thousand)
around the world without regard to similarity of other factors like
climate, geography, or history, may serve to illustrate the point. Man
has always found it difficult to cope with the linguistic diversity around
him; every culture seems to have produced some equivalent of the
story of the Tower of Babel, and it may be possible that linguistic
diversity is a function of biological territorial imperative.

Be that as it may, the failures of American public education to
teach monolingual speakers of English much about any other language
or even about English in its various dialects should have provided some
lessons. It should now be obvious that grammar cannot be regarded
as some sort of linguistic antiseptic with which children can be sterilized
periodically. It should be obvious that any language, induding a native
language, cannot be taught in three, four, or five hours per week
(or 64 Noun a semester or 120 hours a year or 24(1 hours a lifetime).
It should also be obvious that a language cannot be taught in aseptically
isolated classrooms carefully insulated against the rest of the curriculum.
It may be less obvious, but it is no less true, that a language cannot
be taught merely as a set of phonological exercises or lexical items,
as a syntax, or as any combination of these; nor can one be taught
solely through imitation of a model, live or "canned"; nor can one
be taught through any means that fails to take into account the total
complexity of language or to confront its conceptual and behavioral
manifestations as well as its manipulative ones.

The third of Professor Shuy's categoriesthe attempt to have
standard English speakers learn nonstandard English and some other
languagestaken alone, is also unthinkabk but for reasons quite
different from those which invalidate the first category. It is unthinkable
because the scope of learning that it demands of a given citizen is
so unlikely. If it were seriously attempted, a resident of Los Angeles,
for example, because of the linguistic diversity of that city, would have
to command at least two broadly defined nonstandard dialects and
at least four foreign languages representing at least three utterly
unrelated language famics. While there is no evidence of any correlation
between intelligence (within normative limits) and language learning
ability, it may still be somewhat unreasonable to expect an average
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human being to control so many languages and dialects as a normal
condition of life. It is obvious that the number of languages (over
one hundred American Indian languages alone) and the number of
dialects physically available within the geographic limits of the United
States is so great that no one can seriously expect to accomplish total
comprehensibility across the nation.

One tends, too, to overlook the geographic enormity of the United
States. Europe is a significantly smaller land mass (the airline distance
fn In Paris to Moscow, for example, is roughly comparable to the distance
from New York to Los Angeles), but the concept of linguistic diversity
is well established there. It is a logical fallacy to assume that the alleged
political unity of the United States must necessarily produce linguistic
unity in a land mass the size of the United States wheti it has failed
to do so in Switzerland, Yugoslavia, Vktnam, or even New York.

Bilingualism, however, has now been established as a legal concept;
the law mandates that bilingualism is a desirable condition. Unfortu-
nately, the law itself is discriminatory. Confusing linguistic background
with economic status, it provides assistance largely tt) youngsters coming
from homes with annual incomes Lelow the magic figure of $3000.
The absurdity of this regulatory limitation cuts off from real assistance
the non-English-speaking or nonstandard-speaking offspring of those
individuals who have succeeded modestly in American society on the
assumption, one supposes, that the Deity will assist those who have
already begun to assist themselves. nut there is no linguistic evidence
that the children of modestly successful non-English speakers have fewer
linguistic problems than do the children of economically unsuccessful
non-English speakers. If the lawthat is, the Congress and the state
legislatureswishes to encourage bilingualism and to support it, then
it must do so for richer as well as for poorer elements in the buciety.

Having performed its duty, the law inexorably moves on to other
duties, leaving the concept it has spawned in the hands of foster parents.
The university system and the public school system are thoso. foster
parents, and like archetypal foster parents they put on all the trappings
of affection for the offspring, but they are likely to ignore it when
its demands become inconvenient, or when other more pleasurable
or more profitable activities distract them, or when they get bored
tirith the responsibility.'

Two essential questions have been left unanswered: What "standard"
shall be taught to "nonstandard" speakers? Who is a "nonstandard"

'Two contrasting views of this problem were presented by James Skdd,
talism: The Linguistics of White Supremacy" (Paper delivered at the Fifty-ninth Annual
NCTE Convention, Washington, D.C., November 29, 1969, and published in English
Janis( 58 [December 1969j: 1307-15, 13'19); and William J. Samarin, "Social Dialects
in American Society" ("Discussion" presented at the Center for Applied Linguistics Seminar
on "Approaches to Social Dialects," Washington, D.C., October 31-November I, 1969).
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speaker? The number of regional and social dialects in the United
States is impressive.' Which of these will be endowed with prestige
and be "chosen" as the universal standard? It is unlikely that one could
find a jury to choose or that, if found, a jury could make a choice.
Even if it were possible, the laws of linguistic divergence would fragment
the standard into new "nonstandards" in a relatively short time. The
identification of the target population is even more difficult. One would
suppose that monolingual speakers of other languages certainly would
form a part of the target, but who else would be included? One can
visualize circumstances in which the members of the present academic
establishment might be included in the target group as well as circum-
stances in whichlike the present lawindividuals with real linguistic
interference might be excluded for social, economic, or geographic
reasons.

Furthermore, the law has ignored the moderately significant issue
of motivation. It is a basic premise of both psychology and pedagogynot
to mention linguistics--that individuals learn, or at least learn more
quickly, the things they want to learn. However, in the contemporary
society, large portions of minority populations have only recently
discovered their own languages or dialects as the means for individual
identity. Some individuals in these minority groups view the other
language or other dialects as prestigious, desirable, good, and necessary;
and view the standard as bad, undesirable, unnecessary, and repre-
sentative of the enemy and its culture. These persons are not particularly
well motivated to learn a standard language. The economic argument
has been used too often and has held out too many false hopes to
be any longer effective.

On the other hand, the monolingual "standard" speaker is likely
to be too self-satisfied to care 'midi about learning another language
or dialect. After all, everyone who has attained success and who is
educated within his view speaks standard. As long as the world, for
materialistic, political, or other reasons, caters to him, the monolingual
stailL'ard speaker really does not need to learn any other means of
cc mmunkation.

So far, the problems have been laid out in such a way as to paint
a rather bleak picture. Certainly there are massive and complex problems.
But the situation is not hopeless. The danger lies in the search for
easy answers and immediate solutions. There can be no doubt that
the social, economic, and political ills which underlie the probk m demand
urgent relief. But it is an error to confuse cause and effect. Language
is both a liberating and an inhibiting force. It inhibits because it limits

'Susan B. Houston, "Child Black English. The School Register" (Paper delivered
At the American Dialect Society Annual Meeting, Denver, December 27, 1969). For
another view see the interview with Dr. Kenneth B. Clark entitled "Speech of the Ghetto
Child Caned Valid Language," Los Angeles Times, 27 November 1969.
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the available access to the phenomenological world and because it tends
to freeze prejudice into unconscious and unrecognized forms. What
Shakespeare wrote expresses a preference almost inextricable from the
language:

In the old age black was not counted fair,
Or if it were, it bore not beauty's name.

[Sonnet 127]

Bilingua!ism is a liberating force because it allows a whole new orientation
to the phenomenological world and because it tends to provide a different
point of view from which to see that prejudice which is fossilized in

language and its literature. The present conditions are in part the
effects of the inhibiting nature of language. These effects need immedi-
ate relief. Contrarily, language is the cause of some of these effects.
The cause needs to be examined and, if possible, adjusted to prevent
further development of similar effects. The cause will have to be altered
gradually over an extended period of time. A piece of wood may be
pulled from the fire and instantly dipped in water to stop its burning,
but that treatment will not alter the ultimate capability of the wood
to be burned. The development of an external inhibitor to be placed
on the wood or the controlled genetic mutation of the plant could
do this, but both require extended research and time.

The solution to the problem of bilingualism requires three necessary
conditions: the availability of massive financial support, the development
of meaningful curricular change at the local level, and time. The massive
financial support is necessary because real bilingual education requires
reexamination and restructuring of the whole academic establishment.
This support must come from all levels of government as well as from
private foundations and the public. Furthermore, if the public is to
accept bilingualism as an actual aim of the educational system and
support its development, educators must undertake both a propaganda
effort to "sell" the idea to the standard-speaking population and a
corollary effort to involve the nonstandard-speaking community in
decision making in an active (not merely an advisory) function. In
short, in order for a community to become bilingual, the community
must regard bilingualism as desirable and rewarding. All members of
the community must share that view. The standard speaker must want
to communicate with the nonstandard speaker, amd the nonstandard
speaker must be willing to contribute his culture to the larger culture,
not to be blended in, but to make its unique contribution as a discrete
part of the whole. The mere provision of the arena in which com-
munication can begin requires unstinting and continuing support.
Beyond that, the development of the needed materials and the imple-
mentation of the necessary change, as well as the assurance of adequate
time for both, will be expensive.
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The development of materials and curriculum must occur at the
local level. The linguistic complexity of the United States suggests that
any broadscale approach would inevitably become discriminatory. The
available legislation must point directions and provide support. But
it is no more possible to legislate bilingualism than it is to legislate
any form of public morality. Curriculum to be developed must be
appropriate to local needs and not merely conform to a grand master
plan. The needs of rural versus urLin, of megalopolis versus city, of
economic versus social environments must be recognized and met.
Obviously, the linguistic environment must be taken into account. Present
legislation has, as a result of its well-intentioned inhibitions, catapulted
itself in one general linguistic direction to the detriment of others.
This fact only provides additional evidence that legislators at the seat
of government may not be aware of the real problems of their constituents
and that the natural inhibiting qualities of language may prevent them
from finding out. It also illustrates the fact that decisions about language
are political, not linguistic, decisions. The problem inherent even in
local control lies with the smaller minorities. It has been noted above
that ideally a resident of Los Angeles should control five languages
and two dialects. The same would be true in most large cities. One
must choose, and only the speakers in a given communityall the
speakerscan choose what they wish to speak.

If, as has been indicated earlier in this paper, language cannot
successfully be taught in the language classroom in aseptic isolation,
it then follows that a language must be an integral part of the whole
curriculum. If the community is to become bilingual, all subject matter
should be taught indiscriminately to all students in both languages.
The language classroom is not even necessary in the curriculum if
the entire faculty will assume responsibility for literacy and for some
mutually acceptable stylistic standard. Whether the larger community
can accept such a condition becomes less critical than whether the
academic community can. Language teachers constitute a powerful
pressure gioup within the academic community. Any attempt to deprive
them of their raison d'être is bound to be viewed with jaundiced eyes.
A corollary problem lies again in the minority whose language is not
chosen by the community. It may be difficult to find qualified teachers
of the more technical areas of the curriculum from among the small
populations of exotic - language speakers.

The process of language selection, the problem of curriculum, and
the need for materials must all be solved at the local level but not
with local htilds alone, because local funds will not permit the system
to be restructured. Local funds absolutely are inadequate to allow the
time necessary for the meaningful development of bilingual education.
It is necessary to know something of the structure of both language
to know something of the nature of language learning, to know
something of the relative motivation of the student and the teacher,
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and to know something of the sequence in which materials are to he
presented. This basic research hardly 0,.xists. Furthermore, it is necessary
to develop materials in both languages and to plan a curriculum which
can employ these materials meaningfully. Finally it is necessary to know
what the objectives are and to be able to determine whether or not,
to what extent, and how they have been achieved. All of these things
must be done school by school or at least school district by school
district. Obviously, only massive funding from many sources will result
in any progress.

Other cheaper, quicker, less complex approaches are possible, but
they are not likely to produce functional bilingualism so much as modified
monolingualism. The problem calls for language engineering on a scale
never before conceived. Either failure to initiate the program or failure
to complete it could, however, even in the short run, be more costly
than the program itself.

This paper is in part an appeal to the profession to act in the
political sphere in an area in which the actions of linguists and language
teachers can have a profound effect both on immediate social problems
and on the long-range development of this country.

In part it is something else. So far, the abstract qualities of the
problem have been discussed, but there are two real operant groups
involvedstudents and teachers. It is a presumption in a society like
that of the United States that teaching and learning are formal and
societal conditions which occur at least in large part within the formal
structure of the school. That very assumption provides the three
alternatives with which this paper begins; these alternatives would be
absurd if education were solely the concern of the individual or the
family.

It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the role of the
student beyond what has already been suggested about learning. It
is necessary to add a note about teaching and about teachers. In the
introduction to Teachers for the Real World, the following important
statements occur:

. . . Teacher preparation must 'include sensitizing to a variety oC
legitimate languages. A teacher who is ignorant of linguistics is not
a good teacher, no matter what his area of competence. . . .

Anti-intellectualism of teachers can no longer be cordoned. The reform
of teacher education must be to further scholarship. Teachers must
become avid readers consumed by history and by language, conversant
with scientific principles, and at home with mathematical manipula-
tions.'

5B. Othanel Smith in collaboration with Saul B. Cohen and Arthur Pearl for the
Task Force of the NDEA National Institute for Advanced Study in Teaching Disadvantaged
Youth, Teachers for the Real Worid (The American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, 1969), pp. 7-8, 9.
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There is very little doubt that part of the present failure to provide
adequate language training is a direct result of the lack of adequate
language training among teachers. In the same sense that it is logistically
unlikely that every citizen will become not bilingual but multilingual,
so it is unlikely that every teacher will become multilingual. Still, it
is desirable that every teacher should have linguistic training. That
is not to say that schools of education should impose a language
proficiency requirement for all degree candidates. Quite the contrary,
considerable evidence exists to demonstrate that language requirements
are nothing more than requirements; that they do not tend to increase
linguistic understanding. In fact, such requirements have been known
to produce negative effects by developing a distaste for languages and
linguistics. Witness the obvious aversion of generations of childreneven
after they cease being childrenin this country to the simple mention
of the word "grammar."

It may be that none of the alternatives posited so far is realistic.
The answer may lie squarely in the area of teacher education.

To the extent that a teacher does not understand the nature of concepts,
causes, and values, he does not fully know the subject matter of
instruction, and he lacks the logical, psychological, and linguistic
sophistication that enables him to manipulate content to the advantage
of the pupil.'

Since it is probably impossible to make every teacher multilingual, and
since it is desirable, even essential, to maintain linguistic diversity, the
only viable alternative may be linguistic relativity and sensitivity.' It
is the unconscious linguistic bias of teachers which is responsible both
for the affective relationship between student and teacher and for the
cognitive development of comparable bias in the student. Therefore,
it becomes the duty of the trainer of teachers to expose the linguistic
bias and to provide the teacher some alternative to that bias. In short,
the development of linguistic sensitivity and the implementation of
linguistic relativity among teachers may provide the only feasible
alternative to fascism. As H. G. Wells said, "Human history becomes
more and more a race between education and catastrophe."' In the
half century since Wells wrote that sentence, obsolescence has become
the third factor in the equation. The present views of bilingualism
and bilingual education are possessed of all the vitality of the Dodo
bird. The political and social climate of the past decade clearly indicates

6lbid., p. 62.
'James Miller dealt with this in "The Linguistic Imagination" (Paper delivered at

the Fifty-ninth Annual NCTE Convention, Washington, D.C., November 27. 1969).

The Outline of History, Chapter XIV, 1920.
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that if something is not done to insure the development of an arena
in which communication can occur, catastrophe is imminent.

"Sic transit glo-ia mundi" is hardly an acceptable answer; in fact,
the attitude is more likely to assure that thus passes away the world
regardless of the glory. But Nimrod's tower lies broken still, "because
the Lord did there confound the language of all the earth: and from
thence did the Lo-d scatter them abroad upon the face o I all the
earth."



The Future of ESOL: Continuity or Generation Gap?

David P. Harris

The year 1970 marked the beginning of the fourth decade in which
American education has been seriously cor/zerned with the teaching
of English to speakers of other languages--ESOL. During the pact
three decades our profession has passed di-rough its infancy (the 194Os),
its adolescence (the 1950s), and its early adtnthood (the 1960s). If we
can assume some validity to this metaphorical consideration of ESOL
as a living and growing creature, we would expect the 1970s to be
a particularly significant period in the history of this field, for thirty
years is roughly the time between the bird; &s one generation and
that of the next. How much, one wonders, w:1 the child resemble
the parent? Will the youngster cherish his f may history, or will we
won see the development of still another pre ;p -!ing and frustrating
generiltion gap"?

In presentation I shall offer a brief descrption of ESOL in
the three decades that now lie behind us, atid suggest something of
the direction in which the new generation might be headed. Of necessity,
this summary will be somewhat sketchy and will undoubtedly reflect
my own preoccupation with but one of several ESOL concerns, the
teaching of overseas students at the university level. I apologize in
advance for whatever bias my orientation gives to the general account
that follows.'

The 1940s

Our first efforts in the systematic tea. king of English as a second,
or foreign, language date from the early 1940s, being directed at first
to the establishment if adult education projects in Latin America under
our Good Neighbor Policy, and, at home, to the development of intensive
courses for foreign students and scholars attending our colleges and

' In selecti g the topics for inclusion in my historical survey, I have made considerabk
use of Albert H. Mari :kwardt's excellent review, "Teaching English as a Foreign Language:
A Survey of the Past Decade," Linguistic Reporter, Supplement no. 19 (Washington,
D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, October 1967).
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universities. The first intensive, linguistically oriented program of ESOL
in the United States was established at the University of Michigan in
1941, under the name The English Language Institute. Within the
next few years a small number of other programs of a generally similar
nature followed, including the American Language Institute in Wash-
ington, which had its origins in an English language and orientation
center established in 1942 for Latin American students. With the end
of World War II, American ESOL activities gradually spread around
the globe, embracing the Far East, the Near East, and portions of
Europe. To be sure, the greatest English teaching raorts in non
English-speaking areas came somewhat later than the 1940s, but it
is important to recognize that the foundations were being laid in that
decade.

It was also during the 1940s that our first important teaching
materials in ESOL were published. Chief among these were the intensive
courses produced ae Michigan for Latin American and Chinese students.
In this decade, also, Professor Charles Fries, the first director of the
Michigan English Language Institute, produced his historic textbook
Teaching and Learning English as a Foreign Language,' in which he set
forth the "new" approach to language teaching that was the basis of
the Michigan instruction.

From the late 1940s also date the first tests of English as a foreign
language to be based on linguistic principles. The Examination in Structure
and the Test of Aural Comprehension' were also products of the Michigan
English Language Institute, and they unquestionably served as the model
for many subsequent examinations prepared for foreign students
learning English.

The University of Michigan's early dominance of the field is also
illustrated by the appearance, in 1948, of the first issue of the journal
Language Learning, which for at least a decade remained virtually the
only outlet in the United States for articles on the teaching of ESOL.
(I should point out, hcsvever, that the British quarterly, English Language
Tecching, preceded the American journal by about three years.)

The 1940s are important in the history of ESOL teaching in America
because this decade provided the groundwork for what was to become
2 major educational k-oncern. The 1940s witnessed the beginnings of
wide-scale American participation in English teaching abroad as well
as the establishment of the first intensive ESOL programs at home.
During this decade, Byte first important texts and tests were published,

'Charles C. Fries, Teaching and Learning English as a Foreign Language (Ann Arbor:
The University of Michigan Press, 1945).

'Charles C. Fries and Robert Lado, Examination in Structure, 3 forms (Ann Arbor:
English Language Institute of the University of Michigan, 1947); and Robert Lado,
Test of Aural Comprehension, 3 forms (Ann Arbor: George Wahr, 1946).
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and these materials were to provide the models lot much that wok. ld
follow.

Before moving on to more recent times, however, let us remind
ourselves that America was far from alone in its involvement in ESOL
teaching during the forties. Great Britain had already had, by this
time, a century and a half of experience in teaching English abroad,
and a number of Western European countries also had developed English
teaching to a significant level. In one sense, however, America's late
entry into the field worked to hei advantage, for it meant that from
the very outset the teaching of ESOL in the United States was largely
under the direction 4 men and women with linguistic training (a prime
example being Professor Fries at Michigan), and that teaching methods
and materials could reflect the experience gained in the intensive
language programs developed by linguists for tie armed forces during
the War.

The 1950s

The 1950s saw an intensification of the demands for ESOL instruc-
tion both at home and abroad. More English institutes were established
within our universities, offering intensive language training to young
adults who were flocking to our institutions of higher learning, many
under U.S. government scholarships. A number of large universities
inaugurated special English classes for foreign students who could not
compete with American students in the regular freshman English
courses. These were primarily non-intensive classes, though a growing
number were placed in the hands of young instructors with linguistic
training. About fifty colleges and universities came to offer such
instruction before the end of the decade.

During the 1950s, out efforts to provide English instruction and
materials for non-English speakers wert also extended to children of
elementary and secondary school age. Again it was Charles Fries of
Michigan who, in cooperation with the Department of Education of
Puerto Rico, helped to develop a program for the schools of that
American Commonwealth.'

Most of the new materials of the fifties, however, were .gain aimed
at the young adult. A revision of the earlier Michigan course for Spanish
speakers was made available for use in teaching students of all language
backgrounds.' During the early part of the decade, the American Council

'Pauline M. Rojas, Director; Charles C. Fries, Consultant; and Staff, Fries American
English Series: For the Study of English as a Second Language, 11 vols. (Boston: D. C.
Heath and Company, 1952-57).

'Charles C. Fries and Staff of the English Language Institute of the University
of Michigan, Patients of English Sentence, English Pronunciation, Lessons in Vocabulary,
Cumulative Pattern Practices, 4 vols. (Ann Arbor: English Language Institute of the
University of Michigan, 1953-55).
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of Learned Societies under contract with the U.S. Department of State
produced a new linguistically-oriented series' consisting of ten versions
of the same basic text, each version being prepared for a different
foreign language population, such as Greeks, Turks, Burmese, Koreans,
and Thais. Each of these volumes was based on a contrastive analysis
of English and the specific background language involved, but the
use of a new brand of phonetic notation made the books difficult
for many of dr..- students and teachers who attempted to use them.

In addition to these major series, an impressive number (-4 instruc-
tional materials were the work of individual American teachers and
scholars. The number totalled well over sixty tests and textbook series.
Of these, however, few were directed to learners above a vaguely defined
"intermediate level." At least until the very end of the decade, almost
no efforts were made to bridge the enormous gap between the kind
of English needed for general conversation and the kind of mastery
of the reading and writing skills required by students who would need
to function effectively in an English-speaking college or university.

One further point about the teaching materials of the fifties should
be mentioned. Because such a large proportion of them were designed
for foreign students and scholars intending to pursue academic courses
in the United States, the texts tended to emphasize life on American
campuses. Such materials had obvious shortcomings for general use
overseas, and even as introductions to American culture they tended
to be embarrassingly naive.

Teacher-training activities both at home and abroad continued to
be at a rudimentary stage during the 1950s. In the United States a
dozen or so institutions offered TESOL training on the M.A. level,
but these were largely adaptations of general linguistics program3 and
fell short of offering the kind of concentration on the specific problems
and techniques of TESOL. In most of the outside world, short-term
seminars or workshops, conducted by American and British specialists
either separately or in combination, were the principal resources for
the upgrading of teachers in service.

The testing of ESOL was significantly advanced during the 1950s
through the proficiency treasures developed It the University of
Michigan and at the American University Language Center in Washing-
ton. For at least the next decade, these two programs would be the
chief resources for American universities and government agencies
needing information about the English competence of overseas appli-
cants for s udy and training programs in the United States.

Probably the last significant undertaking of the fifties was the
stablishment in Washington of the Center for Applied Linguistics,

at that time an arm of the Modern Language Association of America,

6Anierican Council of Learned Societies, Spoken English Series (Washington. D.C.:
ACLS, 1953 -).
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and financed by a small trial grant from the Ford Foundation. The
center commenced operations in February 1959, as a "clearinghouse
and informal coordinating body in the application of linguistics to
practical language problems." From the very beginning, English as a
foreign language was a prime area of concern, and it is impossible
to overestimate the assistance that the profession has since received
from the center, through both its conferences and its many publications
in the field of ESOL.

The 1950s, then, witnessed a marked increase in American involve-
ment in English teaching at home and Abroad, both in the number
of programs being offered to students and :n the body of materials
prrpared specifically for ESOL. Yet because of the particular needs
of our English programs of the time, most of our energies were being
concentrated on the beginning and intermediate instruction of adult
learners, specifically tho; who needed to function in an American
campus environment.

The 1960s

With the third decade of ESOL's brief history, we move to what
I characterized as a period of early adulthood, traditionally a time
of increased responsibilities. With the resulting maturity often comes
a reappraisal of one's life style and goals, leading, in some cases, to
the agony of self-doubt. In some ways this is not an altogether inaccurate
description of ESOL in the sixties.

1. ESOL Teaching A hvoad. As a result of the development of many
new nations in Africa, the gradual decline of English standards in
places like India, Pakistan, and Ceylon, an a growing willingness among
even some Eastern European countries to accept a degree of instructional
aid from the West, the teaching of ESOL became a truly global endeavor
during the 1960s. It would be impossible to survey comprehensively
the many private and governmental agencies, foundations, and university
programs that contributed at this time to the teaching of English abroad.
A few examples may illustrate the scope ;Ind variety of American efforts
during the decade.

The United States Information Agency conducted ongoing adult
English classes in approximately fifty-seven countries, with a total
enrollment of e. third of a million students.' In addition to the direct
teaching of English, the agency alnually held hundreds of short-term
seminars and workshops for loco] teachers in countries throughout
the world.

Both the Peace Corps and the Fulbright exchange program were

Teaching English to Speaken of Other L. nguages: United Starr Activities, 1%7 (Wash-
ington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1968), p. 5.
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heavily committed to English teaching in the sixties. By the middle
of the decade, approximately 2,250 Peace Corps volunteers were teaching
English in forty countries, and abou- 115 Fulbright professors and
teachers were assigned to English programs in the educational institu-
tions of somc twenty-two foreign countries.'

The great foundations also played a significant role in a number
of areas. For example, the Ford Foundrion assisted in the development
of training facilit:es for ESOL in over a dozen countries, and the
Rockefeller Foun,..am.,n likewise supported projects in a variety of
overseas locations.

2. ESOL Teaching 4 Howie. On the domestic scene, our colleges
and universities were also >erving a greatly increased number of students
from abroad. By the latter part of the decade there were over 90,000
foreign students attending in: titutions of higher learning in this country.
Though many of these were English speaking, or had already acquired
a reasonably high degree of English proficiency, many others required
further instruction before airy could hope to compete successfully with
their native American classmates. By the end of the sixties there were
some 150 colleges and universities in the United States offering ESOL
courses. of which perhaps about forty had intensive programs of between
twenty-five and thirty-five /lours per week."

But perhaps of greater significance in the history of our profession
was the development dui-mg the sixties of ESOL programs for the
many thousands of element:ry and high school students, either immi-
grants or American born, for whom English was not a native or first
language. ESOL programs for children did not, of course, originate
in the 1960s, as our earlier reference to Fries' work in Puerto Rico
would testify. However, it seems to have been in the last decade that
the attention of the profession as a whole became focused on the domestic
situation.

One very important segment of our population receiving more
attention in the sixties was the American Indian children, of whran
there were about 50,000 enrolled in the 264 schools operated by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.'" Among the efforts to upgrade English
instruction to these children were the following: (I) a BIA.supported
study of the problems of teaching English to American Indiz,ns, carried
out in 1967 under the auspices of the Center for Applied Linguistics:
(2) the BIA- sponsored thousand-teacher workshop, held in the South-

"See, respectively, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages: United States
Activities, 1966 (Washington, D.C. : Center for Applied Linguistics, 1967). p. 4; and
Trusten W. Russell, "Opportunities for Service Offered by Government Agencies," in
On Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages, Series 11, ed. Carol J. lireidlet (Urbana,

National Council of Teachers of English, 1966), pp. 17-18.
9 Marckwardt, p. 4

"Russell, p. 16.
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west in Jure 1967; (3) the development of ESOL materials for Navajo
children in the beginning grades. under the direction of Robert Wilson
of UCLA," and an adaptation of the Fries American English Series by
Mary Jane Cook of the University of Arizona; and (4) at the very
end of the decade, an evaluation of English teaching in Navajo-area
schools under a BIA contract with the TESOL organization.

Still other important non-English-speaking groups of children within
our schools in the 1960s were those from families who had immigrated
from Puerto Rico, Ccba, Mexico, and other Latin American countries.
Most of these hildren were concentrated in such urban areas as New
York City, Miami, and greater Los Angeles, or in the southwest regions
that border Mexico.

We may acquire some grasp of the dimensions of these efforts
by considering the numbers of Spanish-speaking children attending
schools in two representative cities. In New York City there were in
the mid-sixties approximately 200,000 children of Puerto Rican and
other Latin American origin in the schools, of whom about 88,000
were rated as seriously handicapped in their use of English. And in
the 57Trie period Miami schools were serving about 21,000 Spanish-
speaking children, of whom about 3,350 were in special programs
because of the severity of their English problems."

These examples may serve to illustrate the extent of what might
be referred to as the ESOL "population explosion" of the sixties and
help to explain why the past decade saw a corresponding "publications
explosion" as well as greatly increased provision for teacher-training
programs. To these two topics we now turn briefly.

3. ESOL Mater:als. A comparison of the standard ESOL bibliog-
raphies for the mid-fifties and the mid-sixties shows that the number
of textbooks produced by American writers for the general ESOL market
more than doubled during that ten-year span. I have already alluded
to the new materials designed for non-English-speaking children in
our elementary schools. At the other end of the spectrum were the
various collections of readings for the mature student of college
agecollections which, in the words of one observer, reflected the
growing realization that the student needs a considerably more profound
introduction to the principal facets of American culture than the campus
dialogs provided in earlier textbook series."

"For a report of this project, see Robert D. Wilson, "Bilingual Education tot Navajo
Children," TESOL (jaisrt-is 3 (March 1969): 65-69.

"Mary Finoc.chiaro, "I caching the Spanish-Speaking Child in New York City," in
On Teschint English to Speakers of Other LAngstages, Series III. ed. Betty Wallace Robinett
(Washington, D.C.: Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1967), p.
58; and Pauline Rojas, "Thc Miami Experience in Bilingual Education," On Teaching
English to Speakers of Other Languages, Series II, p. 43.

"Marckwardt, p. 5.
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Additionally, during the latter part of the decade the first steps
were taken toward developing materials to assist the mature learner
of English to acquire facility in written expression. Although it is still
too early to predict how much success we will ever have in teaching
the elusive and only vaguely understood skill of writing, some of the
research efforts of the 1960s yielded fascinating results in this area.
Among these was the work done in identifying the different traditions
of writing style existing in various cultures. For example, we now set
more clearly that the Arab student does not approach a writing
assignment in the same way as the Greek or the Korean, nor would
these students use the same methods of developing their ideas. Through
contrastive analyses of written style we might be able to offer students
of different cultural backgrounds very different instruction in the writing
of formal English. To date, the new insights have not been put to
much use in the preparation of ESOL writing manuals, but the
possibilities are intriguing.

The "publications explosion- of the sixties involved reports of
research as well as textbooks and reference materials for the ESOL
teacher and teacher-trainer. By the middle of the decade the flood
of printed material had reached such proportions that no worker in
the field could possibly hope to keep himself up-to-date without
professional help. During the sixties the most valuable bibliographical
service was that rendered by the Center for Applied Linguistics, whose
comprehensive bibliographies of materials were published in 1964 and
1966 and supplemented in 1969. Regrettably, a change in CAL policy
has brought an end to the production of these exceedingly useful
annotated surveys.

Another highly important bibliographical resource dates from the
late 1960s and fortrtnately remains available to us in the 1970s. This
is the Educational ?esources Information Center (ERIC) system, a
nationwide progrzm of the IT.S. Office of Education designed to collect,
process, and disseminate information on educational research and
related materials. Work is divided among a number of subject-oriented
clearinghouses, the one devoted to linguistics originally being iNriused
at, and administered by, the Center for Applied Linguistics. In i267
the Clearinghouse for Linguistics first received Office of Education
funds to include ESOL in its coverage, and publications have comprised
both bibliographical surveys and state-of-the-art papers of a highly
informative nature. Recently this clearinghouse was merged with the
foreign Languages clearinghouse and transferred to the Modern Lan-
guage Association of America, but we continue to enjoy the basic ERIC
services in linguistics.

Other important programs developed in the 1960s to produce
teaching materials and research studies were the network of regional
educational laboratories established by the Office of Education urv.tr
the 1965 Element:try and Secondary Education Act. Establishment.
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this system brought us another dazzling array of acronyms: SWCEL
(Southwestern Cooperative Education Laboratory; Albuquerque, New
Mexico); SEDL (Southwest Education Development Laboratory; Austin,
Texas); SCREL (South Central Region Edutationt.1 Laboratory; Link
Rock, Arkansas); and a forth. In 1972 the entire program was
transferred to the new National Institute of Education, but the work
of the laboratoriesat this writing somewhat reduced in numbercon-
tinues.

4. ESOL Teacher Training. A survey by the Center for Applied
Linguistics in the mid-sixties" showed that over thirty colleges and
universities were offering at least three courses in teacher training in
ESOL, and during the latter half of the decade the number predictably
increased. At least a score of institutions offered master's degrees in
ESOL training or in fields which allowed a heavy concentration of
work in this field, and at least a half-dozen universities offered doctorates
with specialization in TESOL.

During this period the federal government, too, became heavily
committed to teacher training in this field. 'I he National Defense
Education Act, established in 1958 to improve foreign language instruc-
tion in the United States, was revised in 1964 to include ESOL as
a foreign language. under the provisions of the act. During the period
1964 to 1968, some 1600 elementary and secondary school teachers
and administrators attended the NDEA summer institutes in ESOL
and English as a second dialect (ESD)." Programs at the institutes
typically included the study of applied linguistics, ESOL methodology,
and anthropology and culture. Federal funds were provided to cover
both the operating costs of the programs and the living expenses of
the participants.

In 1969, NDEA was supplanted by the Education Professions
Development Act, whose programs enrolled teachers at all educational
levels and included both ESOL and ESD. Other support to teacher
training was offered at the end of the decade by the Bilingual Education
Act, designed to improve instruction to children up to the age of eighteen.

Thus we may see from the foregoing that in the 1960s teacher
training activities in the United States were aimed more and more
at meeting purely domestic needs, and for the firt time included
relatively large numbers of teachers who were already eiperien.ed
in teaching standard English to speakers of other languages or dialects.

5. Professional Associations. In the 19COs ESOL teachers were also
being served by their professional associations. Special committees or
interest groups were formed to initiate or coordinate ESOL convention

Usiversity Remotes is the Unita Swims for Linguistics owl Tinder. Truirilig its Elogiisli
as Foreign Language. 1966 (Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1966).

"The figure war obtained by adding the enrrillments cited in the Office of Educations
annual reports.
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activities in such organizations as the Speech Association of America
(now the Speech Communican.-m Association) and the National Council
of Teachers of English. During the first half of the decade the largest
professional ESOL body was still the English Language Section of the
National Association of Foreign Student Advisers (subsequently renamed
the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs). In the middle
of the decade this ESOL group was somewhat reorganized to form
a semiautonomous association within the parent organization. The name
they adopted was, significantly, the Association of Teachers of English
as a Second LanguageATESL. The association's choice of the term
"second language" instead of "foreign language," which had generally
been favored during the fogies and fifties, reflects the growin7 concern
of the profession as a whole with those domestic learners who could
not accurately be characterized as foreigners.

The membership of ATESL was, and remains, largely teachers
of ESOL at the university level. It was a sign of the growing maturity
of the profession that increasing concern was expressed over the lack
of a single, all - inclusive professional organization that might bring
together ESOL teachers and administrators at all educational levels
from elementary school to graduate school, from those working with
migratory farm workers to those teaching foreign military personnel.
The result was a series of three conferences cosponsored by NAFSA,
NCTE, SAA, MLA, and the Ce-ter for Applied Linguistics. The first
of these conferences, held in 1964, marked the debut of still another
and, hopefu!ly, more flexibleprofessional designation: Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other Languages. (It was argued at the time
that "second language" did not accurately describe the place of English
in many parts of the world.) The end result of these highly successful
conferences was the establishment in 1966 of a new aad independent
organization, TEsoL, which has since been providing the field with
an annual convention and an excellent quarterly journal,

A similar cooperative effort by the professional associations and
interested government agencies led in 1962 to the estaL,lishnient of
the National Council on the Testing of English as a Foreiro Language.
In a series of important conferences, the council agreed on the advis-
ability of setting up a new and improved English proficiency testing
program which might be acceptable to all colleges and universities in
the United States. and to the various government agencies concerned
with the evaluation of foreign students' English. The result of these
meetings was the -development of TOEFLTest of English as a Foreign
Languagewhich, by the end of the decade, was testing some 56,000
candidates annually.

6. ESOL and ESD. No picture of the history of ESOL in the sixties
would be complete without some consideration of the interaction of
ESOL and ESD--English as a second diaiectduring the decade. For
the same decade that saw the emphasis in ESOL shift from the
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international to the domestic scene also witnessed the growth of a long
overdue concern for those many thousands of American children and
adults whose academic and occupational success, and social mobility,
are severely restricted by the kind of English they use and by their
difficulties in dealing with the written word. An adequate tracing of
the history of linguistically based instruction in so-called standard English
would require a paper in itself. In the present context I must confine
myself to some general remarks about the manner in which ESOL
techniques were applied experimentally to the teaching of ESD.

Such an appiication was inevitable, for applied linguists in the
mid-sixties naturally thought it plausible that the considerable knowledge
acquired since the 1940s in the teaching of foreign languages, particularly
English, could be profitably utilized in teaching those Americans who,
though native speakers of English, were nonetheless language handi-
capped. Thus it seemed appropriate to begin with a contrastive analysis
of background and target dialects to identify the essential points of
difference: those which distinguish the "standard" dialect from the
"nonstandard." These items could then be drilled in the familiar sequence
of mimicry, repetition, and substitution. When the students had mastered
the new patterns, they would be given the opportunity to practice the
patterns in real-life contexts, as through role playing. Following con-
temporary ESOL procedure, reading and writing were frequently
delayed until after a period of extensive orak pattern practice.

Teacher-training pi ograms in ESD also tended to parallel the general
ESOL format, with classes. in English phonology and grammar, applied
linguistics, and methodology. Often a strong sociological component
was added, for it was soon discovered that the attitudinal problems
of the speakers of nonstandard English were very different from those
of foreign students highly motivated to learn English as a key to academic
success, and that these kinds of problems were as serious as the strictly
linguistic ones. Here wa. al important lesson which applied linguists
learned from the field of ESD.

7. Methodology. I suggested earlier that educational disciplines, like
man himself, frequently enter a period of self-questioning and reap-
praisal in their mature years. The decade of the sixties was very definitely,
a period of agonizing reappraisal in the teaching of foreign languagesa
period when all the time-honored dogmas were strongly challenged,
when the traditional idols were given a vigorous shaking, and when
some were even overthrown.

We had entered the 1960s with a methodological base first developed
in the 1940s and further articulated and refined in the 1950s. The
principles of this so-called aural-oral or audiolingual method were
derived both from the discipline of linguistics and from certain ideas
of behaviorist psychology. Language was viewed as a system to be
established as a set of habits through the constant repetition of patterns,
with emphasis on those features of the target language that contrasted
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with those of the background language. In many of the popular
textbooks, new structures were introduced with a minimum of grammat-
ical explanation, and much drill material (minimal-pair exercises, for
example) was constructed without much regard for the meaningfulness
of what it was the students were repeating. Emphasis was given to
the spoken language, with reading and writing largely deferred to the
intermediate level of instruction.

It would be safe to say, I think, that most of us felt a reasonable
degree of confidence in this methodology at the beginning of the last
decade, our chief concerns being with the need for more and fuller
contrastive analyses, more and better teaching materials along the lines
outlined above, and more extensive teacher-training facilities. Then,
quite suddenly, developments from the outside began to shatter our
complacency. For these new developments, two groups of scholars were
primarily responsible: the theoretical linguists and the psychologists.

First and foremost, the work of homsky and other generative-
transformational grammarians began to call into question our basic
views of the nature of language and language acquisition. A good,
brief discussion of the new set of assumptions that have evolved from
the work of these "new grammarians," directed to the teacher of English
to speakers of other languages, will be found in Ronald Wardhaugh's
paper on the state of the art in ESOL, issued at the end of the sixties
by the ERIC Clearinghouse for Linguistics.I6 I will here say only that
if there is az,y validity in the new assumptions, then we must question
both the st-tements we have been making to our students about the
'target languagein this case English and the behavioristic methods
we have employed in attempting to give our students a competence
in that language.

Secondly, our behavioristic methodology has been challenged by
the work of the psychologists and psycholinguists. For what they have
been telling us, particularly since the mid-sixties, is that in our zeal
to drill, drill, drill our students, some of us have undoubtedly overlooked
or at least grossly underestimated the fatigue and boredom factors;
and we have assumed too innocently that our students will accept the
goals de have in mind for them, which we often do not articulate
with much care or skill.

I shall return to' this subject in my tentative predictions about the
future. I do want to say at this pei-it, however, that I would direct
the foregoing criticisms less at the conscientious classroom teacher that
at some of the writers of textbooks and the more ivory-towerish trainers
of teachers. Fortunately for both our students and the profession itself,

'Ronald Wardhaugh, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages: The State of
the Art (Washington, D.C.: ERIC Clearinghouse for Linguistics, Center for Applied
Linguistics, 1969).
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good teachers have always had the wisdom to shy away from methodo-
logical extremes and from the way-out textbooks that have all too often
been thrust at them. Wuat the psychologists have recently been telling
us are things that the good teacher has intuited all along. But some
specialists will not accept a patent truth until it has been handed to
them, complete with footnotes, by one of their own kind.

Finally, I would again note that our sister discipline, English as
a second dialect, has recently been adding confirmation and rein-
forcement to the message of the psychologists regarding the importance
of student motivation and goals, and the pedagogical problems which
their absence can create.

Predictions for the 1970s

Having brought the history of ESOL up to the 1970s, I would
end by venturing a few cautious predictions about future trends.

The numbers of foreign students coming to this country for academic
study and technical training seem to have levelled off. Nevrahe less,
the teaching of English as a foreign language, both at home and abroad,
should continue to receive its share of attention in the seventies. And,
to judge from the manuscripts the publishers have been sending us
for review, there will continue to be a large number of new materials
for this area of instruction, particularly textbooks tr, guide the advanced-
level learner in the development of the reading alnd writing skills.

At the same time, the emphasis of the 1960s on the domestic teaching
of English as a second language will undoubtedly be maintainedand
even increased. We shall see many new publication; prepared for specific
groups of younger learners, such as American Indian children and
Spanish-speaking children in California and the Southwest. Much
attention will surely be given to the development of sound bilingual
programs, in which both the learners' background language and English
will be utilized in subject-matter instruction. And finally, we may
anticipate that further efforts will be devoted to finding more effective
ways of utilizing ESOL techniques in the field of adult basic education,
a very important service area whose "target population" includes a
substantial number of non-English-speaking Americans."

Native American speakers of nonstandard English will, we may
assume, continue to receive their share of professional attention in
the seventies, and many specialists who have heretofore concentrated
on ES01. will no doubt turn ;heir energies to the teaching of ESD
in our urban areas.

Answers to a number of fundamental questions will need to be

"Dennis It. Preston, "English as fl Second language in Adult Basic Education
Prc.grams," TESOL Quarttriy 5 (Septenister 1971): 131-96.
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foundand generally agreed uponbefore substantial progress can
be made. Can we validly regard so-called black English as a form of
the language significantly different from nonstandard white English?
And, if so, does black English have the same features throughout the
country? Is it really practicable _.) ask speakers of nonstandard English
to learn standard English as a supplementary dialect? And, if so, should
standard English continue to be taught by a quasi-foreign language
strategy? And if the answer to this question is affirmative, what
modifications should be made in ESOL techniques?

In regard to the last question, it is my personal feeling that much
of the early ESD material was based on overly optimistic assumptions
about the direct transferability of ESOL techniques to an ESD teaching
situation. As a result, extremely tedious ESOL-style drills were sometimes
imposed on students who were already speakers of English and who
could neither take the lessons seriously nor accept the advertised goals
as relevant.

Clearly, then, we need to learn a great deal more about the teaching
of standard English as a second dialect, and teachers of ESD and ESOL
must cooperate with one another for their mutual benefit. As new
discoveries are made, they must quickly be communicated to the
classroom teacher, through both publications and teacher -training pro-
grams. Unfortunately, the future of the latter looks extremely dark
at the moment. Late in 1969 the Office of Education announced the
cancellation of the Basic Studies Program of the Education Professions
Development Act (EPDA), an action with the most unfortunate conse-
quences for ESOL, ESD, and bilingual education. It was this program
that provided for the institutes and fellowship programs for teachers
which did so much in the latter sixties to upgrade the quality of language
instruction in our schools. One must fervently hope that the federal
government will soon come to realize what this loss means to American
education and will redress this serious wrong. Meanwhile, we must
look tis the universities, state departments of education, and professional
associations to keep the light burning on the generally very dark
teacher-training scene.

Finally, I would venture to predict that ESOL and ESD methodology
and classroom materials will more and more reflect the insights gained
from generative-transformational theory in the years that lie immediately
ahead. Of course, as we have heard so often, there is as yet no clear
idea howor indeed, many would say. whetherthe new linguistic theories
can be effectively applied to language pedagogy. Yet if for no other
reason than that the new generation of ESOL/ ESD teachers will be
oriented toward the new points of view, the experimental application
of these UICUI ICJ SCLiiiS dJJW 1.4. .../ t. - 1.:4

the past, some of the materials built on the "latest ideas" will be
unworkable nonsense. As I stated earlier, I have every confidence that
good teachers will quickly recognize them as such. At the same time
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I would predict that generative-transformational theory will ultimately
make its positive contribution to our field, finding its place alongside
the best of the past wisdom. I am confident that there will be gradual
evolution rather than violent revolution in ESOL pedagogy, or, to return
to my original metaphor, that the new generation ESOL will be a
legitimate offspring of the creature born some thirty years ago.



3
PRINCIPLES AND STRATEGIES
FOR TEACHING ESL AND ESD



Attitudes of the ESL and the SESD Teacher

Harold B. Allen

Our language is part of us. Although one kind of linguist prefers
to busy himself with the theoretical study of the general underlying
system of abstract relationships and their rules, language may also be
considered what we do when we communicate. My language is part
of me; yours is part of you. If yot, don't like me or what I do, you
don't like my language. If I don't like you or what you're doing, I
don't like your language. It works the other way, too. You already
may have acquired a dislike for my kind of language, perhaps just
because it's different from yours and you don't understand me readily,
or perhaps because you have heard it already from people you look
down upon or fear. If so, then you don't like are. And if for some
reason or other I already have acquired a dislike of your kind of language,
then I don't think much of you either.

Let's try something on for size. Early in 1970, NCTE's Commission
on the English Language and the Center for Applied Linguistics
cosponsored in Washington a meeting of business and government
people administratively concerned with educational programs for blacks.
The purpose was to suggest the role of linguistic information and
competence in any specific program dealing with training in English.
A number of my experiences during the conference came during a
workshop for about thirty persons who have the responsibility for
training operators in eastern and southern Bell Telephone companies.
Many of these operators, particularly in the urban centers of Baltimore,
Washington, Philadelphia, and New York, were high school dropouts
with a southern background and with full control over only what is
sometimes called black English. In their training, they were supposed
to develop additional control over as much standard English pronunci-
ation, vocabulary, and syntax as they needed to take care "f customers'
requests for directory assistance. One Washington, D.C., Bell repre-
sentaive told of a girl who was finding one customer's questions too
much for her. The customer was becoming impatient and even abusive.
The supervisor noticed that the girl was frantically turning directory
pages in her search for the desired information and seemed harassed.
As the supervit-r drew near to help, she heard the girl, by this time
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frustrated beyond her limit of endurance, say in despair to the customer,
"Shit, man, ah doin' the best ah kin."

Now ask yourself this question: "What exactly was my reaction
to what that girl said?" Think of it for a moment.

Would you describe your reaction as primarily focused upon the
fact that it was I who used the vulgarism shit, even in a quotation?
Was it primarily focused upon the girl's language: her spontaneous
use of that vulgarism, the absence of any form of the verb be, the
pronunciation of I and can Or was your reaction one of empathy
with the girl, struggling to keep cool while being badgered by a customer
who perhaps had already indicated his resentment at hearing a voice
he had identified as black, but then helplessly resorting to :ter ordinary
speech? If yours was one of the first two reactions, you may weil have
some distance yet to go in your concern with teaching English as
a second dialect or even as a second language. If yours was the
third reaction, you arc ahead of many of your fellow teachers and
educators.

The only other time I have used that anecdote in public was early
in 1970, when I was meeting with about 125 teachers from four or
five closely built mining communities in southern New Mexico. Here
the situation was not one of black nonstandard in contrast with white
standard, but rather of Mexican-Spanish and Mexican-Spanish-English
in contrast with the white standard of the schools. The proportion
is high. In one of the communities from which some of the teachers
came, about 85 percent of the residents have Spanish as their first
or only language. The teacher responsible for my visit them-, one who
is directing the local bilingual education project, told me later that
my use of that same anecdote and my subsequent statement really
jarred some of the audience.

Many of these teachers were imported from outside the area, some
even from distant states. As "Anglos" they found themselves confronted
by these children, many from families on welfare and obviously without
adequate physical comforts, and speaking a kind of Englishif they
spoke English at allmarked by a high frequency of all kinds of features
the teachers had been taught to ct.nsider as degrading, vicious, illiterate,
wrong, and incorrect. Now with this virtually automatic reaction to the
children's speech, what was their inevitable reaction to the children?
Predictably, the children were considered "stupid," use the term
widely employed by some of those teachers.

The same day I visited a language laboratory session for second
graders. I noticed in particular an alert, bright-eyed youngster ready
with his responses and eager to volunteer. His parents spoke no English,
but he was learning English rapidly. I noticed a pretty little 6ir!, quiet
but attentive, responding with care and precision. She had come with
her parents from Mexico only three weeks earlier. They were only
two of a class of lively, responsive, appealing children. Tilt teacher
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was not an Anglo; she could ask questions and supply explanations
in Spanish if necessary. She clearly had a tremendous rapport -vith
those children. But from that class the children would go to their
regular room to another teacher, an Anglo, to whom they would be
"stupid" for no reason but their language, their kind of English

The case is hardly unique in our great Southwest, from Texas
to California. Indeed, it was only recently that an indignant parents'
lawsuit finally enjoined the schools in California from assigning Spanish-
background children to classes for the retarded. True, the crass reason
for the assignment was simply that a school received a larger per capita
allocation of tax funds for students in dames for the retarded than
for students in classes where English was taught as a second language.
Yet the previously unchallenged overt basis of the classification was
the language of the pupils, not the rating on any intelligence test.
The reasoning assumed that a child who doesn't speak English as a
native speaker does certainly could be retarded, so why not, then, classify
him as retarded. Look at all the extra money he brings! Besides, he
would learn good English if he were really bright, wouldn't he?

Even when such terms as "st ipid" are not used, we find other
words and phrases that rest upon the same underlying assumption
of class or ethnic superiority on the part of the user. For example,
the British sociologist, Basil Bernstein, uses the expression "restricted
code" to describe the speech of London slum children and adults.
His own kind of English he happily denominates as an "elaborated
code."

A somewhat comparable attitude was expressed by the psychologists
Carl Bereiter and Siegfried Englemann. In their research in Urbana,
Illinois, they listened to the responses of preschool black children in
a highly artificial, if not threatening, situation and concluded therefrom
that the children were deficient in cognitive skill, could not express
negation, were illogical, and indeed were clierivise in a pretty bad
way mentally. Their feeble attempts at language were so inadequate,
according to Bereiter, that a program for them should be devised on
the assumption that learning should start from scratch, as if they had
no language at all.

This notion, in its generalized form usually called the deficit theory,
posits the existence of a basic inadequacy in the speech of the people
to w; om it is applied. The notion is extremely pervasive among
psychologists, educational administrators, speech correctionists, and
many teachers in special programs that lave made use of the Bereiter
an ,:nglemann book. It can even subtly color the thinking of people
who can honestly deny accepting it. Some time ago I attended a small
dinner party in Minneapolis. During the conversation one of the guests,
a man concerned with preparing materials to help teachers know more
about the language they teach, referred to black students' "lack" of
language competence. He was at once called on his use of that term
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in the materials, as implying that his own language was the norm for
all occasions for everyone. He denied this. Yet the next day he telephoned
me to say that the matter had worried him greatly and that he had
come to realize that he really did hold that assumption. He was using
"lack" with the implication that black speech was deficient in something
that by his normal criterion should be there. The term is egocentric
if not ethnocentric in its implication that what is not present should
be present according to the user's criterion. But the absence of something
is not necessarily a lack. You would not say that your home lacks a
mine tailings distributor or that your automobile lacks a torpedo ejection
tube. No, lack implies the absence of something the user thinks should
be present; it implies a deficit.

Now this manifestation of ethnocentricity with respect to language
is apparently of long standing. Perhaps it's a built-in ch. racteristic.
Certainly it is not a phenomenon that has suddenly appeared because
of the urgency to teach English as a second dialect or a second language
in this country. Although the ancient Greeks and Romans two thousand
years ago came into contact with a variety of languages other than
their own, they apparently considered them not worth studying, since
obviously their speakers were inferior to both GI zeks and Romans.

We who teach English live under the burden of a special inheritance
in this respect, the presence of those standards of usage that reflect
a feeling of superiority on the part of those who proclaim them. The
first clear evidence of their beginnings is in the sixteenth century. In
his English Scholetnaister in 1596, Edmund Coote enjoined the reader
not to imitate "the barbarous speech of your countrie people," such
as sample for example, yelk for yolk, stomp for stamp, yerb for herb, the
melt standeth on the heU for the mill standeth on the hilt, and parfit
for perfect. Then on the same page he says, "Take heed also that you
put not . . . id for ed as united for united, which is Scottish." Yet today,
the English Dialect Survey shows that this id pronunciation is found
all over England and Scotland, and incidentally it is characteristic also
of Northern and Southern American speech. Perhaps Coote held himself
superior to both farmers and the Scots.

Alexander Gill, in his Logonomia Anglicans in 1619, specifically
advises his readers against accommodating themselves to the speech
of cowherds and plowmen"non ad ilium sonum quem bubuli . . .

exprimunt inter loquendum." Men who work with oxen obviously are
inferior; their speech must be inferior. Later in the century, in 1685,
the grammarian C. Cooper, in his Grammatica Lingua Anglicanae, also
found that superiority to farmers called for rejection of their speech:
"Si accurate scribere velimus, vitanda est barbara ciialctus." He then
offered such examples of their barbarous dialect as shot for shut, sarvice
for service, fut for foot, stomp for stamp, ?nought for might, whuther for
whither, and ommost for almost.

But not all inferior people lived in the country. In addition to
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the rustics there were also city dwellers to be looked down upon as
low and vulgar. In The Rambler in 1752 (No. 168), Samuel Johnson
perceptively observed: "No word is naturally or intrinsically meaner
than another. . . . Words become low by the occasions to which they
are applied, or the general character of them who use them." Three
years later, in his great Dictionary of the English Language, Johnson
himself applied lavas a label of censure to 214 different entries. Although
sometimes he apparently used it only as a blanket epithet of condemna-
tion, there are many instances that surely reflect his feeling of superiority
to users of the objectionable words. Job is "a low word now much in
use." To go to pot is "a low phrase." To take in, meaning "to cheat;
to gull," is "a low vulgar phrase." Clever is "a low term."

On this side of the Atlantic even the egalitarianism of Jacksonian
democracy never adversely affected the continuity of the formal tradition
that statements about anguage justifiably reflected a sense of social
and intellectual superiority. Implicit in the handbooks and manuals
of usage at, : in the kind of prescriptive grammar that until recently
dominated our schoolrooms, is this feeling not just of rightness but
also of righteousness. It is precisely this fact that has prompted me
to give so much attention to the background of certain attitudes toward
language use. This attention is part of our cultural heritage: it is mine
and it is yours; it is the heritage of most of the teachers whose concerns
today are being directed toward the teaching of standard English to
people who do not speak any variety of it. Admittedly several origins
exist for the prescriptive rules of school grammar, and behind some
of them is the assumption of superiority on the part of the person
who promulgates and accepts them. Whatever other considerations
racial, social, or economic may enter into one's attitude today, it is
difficult for many teachers not to consider as somehow inferior the
Appalachian children whose dialect is not theirs, the black children
speaking what has come to be called black English, and the Chicano
or Puerto Rican children whose English is strongly colored by their
native nonstandard Spanish. I cannot quite avoid comparison with the
nineteenth century Christian missionaries who, with certainly the highest
motives, sought to change the minds and manners of Africans and
Polynesians, to convert them to Christianity, and yet all the time never
relinquished the assumption overtly put by Kipling that they were taking
up "the white man's burden" by helping "lesser breeds beyond the
sea."

Language difference does not always engender this kind of feeling.
Wallace Lambert of McGill University has carried on research into
attitudes toward various foreign languages and foreign accents. He
has found that factors other than language difference affect the attitudes.
I suspect that most of us have no negative reaction to a French accent,
and I confess to having beed delighted by the accent of the Dutch
stewardess on a KLM flight from New York to Amsterdam. There
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are national and regional dialects of English that likewi9e evoke no
adverse feeling from most of us. Don't you enjoy hearing, for instance,
a Scotsman?

There is no one answer to the question of why we t accept some
language contrasts, some dialect contrasts, and not others. There are
indeed specific social, economic, and racial differences; that can be found
to correlate with language differences. But I would like to suggest
that when the correlations are linked to an attitude holding both the
factor and the language to be inferior, then in all such situations there
is a .:entral core. What is held in common is the assumpti3n that the
speakers of this different language or dialect constitute a threat.
Somehow they threaten our socia! or economic integrity and balance.
They threaten our security, our self-righteousness, perhaps even our
conscience, by arousing a feeling of guilt. When they threaten us, we
take refuge in this feeling of superiority and attach the tag of inferiority
to their speech.

A great deal of linguistic insecurity has been built into our English
teaching. It may have been built in to achieve security, but it provides
a specious kind of security. The lower middle-class teactser insisting
rigorously upon adherence to the book rules is not secure in his speech;
he is pitiably insecure. He relieves his insecurity by language correction
when he finds what he thinks are errors in the language of children
who, while in the standard English stream, still manifest a certain
linguistic virtuosity from time to time. If such a teacher retains this
insecurit" and this attitudeand he is quite likely towhen he teaches
black students or foreign language background students, then he is
in real trouble. It does not take long for the students to sense that
he looks down upon their speech as wrong, as inadegoa;.e, as second-rate.
And if they do, the psychological hurt that the teacher has caused
is almost impossible to heal.

Help for the teacher must come, it seems to me, from whatever
linguistic sophistication can be developed as the result of such an institute
as this, or from inservice training. For the prospective teacher, elemen-
tary or secondary, it must come from specific work in linguistics and
a properly oriented course in linguistic anthropology. What is really
needed is a kind of cultural sensitivity training through linguistics.
A teacher with this preparation will not consider the Chicano's speech
as a collection of errors; such a teacher will not see the black child's
"My teach ask me where de chalk" as a mistake; such a teacher will
not follow Bereiter's advice to force children to answer questions with
complete sentences; such a teacher will accept the child's whole language
as a valid system of communication adequate for conversation with
his peers, inherently no better or worse than the teacher's own way
of speaking. The teacher will accept the fact that the rule -governed
character of his own language is in some measure different from the
rule-governed character of the pupil's language, but not better or worse.
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What I am tine sketchily supporting is a kind of policy of pluralism.
It is a policy that recognizes the integrity and validity of what we call
standard English as a language code of enormous communicational
power; it at the same time recognizes other forms of English, nonstandard
forms, that also have validity and integrity for certain groups but do
not have as much communicational power. In accepting this policy
the teacher must examine not only his inherited attitude toward forms
other than his own and those prescribed by his school grammar books;
he must examine also the nomenclature he uses ;n talking about dialects
other than his own. He must avoid all terms that imply his own
superiority.

The teacher of English as a second language in this country has
to teach within the framework of English diversity; there is no one
functional variety or dialect always suitable. The teacher of English
as a second dialect has to accept the child's first dialect without prejudice,
and then go on to help the child gain control of some variety of standard
English that will broaden his area of communicationboth productive
and receptive. If you are in a position to help teachers do this, this
is your responsibility. If you are in a position to help parents and
the people of your community to accept the integrity of the children's
first dialect or first language as one that is quite approvable and good
in itself for its own purposes, then you have the responsibility of providing
that help.
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If language teaching is rnr concern, you must often have feltas
I dothat together we are working on a gigantic jigsaw puzzle. We
may never live to see it fully assembled, but at least the picture Is
gradually taking shape, a! blocks of pieces from scholarly research
are brought together with other pieces Laboriously compiled by classroom
teachers down through the years.

There is, for example, a whole set of data being assembled in
linguistics, sociology, psychology, and the newer fields of sociolinguistics
and psycholinguisticsdata with profound implications for second
dialect teachers. The following statement draws upon findings from
those fields: "The fact is that most lower-class black children who come
into the classroom have a well -developed sense of language and of
the power of words."' Most children start school with a lively interest
in language. Even if a child's contacts with adults have been limited
(as in certain lower-class families), he nevertheless has learned much
about the power of language from the banter, taunts, and repartee
of older children who have been charged with his care.

On being reminded of this fact, many a teacher can find worthwhile
ways of using it. If these children df.. have a interest in words, for
whatever reason, then they can be led to enjoy rhyming games which
draw their attention to sounds so vital a step in developing word-attack
skills. Since even the youngest school child knows how words can make
him feel, the power of words offers an obvious point of departure
for language study. First grade children are experienced enough to
dispute the thesis of the old chant, "Sticks and stones will break my
bones, but names will never hurt me."

In the primary grades, children enjoy hearing and dramatizing
the Rumpelstiltskin story, in which the entire plot hinges upon a name.
In other old tales, they respond to the magic of "Open Sesame," and
appreciate the account of the outwitting of the Cyclops through a clever

' Roger D. Abrahams, "Slack Talk and Black Education," in Florida FL Reporter,
Special Anthology Issue, Lingutatic-Cultvral Differnaces and Amerirme Eohntatior
(Spring/Summer 19&). 12.
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use of words. In their own lives, and through vicarious experiences,
children early cone to perceive how powerful a word can be. Hence
it is possible for many to respond to Emily Dickinson's treatment of
that theme:

A word is dead
When it is said,

Some say.
I say it just
Begins to live

That day

Handled simply enough, by a resourceful teacher a unit on the
power of words can set pupils on the road toward language mastery.
In the intermediate grades, teachers can lead children to understand
that a word alone leads a very restricted life: what counts most is
how words are combined. For instance, if a class has enjoyed Emily
Dickinson's poem about words, the teacher may point out that no single
word in that poem is very special. It is not the poet's vocabulary that
produces the effect. An alphabetized list (which the students themselves
may prepare) would look like this: a, begins, day, deal, I, is, U, just,
live, said, say, sow, that, to, when, word.

It can thus be seen that no word in the poem is beyond the vocabulary
range of a kindergarten child. What, then, makes this a poem? It is
the poet's way of arranging and combining those words. Fourth graders
may be led to consider what would have happened if the poet had
put the words together in this order: "When a word is said, it is dead."
Or they may consider this arrangement: "Some say a word is dead
when it is said."

When these alternatives are compared with the poet's choice of
structures, young students will not be able to explain the difference,
but some will sense that a difference exists; and a point will have
been made about the role of form in language.

For a more light-hearted approach to language form, there are
limericks. As many teachers have discovered, .,fticlents of almost any
age enjoy hearing and compc:sing limericks, and any time so spent
is worth it, since a limerick's impact depends upon the arrangement
of words within a stipulated form.

To stimulate the creation of original limericks, a few of the old
favorites may be introduced; for example,

There was an old man from Peru
Who dreamed he was eating his shoe.
He woke in the night
In a terrible fright,
And found it was perfectly true!
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For a second dialect class, whose after-school experiences tend to be
more robust than those of other students, th.2 best limericks may be
the slightly irreverent ones, e.g.,

There was an old man from Blackheath
Who sat on a set of false teeth.
Said he, with a start,
"Oh Lord! Bless my heart!
I've bit:ea myself underneath!"

After a few old favorites have been heard and said, an original
limerick might be star ted by the teacher and completed by the students,
who may then make up their own. The lesson to be learned from
composing limericks is that words can be put together to communicate
various ideas and to create various effects. That lesson is at the heart
of all rhetoric and st)le. It is also the basic point of grammar.

There are dozens of things teachers can do to show students how
to increase their language power. For older students, an analysis of
expert prove can help. Such a passage as this one from Go Tell It
On the Mountain might be of interest to high school students.

On other mornings he awoke hearing his mother singing in the kitchen,
hearing his father in the bedroom behind him grunting and muttering
prayers to himself as he put on his clothes; hearing, perhaps, the
chatter of Sarah and the squalling of Ruth, and the radios, the clatter
of pots and pans, and the voices of all the folk nearby. This morning
not even the cry of a bed-spring disturbed the silence. . . .2

How does one begin to discuss such a passage? One possibility
is to focus attention on the content: what is this writer telling us?
Let's see if we agree on what usually happened in that house. Let's
put the information down in the simplest possible way, starting like
this:

He heard his mother.
His mother was singing.

He heard his father.
His father was . . .

Teachers acquainted with transformational grammar will recognize here
another block of pieces from the jigsaw puzzle, in the construction
of kernel sentences. The sentences will then be "transformed" by deleting

'James Baldwin, Go Tell It On the Mountain (New York: The Dial Press, 1953),
p. 18. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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some parts, combining others, rearranging others, and so on.3
Whether the students actually learn to use Baldwin's syntactic

patterns is not the main issue. What matters more is that the class
has been alerted to the availability of nominalized verb forms (Ile
the chatter of Sarah and the squalling of Ruth), and that the class has
considered some of the options open to a speaker or a writeroptions
that have little to do with "correctness" in the usual school sense.

When ways of arranging words are being discussed in class, it
becomes clear that a few grammatical terms like verb, noun, and adjective
would be useful to know. Trying to talk about sentence construction
without them is like trying to teach carpentry without referring to
hammers and nails. Fortunately even stutients in the lower intermediate
grades find it easy to grasp what is meant by verb, noun, and adjective
when the teacher introduces each term in the simplest possible way.
To show what a verb is, for example, the teacher writes these sentences
on the board:

Please it
They don't us.
Will you there?
The teacher asks, "Who can think of a word that would make

sense in the first blank? In the second blank? In the third?" Suggestions
are elicited from each student, and all are listed on the board. The
teacher then remarks, "Each of those sentences needed a verb, and
you all thought of verbs to fill the blanks." The label VERBS is then
written above the list.

In this exercise, the children have shown that they know what
kind of word belongs in the verb position; they themselves have proposed
the words. They now know that such words, in such sentence environ-
ments, are called verbs. There is no need to debate whether or not
a verb "names stn action," as many (but not all) verbs do. There is
no danger that Any child will think football game is a verb (even though
to many it is an "action word"). It will be obvious that football game
would not belong in any of those sentence slots.

The class can be introduced to the term noun in similar fashion,
by being asked to suggest single words to fill the blanks in the following
sentence fmmes:

I saw a
The is here.

Having discovered that they know "instinctively" what kind of word
belongs in those slots, the students are given the label NOUN. It may

'There is a reason for writing the subject of the second sentence directly below
the object of the first. The spacing makes it easy to guide the students through two
steps (deletion of the repeated nominal, and deletion of the form of be) to produce
"He heard his mother singing."
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be useful to ask the class a question like this: "What made you think
your word might belong in that blank?" A good answer would be,
"Because I saw a before one of the blanks, and the before the other
blank." If someone in the class mentions something about "the name
of a person, place or thing," the teacher might remark, "Often a noun
does name a person, place or thing, but not always. If we want to
decide whether or not a certain word in a selitence is a noun, we
can look to see if a word like a or the comes before it."

Teachers who introduce students to terms like noun and verb in
this way are borrowing from structural linguistics, of coursea field
responsible for assembling large blocks of pieces for the jigsaw puzzle
of language learning. The structural linguist would then go on to mention
other properties of a noun: its presence may be signaled by some
determiner other than a or the (such as some, this, or my); a noun
is the sort of word that regularly changes its form to signal plurality,
and so on. These facts may eventually be conveyed to second dialect
students, in order to round out their understanding of what a noun
!colts like and does. But the first introduction to noun, verb, and adjective
otlieha co be kept simple and casual. It is a mistake to bury the class
ur der a heap of information. In life, one does not learn everything
about a person or a group on first acquaintance; knowledge deepens
gradually, after the initial impression has been formed. In borrowing
from linguistic science or from any other scholarly discipline, teachers
need to take their cue from life.

To introduce the term adjective, the following may be written on
the board:

He is a very man.
That is too for me.

Once again i arious possibilities for filling each slot are elicited and
written on the board, and the term ADJECTIVE L written above the
suggested words. Later, students may be led to observe that adjectives
are words which can add -er or -est (or be preceded by more or most),
and that an adjective's place is often between a or the and its noun.
For a start, however, the lesson imparted by "He is a very
man" will do.

After these three grammatical terms have acquired meaning by
being attached to the children's own perception of language. the dabs
may decide what can be done with a sample of "Tarzan task," which
consists solely of nouns, adjectives, and verbs without inflectional
endings. For example,

Big crocodile swim river. Pretty girl swim river. Girl see crocodile.
Crocodile see girl. Crocodile look hungry. Crocodile open mouth.
Eat girl?

Using the above as raw material for a story, the class decides what
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to do about the first sentence. What other words should be added?
Someone may suggest, " big crocodile is swimming in a river." Another
may propose, "A big crocodile was swimming in the river." A third
may choose to combine the first twa sentences: "A big crocodile and
a pretty girl were swimming in a 1 iver." A fourth may think the story
would be improved by saying, "While a pretty girl was swimming in
a river, a big crocodile was swimming there, too."

Guided by the teacher, the differences may be discussed, and the
effects of the various arrangements may be weighed. In the course
of such a discussion, ancients come to understand several important
points about language. They discover that words like girl, crocodile,
river, big, pretty, swim, look, and eat (which they have learned to call
nouns, adjectives, and verbs, respectively) often need the help of words
like a, the, was, and in when they are put together to form the kinds
of sentences most people speak. (This fact, of course, is the basis for
the distinction between content words and function words.) In addition,
the students notice that it makes a difference whether one says is or
was, are or were. They also observe that certain endings (like -ing) are
added to verbs under certain circumstances. Furthermore, they learn
that sometimes a single idea may be expressed in two or more different
ways, and that skill in communication depends upon choosing among
alternative structures and forms. These are all concepts which the
language teacher is responsible for developing, and a start should be
made in the intermediate years.

Another exercise leading to a grasp of these concepts is suitable
for junior or senior high school. Classified ads clipped from a newspaper
are distributed among the students, and each student interprets his
ad to the class. For instance, "LOST: Chili's glasses, brown rims" may
be interpreted as "Some child has lost his glasses. They have brown
rims," or "Glasses with brown rims have been lost by a child," or "A
pair of child's glasses with brown rims has been lost." The student
is encouraged to explain the ad in as many different ways as possible.
This sort of exercise develops versatility with regard to surface structures.
It prepares the student to recognize synonymous sentences when he
meets them in his reading. Practice in comparing various types of
sentences is excellent preparation for the reading of textbooks in the
subject-matter fields.

All too often, the development of skill in recognizing synonymous
sentences is left to chance. Teachers have traditionally called attention
to synonyms for individual words, but less has been done with alternative
ways of handling larger units. Hence, in many classes, students need
practice in deciding which two sentences from a set of three have
approxinu.tely the same meaning. Sets like the following may be
considereJ and discussed:

1. (a) The boys did not mention their suspicions to the mechanic.
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(b) The hays did not say anything to the suspicious mechanic.
(c) The boys did not tell the mechanic that they were suspicious.

2. (a) Reaching out desperately, Frank grasped Ken's shirt.
(b) Desperately, Frank reached out and grasped Ken's shirt.
(c) Frank reached Ken, who desperately grasped his shirt.

3. (a) Ed had to stop running long enough to catch his breath.
(b) Although Ed longed to stop and catch his breath, he had

to keep running.
(c) Ed longed to stop and catch his breath, but he had to keep

running.
Having discovered which sentence of each set is not synonymous with
the other two, students may experiment with other ways of expressing
its meaning, for the purpose of finding out how many different surface
structures are available for signaling essentially the same thought content.

This much grammar is enough to enable a class to discuss kernel
sentences, such as the ones that emerge from a sorting out of the
ideas from the Baldwin passage cited earlier in this paper. With this
much grammar, too, it is possible to direct attention to Baldwin's own
use of forms and arrangements (e.g., the chatter of Ruth and the cry
of a bed-spring). Students can now be guided to note the significant
absence of adjectives from this passage, and to see that chatter and
cry can be used as either verbs or nouns. They can also discuss ways
of combining sentences without undue dependence upon the over-
worked conjunction and.

Crammar is appreciated by second dialect students when it actually
does help them figure out why some ways of combining words seem
more satisfying than others. It is human nature to enjoy learning how
a magician creates his illusions; it should be just as innately human
to want to know how, a master of language produces his effects, especially
since the props he uses are available to all.

Language power is not a mere schoolmarm matter of choosing
the one "correct" form; it means weighing the various alternative;; and
deciding which form conveys the message most accurately, most clearly,
and with the greatest force.

Throughout the upper grades, and on into high school, students
need guided practice in putting ideas into form. In many classes, this
is achieved by means of a group composition activity, starting with
an oral discussion on some topic of interest to the class.

During the discussion, the teacher uses the chalkboard to jot down
phrases which will serve as reminders of ideas expressea orally by
members of the class. After several points have been raised, the students
next suggest ways of phrasing those points, and the suggested sentences
are written on the board. When the sentences that seem most satisfactory
to the class have been selected, they are arranged in an agreed-upon
order. As a final step, the passage which has resulted from the
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collaboration is copied by the students, with due attention to conventions
of spelling, punctuation, and social usage; and the best copies are
"published" on the class bulletin board.

In schools whet:, teachers and students collaborate on exploring
the resources of language, it is possible to keep the rules of spelling,
punctuation, and social usage in proper perspective. Grammar is seen
as a guide to the construction of various kinds of sentences, not as
a set of arbitrary prohibitions. The language sense of the child is
recognized, respected, and sharpened. Throughout the grades, instruc-
tion stresses what can be done with language, rattier than what ought
not to be done; and teachers build upon the children's natural interest
in words.

If it is true that even the disadvantaged child comes to school with
a lively awareness of the power of language, then the logical plan
for second dialect teachers would seem to entail many activities designed
to build upon the student's own language sense. What happens in
schools where such activities take place? What kinds of dividends accrue?

One encouraging result comes as a pleasant surprise to some
teachers: the students' reading improves. Whenever students pay special
attention to the patterns of arrangement and form used for com-
munication in English, there is almost inevitably an improvement in
reading.

At the conclusion of a second dialect project involving college
freshmen, San-su Lin reports: "After a year of working systematically
and intensively with various patterns of English, the experimental
students were apparently better equipped to read passages which
required alert attention to structural signals." In fact, according to scores
on the Cooperative English Tests, "The experimental group made
greater gains in reading . . . than did the members of the control
group, in spite of the fact that the program for the control group
gave more attention to reading, as such."

A second gain, though one which is harder to assess objectively,
is a gain in control over the conventions of standard English. In
classrooms where teachers and students collaborate on discovering what
language can do, spelling and punctuation and distinctions of social
usage are kept in perspective. They are not allowed to dominate the
scene. Spelling and punctuation are viewed as matters to be dealt with
while editinga process generally separate from creating or composing.
Not that the need for learning to edit can be overlooked; it is a fact
of life. Almost everyone has to edit, whenever language is prepared
for the public eye or ear.

Furthermore, when the students' own dialect differs significantly
from the one used for "wider communication" (i.e., when their home

4San-su C. Lin, Pattern Practice in the Teaching of Standard English to Students with
a Non-Standard Dialed (New York: Teachers College Press, 1965), p. 143.
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dialect is not standard English), editing often has to include features
of grammatical usage. For help in deciding which features need special
treatment, the teacher turns to a growing body of linguistic research.'

From a study of linguists' findings, the classroom teacher may draw
several significant conclusions. For one, it is misleading to speak of
nonstandard English as if it were a single dialect: there is more than
one variety of nonstandard. Moreover, different individuals are in-
fluenced in different ways by exposure to standard English. Nevertheless,
teachers will find it helpfultto learn all that can be learned about linguistic
systems operating among speakers of nonstandard dialects, for insights
into their students' difficulties and for ideas on dealing with them.

One characteristic of the grammar of nonstandard English is economy.
For instance, the nonstandard speaker often does not use two signals
for plurality when one will do. Hence he may say "two girl" because
the two already conveys nlurality. For this reason, practice on plural
forms of nouns ought to deal largely with combinations like ten cars,
many rooms, or some toyscombinations of nouns with other plural
markers. It may be a waste of time simply to practice plural forms
without them, since in the students' own grammatical system the -s
might be quite consistently used with nouns unaccompanied by other
signals of plurality.

The same feature of economy is noted with respect to verb forms.
When the sentence contains a past-time signal like yesterday or in 1967,
the nonstandard system does not require a second signaling of past
time. Hence a speaker may say, "They go there yesterday." For such
students, practice exercises on "the past tense" need to focus on the
use of past forms in sentences containing some other past-time signal
(a word or an adverbial phrase relating to past time). It may be pointless
merely to practice past verb forms in isolation, eliciting went in response
to go, sat), in response to see, and so forth.

If it seems necessary or desirable to focus attention directly upon
went, a game may be conducted with a context that clearly signals paq
time. For instance, the students may be challenged to think of place
names beginning with the letter W, to complete this sentence: "Last
week I went to " The entire sentence should be repeated as
each place name is proposed. Other activities designed to offer practice
on standard English forms, I have described in detail elsewhere.' They
may seem worlds away from units on exploring word power, yet all

5See, for example, articles by William Labov, William A. Stewart, Beryl Bailey, Jean
Malmstrom, and others, in Florida FL Reporter, Special Anthology Issue.

'See, for example, "Teaching Standard English as a Second Dialect," in Teaching
High School Composition, ed. Gary Tate and Edward P. J. Corbett (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1970), pp. 358-76; and "A Second Dialect Is Not a Foreign Language,"
in Linguistics and the Teaching of Standard English to Speakers of Other Languages or Dialects,
Monograph Series on Languages and Linguistics no. 22, ed. James E. Alatis (Washington,
D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 1969), pp. 189-202.
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are means of directing attention to the surface structure of English
while building upon students' natural interest in what the language
can do.

Luckily, despite all that some schools have done to dull the student's
enjoyment of language, the individual's interest in word power persists,
latently at least, throughout his school career. Teachers at all grade
levels have caught encouraging glimpses of it.

The high school years are not too late for discovering and strength-
ening a sense of language. It is still alive, even among students who
have been labeled "linguistically handicapped." Nor is the nursery school
too soon to start. What is needed throughout the grades is a way of
attending to the conventions of spelling, punctuation, and grammatical
usage without obscuring the main point; namely, that English offers
a rich variety of resources for expression and communication and that
anyone can learn to use them.

Of course, we cannot put the matter to students in precisely those
terms. But we canand some teachers dobegin with a child's interest
in words and his innate pleasure in wordplay, and then lead him to
recognize the linguistic repertoire he has already developed, to enlarge
it, and to become interested in what can be done with language, rather
than what ought not to be done.



TESOL: Methods and Materials in Early Childhood Education

Muriel R. Saville-Troike

A variety of methods for teaching language have been suggested
and tried with all ages of students and with varying degrees of success.
Particularly in early childhood education, an ,,mphasis has often been
placed on "fostering attitudes" and "developing interests," accompanied
by little or no direct language instruction. Some educators have felt
that children "catch" a second language by exposure, much as they
catch the measles, but their record of academic failure suggests that
this is not the case. Others have placed an emphasis on learning
vocabulary lists with regard to the sounds or structure of the language.
School districts in several states have added a year of instruction, usually
before the first grade, which ranges from a year of concentrated language
study with specially prepared teachers and materials to a year of
unstructured activity, often assigned to the most inexperienced teachers.
Some gains have been reported in the academic achievement of students
in the special language classes, but there are social disadvantages inherent
in any program which segregates children with different native languages.
In addition, the extra year may make subsequent behavior problems
and dropouts more likely.

Every child learns a great deal of his language from his peer group,
and one of his strongest motivations for learning language is his desire
to communicate with them. Programs which assign non-English-speaking
students to a separate classroom are thus failing to utilize one of the
most powerful psychological factors in language learning. This motiva-
tion can be fostered by the heterogeneous assignment of students to
classes, and by grouping procedures within the classrooms to create
both the need and the opportunity for students of different language
backgrounds to talk to each other. Motivation is a crucial component
in learning, and consideration of this factor should underlie our selection
of appropriate techniques and materials.

Our approach to teaching English as a second language is based
on a traditional axiom in education: accept the student where he is
and build upon his previously acquired capabilities. We know that a
child does not begin learning when he comes to school. Education
begins in infancy, and so does language learning. He masters much
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of the sound system and grammatical structure of at least one language
by the time he is five years old, even if we don't consider it a prestigious
or even standard dialect of that language. When we fail to recognize
a student's native linguistic resources, we keep him from progressing
as rapidly as his experiences and intellectual development will allow.

While it is much easier for a young child to acquire a second
language than for an adult to, even he cannot learn it as he did his
first. For one thing, a child entering kindergarten has spent his waking
hours for four years mastering his native language, but the school
has only a few hours a day to bring the child to this same level of
competence in the second language if he is to achieve "on grad level"
in first grade in an English-speaking school. This is one reac- n why
the presentation of sounds, structure, and vocabulary must be made
in a way which efficiently shortcuts the time required for learning
English. The key to this efficiency is in the selection of linguistic material
to be taught and in the ordering of structures for sequential presentation.

There are a number of guidelines that apply to all direct language
instruction. For one thing, learning a new language system involves
developing a new set of habits, and practice is essential to success.
But students come to second language learning with different levels
of experience, different degrees of interest, and different rates of
learning. Language material should therefore be graded, with easier
structures presented first. Because language learning is cumulative,
new structures will build on what has already been learned. Most students
do not master a concept or skill in one lesson; there is also a need
for continued drill while habits are firmly established.

Methods and materials in language instruction should help set a
pattern of success for students learning English. Opportunities to practice
mistakes should be minimized, and trial-and-error learning or haphazard
or selective reinforcement should be discouraged. Where possible, the
instructional materials should be based on a contrastive analysis of
standard English and the students' language system.

No more than ten to twelve students should be placed in a single
group for most language teaching activities. A teacher cannot maintain
close enough contact with more students, and would not be able to
monitor individual problems and correct errors before the students
have a chance to practice them. If possible, students should be arranged
in a semicircle. This makes student interaction easier, and allows the
te.zcher to maintain better contact than when students are sitting in
rows of chairs or desks. During group response, the teacher should
move around and "tune in" to different individuals, to check on their
pronunciation. Students should not be called upon in a particular order,
but the teacher should call on them at random to hold their attention.
For the same reason, a student should not be called on until after
a question has been asked or directions given. If a student knows he
will not be called on, he is likely not to listen further. In language
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drills, a brisk tempo should be maintained to keep the students' interest
and attention. Students will get bored if a drill is too slow.

Even when concentrating Go teaching the phonemes of English,
the teacher should not present or practice them in isolation. Speech
sounds occur as parts of words, and words as parts of sentences. Language
is a way of conveying meaning and this essential characteristic should
not be left out of language lessons.

The teacher should not attempt to teach students a phonemic
distinction he does not make in his own dialect. The teacher may not
differentiate, for instance, between cot and caught or pin and pen. Even
if the teacher masters such distinctions for drill purposes, he will probably
revert to his native pronunciation in context. Students quickly recognize
such inconsistency, and may be confused by it or consider the teacher
a "fake."

The vocabulary content for language lessons should be selected
for immediate need and usefulness, to make learning and retention
more likely. New elements of pronunciation, grammatical structures,
or vocabulary should be introduced only in the contexts of elements
which have been previously taught. It is more desirable to teach the
full forms of language (He is coming) before the contracted forms (He's
coming). After a student has learned the full form, he can go on to
learn the contraction, the question, and the negative constructions. If
he has learned the contracted form first, however, it may not be obvious
how to derive questions and negatives from it. In order to clarify
meaning, translate when necessary and where possible.

Language teaching is not something which goes on just during
the scheduled language period. A wide variety of activities during the
day should he used to reinforce patterns which have been introduced
in that period. Language drills can be organized into play activities
or meaningful communication exchanges, or made available in game
form for the students whenever they have free time to choose an activity.
Primary-age students, for instance, may group pictures on a flannel
board or paste them in a scrapbook, sorted according to which words
begin with the same sound.

The immediate goals of teaching English as a second language
in the United States are to have the students able to discriminate and
produce its distinctive sounds (the phonemes), to interpret and produce
its basic sentence patterns (both orally and in writing), and to use an
adequate vocabulary. These elements are best taught in the following
order: listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

Very early in the language program, the phonological contrasts
existing in English but not in the students' native language should
be taught. This can be done by teaching the concept of "same-different"
as applied to objects and then to the sounds of English. The teacher
can start with minimal pairs, illustrated with pictures or actions whenever
possible, and have the students repeat them: chair/share, choose/shoes,
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or chip/ship. Then he cm include the words in minimal pair sentences.
Students may dramatize each sentence or identify an appropriate picture:
I have a chip, I have a ship; or I am watching dishes, I am washing dishes.
Next, the teacher can expand the pairs to sets of similar words for
developing recognition drills: sheep, ship, cheap, chip; and beet, bit, bait,
bat. After students have repeated these words, have them play games
appropriate to their age and interest level to provide group and
individual pronunciation drill, using the words included in the recogni-
tion drills. For example, cut small shoes from colored paper, put them
in a bag, and have each student in turn draw one shoe. When the
class asks him which color shoe he chooses, the individual student says
something like, "I choose (color) shoes."

The basic sentence patterns of English may be introduced and
practiced through the variety of structured activities, including the types
of pattern drills suggested below.

1. Mimicry - Memorization. Students imitate a model of a sentence
such as John is running, and then repeat it until the response
is memorized.

2. Chain drill. One student makes a statement, then another student
repeats the same statement, and so on, each student making
sure that he repeats what the previous student raid, without
changing the statement.

3. Substitution. Students substitute a word for another of the same
grammatical class, as a noun for a noun. For example,

Teacher: I have a book.
pencil

Student: I have a pencil.
Teacher: pen
Student: I have a pen.

4. Replacement. Students replace one element with another, as a
pronoun for a noun.

Teacher: John has a book.
he

Student: He has a book.
Teacher: it
Student: He has it.

5. Conversion. A student replaces one form of a word with another,
as past for present.

Teacher: John is running.
Student: John ran.

6. Expansion. The students are given a word to be added to a
sentence.

Teacher: The boy is running.
big
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Student: The big boy is running.
Teacher: fast
Student: The big boy is running fast.

7. Transformation. The student must make a change in word order,
as from statement to question, or affirmative statement to negative
statement.

Teacher: John is running.
Student: Is John running?
Student: John is not running.

When the structural framework has been learned using a limited
number of words, the required vocabulary can easily be added. This
is not to suggest that the vocabulary is not important; the question
is only one of initial emphasis and perspective. The most important
words to include in the early English lessons are the function words
needed to express relationships in the basic sentence patterns. These
include articles, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliaries, interrogatives,
and modals. Good sources for the content words to be used in language
drills are the texts for other subject areas the students are studying.

Teaching the vocabulary of a second language is not merely teaching
different sequences of sounds to express the same meanings as "equiva-
lent" words have in the students' native languages. Speakers of each
language view reality in terms of different cultural and psychological
frameworks. This means that learning a second language involves
learning a new cultural framework, a new way to categorize experience,
and new ways of relating to members of another social group. For
a teacher to be effective in this domain, he must teach English in
meaningful situations and within an educational environment which
accepts the students without threatening their self or group identity.



Some Principles of Bilingual and Bidialectal Education

Beryl Loftman Bailey

At a recent Georgetown Round Table conference, Virginia French
Allen contributed a paper, "A Second Dialect Is Not a Foreign Lan-
guage." Her main concern was to establish a very dear distinction be-
tween the principles of second language learning and those of second
dialect learning. Before proceeding with this paper, therefore, I want
to summarize the Allen arguments. She begins, and rightly so, with
the areas of common concern and establishes five points of similarity:
(1) the contrastive analysis technique; (2) the acceptance of the home
language as an equally valid system of communication as the target
language; (3) the accordance of the central role in the program to
the grammatical structure rather than the vocabulary; (4) the presenta-
tion of the material in a series of small steps, each step arising out
of the previous one; and (5) the emphasis on habit-formation, so that
success is measured in terms of the pupil's ability to produce utterances
in the target language)

Induded in the above are, of course, similarities in classroom
techniquesthe procedures induding mimicry, repetition, and substitu-
tion. But it is exactly here, Allen points out, that difficulties begin
t.. arise. Because most second dialect speakers have acquired a passive
competence in the target language, they may need to be convinced
of the need for the mimicry- repetition - substitution procedure, for they
will not submit to such drills until they themselves feel the need for
them.

One consequence of this is that whereas the pupil in ESL must
be taught before he is tested, the pupil in ESD needs to be tested
before he is taught in order to define his areas of need and to convince
him of that specific need. The kinds of sentences included in the drills
will also differ greatly. The meanings of sentences are generally already
known by the second dialect speaker, so that nothing is achieved in
having him repeat endlessly "this is a book." Any such drills must

' In Linguistics and the Teaching of Standard English to Speakers of Other Languages
or Dialects, Monograph Series on Languages and Linguistics no. 22, ed. James E. Alatis
(Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 1969), p. 190.
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be built into a situation in which "this is a book" would be a natural
rather than a contrived response.

In summation therefore, Allen made the point that although in
general the techni ESL and r:SD 'a aching may be similar, the
psychology is different, and we dare not lose sight of that fact in designing
our program. For this reason I want to direct your attention to some
very real problems inherent in the second dialect situation. Among
these are the fact that for second dialect speakers we have a quasi-second
language situation, one in which the language of instruction in the
school is recognizably different from that of the community of learners.
This means that these children operate under some, though not all,
of the handicaps of the foreign language speaker, and that the mere
resemblance of their language to English does not put them to any
great advantage in acquiring effective use of the standard, or in
understanding all that is taught them in this mode.

Indeed, the reverse may very well be true. No matter how feasible
it may be from the sociological point of view to regard ESL and ESD
as a single language, for pedagogical purposes the dialectal lines of
distinction must, be clearly drawn, lest both teacher and pupil be lulled
into a false sense of complacency. For one thing, we cannot assume
that teachers trained in traditional methods in the language arts are
adequately equipped for the new classrooms which the current demand
for equal educational opportunities have foisted upon us. We know
that proficiency in English and in the methods of teaching it to native
speakers does not mean proficiency in teaching it to non-native speakers.
Nor can we assume that teachers trained to teach English as a foreign
or second language can supply the needs of our schools. There are
not enough of them, and even they can at best be but lame substitutes,
for their training has traditionally been either for the high school level
where the goal has never been to produce effective users of the language,
capable of conceptualizing and expressing themselves in it; or for the
elementary level, where a second language coordinator has at stated
hours of the day siphoned off a few pupils for tutorial instruction
in English. What we urgently need today are teachers capable of giving
second dialect instruction in their own classrooms.

Secondly, I would point to the considerable degree of ambivalence
on the part of the community to the second language approach, even
where modified for the purpose. In many cases where there is strong
community consciousness of the general goals of education, and where
parents vigorously demand equal educational opportunities for their
children, we are apt to find a surprising resentment to the concept
of teaching English as a second dialect, with consequent lack of interest
in the techniques for teaching the very medium thrn'igh which all
other instruction must take place.

One very real problem lies in the fact that the necessary and sufficient
environment for acquisition of standard English is not readily available
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in urban ghettoes and rural communities. The situation is not too
promising, since we can only look forward to less, not more, integration
in our schools in the years immediately ahead. It must be noted that
in our urban schools we have had nothing more than superficial
integration, for with busing there has been no provision made for
the children to become immersed in the culture of the communities
to which they are bused, and without cultural immersion meaningful
communication remains difficult. If full and natural use of the language
of instruction is to be achieved, ther some radical changes in the
structures within which the children are currently being taught must
be made. Some efforts have already been made, but we need to intensify
our search for ways of simulating environments which will foster ready
acquisition of concepts peculiar to the target culture.

The third difficulty lies in the dearth of materials and local personnel
for teaching English to this group. In recent years some texts have
been devised, but these are far from general acceptance, and there
is still a tendency to modify the older texts which largely reflected
a reliance on the native speaker's intuitive sense for acceptable usage.
Experience has shown us that such texts remain inadequate tools of
instruction for children wt. a lack this intuitive sense. True, there have
been some signal successes with these inappropriate tools, but for every
success there have been countless failures. Besides, such successes can
almost always be traced to teacher ingenuity or pupil motivation, neither
of which can be relied upon as givens in the average classroom. The
less ingenious teacher, who in these situations is also likely to be less
well-equipped professionally, finds little help in his texts for the most
serious classroom problems, and is further handicapped in not being
fully trained to interpret even those guides which have been prepared
for him. Further, if we take into consideration the fact that a large
body of the teachers in such schools is drawn from the adult population
who are themselves limited in their use of English, we can then see
how complicated the situation really is.

Let me now turn to a principle which is basic to all language-learning
situations, and which is indeed so commonplace that it often goes
unnoticed. That is, that one must use language if one is to become
proficient in it. Thanks to Einar Haugen 2 and others, it is now an
accepted fact that speakers of social or nonstandard dialects are bidialec-
tal, having passive control of the standard, even though they may lack
active control. Those teachers, therefore, who li.nit their pupil's experi-
ence with, language to situations in which the teacher does most of
the talking while the pupil responds in one- or two-word phrases, are
clearly misguided in their efforts. In the course of learning his first

YEinat Haugen, "Bilingualism and Bidialectalism," in Social Dialects and Language
Learning, ed. Roger W. Shuy (Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English,
1964), pp. 124-26.
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language, every child indulges in considerable play with languagewith
its words, its structures, and its sounds. We need, therefore, to extend
our language drills and pattern practice exercises, and to provide
youngsters with opportunities for experimentation with language and
for language play. The pupil must get equal time in interaction with
his teacher.

One question is often asked, and indeed was tackled by the NCTE
Task Force on language programs for the disadvantaged: "Where does
one begin formal, instruction in the language arts?"' For one possible
answer I refer to a 1966 article in which I called attention to the
dilemma we face in our school programs with the sociologists and
psychologists on the one hand arguing for "freedom" .!.t- the pupil,
a freedom which will provide him with ample opportunities for enriching
his environment, for enlarging his concepts and his universe, and for
utilizing language for increasing cognitive purposes and for com-
municating the results of his cognitions; and the language teachers
and educators in general on the other hand, who, despite their best
efforts at "accepting the children's language," know that it is their
duty to teach usage, since in the final analysis it is by the usage that
the individual will be judged and rated.

1 shall reiterate here what I suggested in that article; namely that
our programs should cater to both needs, since indeed it is vitally
important that these seemingly opposing goals be met. As I said then,

This is . . . not an "either-or" situation. Both goals must be achieved
within the framework of our school structure and, since it would appear
that the approaches are mutually exclusive, then some provision must
be made in the curriculum for both types of activity. While there
is a consensus that the opportunities for language development must
be provided throughout the school life (beginning with the preschool
years), that the environment must be enriched to provide exposure
to good literature and good language models, and that the children
must be stimulated and encouraged to imitate the models and to use
the new vocabulary items provided by their new experiences, not nearly
so much agreement attaches to the amount of attention to be given
to the so-called incorrect usage.

I would like to suggest here that there is room for both approaches
throughout the curriculum, and, what is more, that the sooner the
intervention takes place, the better. I would suggest, too, that the
two be kept separate, that is, that a short period of the school day
be reserved for drills in correct usage, in which utterances are initiated
not by the children, but by the teacher, who will have chosen the

'For information on the operations and findings of the NCTE Task Force on Teaching
English to the Disadvantaged, see Language Programs for the Disadvantaged, Richard Corbin
and Muriel Crosby, chairmen (Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English,
1965).
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patterns to be drilled from the children's expo i ace. This means that
the teacher must be . . . prepared, with the use of appropriate props
and reinforcement, to structure situations in which the forms to be
learned will be drilled in rote fashion. For the preschool child the
drills can be built into a play situation; as he grows older, the props
will be gradually removed, and the drills as well as the rules underlying
them will become the sole content of the language lesson period'

I cannot stress too much my conviction that a good school program
must give considerable attention to this preparatory period, and that
indeed no matter where the child's education begins, conscious lan-
guage-learning activities must be incorporated into the first years of
school life. The NCTE Task Force rightly rejected the suggestion that
no formal language instruction be given the preschool and kindergarten
child, for this would have been to deny one of the most elementary
practices in language teaching, the occasional correction which every
mother gives her child, this correction often taking the form of a game
or drill played by mother and child together. Accordingly, the Task
Force recommended that "the development of skill in language and
concept formation be the overriding concern of preschools for disadvan-
taged children and that emphasis on all other objectives be reduced
accordingly."' Already in preschool programs, situations must be con-
trived in which children may develop verbal as well as nonverbal
manipulative skills. A number of concepts and relations which do not
lend themselves to visual illustration, such as the either/or relation,
or the concepts of short or big, must be taught and drilled through
games, choral activities, and the like.

The Task Force was not nearly as imaginative, however, in its
recommendation that "nonstandard English dialect be a concern at
the preschool level only to the extent that it interferes with the acquisition
of fundamental language learnings.' Indeed, it is difficult to understand
this recommendation in light of the care which needs to be taken in
teaching the concepts of standard sentence patterns. A patternsuch
as that which underlies "this box is big," "this box is little," or "this
circle is red"is as much an attempt to remediate the nonstandard
dialect "this box big" or "this circle red" as it is an effort to teach
the pattern necessary for communicating the concept of bigness, redness,
or length. There are grammatical features of the nonstandard dialect
which need to be taught at an early age, not because they interfere
with the acquisition of fundamental language learnings, but because

'Beryl Bailey, "A Crucial Problem In Language Intervention As It Relates to the
Disadvantaged," IRCD Bulletin 2 (Summer 1966): 1-2.

'Language Programs for the Disadvantaged, p. 65.

°Ibid., p. 70.
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our research documents the fact that these are features which persist
long past high school, and which seem least amenable to correction
in later school life. Thus the argument that they do not impede
comprehension does not seem to be a valid one for deferring the learning
of the use of grammatical forms such as the verb "to be" to late elementary
or high school.

We have already been at great pains to establish the right of black
English to be regarded as a fully developed linguistic system in its
own right, and indeed this has been the basis of the arguments thus
far made in this paper. I want to take time out now to point to another
side of the picture, not only because it holds true for speakers of
black English, but also because it may throw some light on problems
we encounter in teaching the speakers of other languages. My guess,
however, is that it applies N.-,ticularly to second dialect speakers. Let
us observe for a moment the characteristic variation in performance
of second dialect speakers, in the hope that some valuable inferences
may be drawn from these observations. Language systems as described
are, after all, linguists' artifacts, the necessary operations of their craft,
but teachers must daily encounter the stark fact that individual peiform-
ances are subject to considerable intraidiolectal variation; that is, that
a given speaker constantly shifts style or code for no apparent reason
whatsoever.

Taking our cues from the sociolinguists and psychologists, we now
maintain that all code switching is internally or externally motivated,
and that one of the goals of our language teaching for black nonstandard
speakers must be to give them the ability to switch from one dialect
to the other in appropriate situations. But they are already doing exactly
that, switching from one level of nonstandard to another! I shall return
to this seemingly innocuous goal later.

Let me pass to another consequence of this line of argument, to
what has now become the preoccupation of one whole school of
educationists. The concerns and goals are admirable indeed. They stem
from a genuine desire to upgrade the reading abilities of black children
who year after year score disturbingly low on standardized reading
tests. Some are virtually illiterate. Now, because it has been demonstrated
that those children in bilingual situations who first learn to read in
their native language turn out to be better readers of English or whatever
the school language may be than those who begin in the second language,
it has been automatically assumed that black children will be motiv:e.tcd
to read if the early materials are presented in black. English, and that
the transfer to standard English would then be facilitated.

To this date I have cnsistendy resisted the temptation to join
my fellow dialectologists in both these pedagogical goals, not because
of any proven lack of valto.,y to their claims, but because they run
counter to my linguistic, soti,aogical, and pedagogical sense. I propose
to support my point of view by examining a few language samples
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of children aged six through eleven in the Washington, D.C. area.
These represent urban language which without doubt we may regard
as characteristic of black Er. 3lish.

Although it might work for bilingual children, I have remained
suspicious of the "switching" goal for bidialectal children in our schools.
For one thing, those remarkable individuals who do have the ability
to switch from nonstandard to standard speech and back at will certainly
did not acquire this skill by being taught. Also, the goal of switching
might be laudable, but it does not take into account that the closer
two languages are in structure, the harder it is for a speaker of one
to learn to speak the other perfectly. If we examine the speech of
children expected to function in both standard and black English, we
see the unpredictable variation in linguistic performance which makes
me raise the entire question of the practicality of teaching children
to keep dialects apart, while retaining both, as the goal of our efforts.

If we look at some selected dialogue of black children, we find
shifting from black English to the standard and back with no apparent
motivation.' The speaker identified as GJ remarks in one situation,

an't had my play clothes on" and "I did not," and in another, "No,
that's not cash money," "That ain't no cash money," "You don't know
what talking about," and "It ain't not." GJ is apparently equally
comfortable with the dialect "I ain't had," "that ain't no," and "it ain't
not" as with the standard "I did not," and "that's not." Or take the
utterance by MJ, who plainly switches from "we were" to "we was"
and ends his question with a tag marking the sentence as black English:
". . . that when we were playing . . . we was going up to playground,
wasn't it?' Mj has, too, a problem with the past tense of the verb
fall: "She felled off dat fence," "She ain't fall from the high part, she
fa . . . fell from the low to the ground." It could, of course, be argued
hers that these forms are motivated by context: that felled preceded
di word beginning with a vowel in "she felled off dat fence," and that
where a consonant followed, the form without /d/ was spoken, and
that fall was reserved for the position after ain't. But where would
this leave us with the same speaker's earlier utterance, "He ain't brang
it"? Or how do we interpret the two utterances by JD, "They weren't
supposed to have it," and "They been writing all kinds of things," where
the first seems standard and the second nonstandard? Or again, there
is a series of questions asked by MJ of his father: "You building school?"
"Do you stay there where you work at for lunch?" "Don't nothing
bother you?" "Ded, have you ever built a school up before?" "What's

"The extracts which follow are from Conversations in a Negro American Dialect,
transcribed and edited by Bengt Loman (Washington. D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics,
1967). The extracts have been regularized orthographically to focus on syntax rather
than the phonology as originally intended by the author.
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the name of the school?" and "Wherever you work at now?" We might
argue that MJ is shifting between formal and informal spet...-1, but
again the motivation evades us.

Any detailed examination of this material shows that at ages six
through eleven the children control both standard and nonstandard
dialects of English, but that they do not seem to make any distinction
between the two, nor is there any evidence that whatever shifting takes
place is externally motivated. Indeed, they operate as if there were
a single language, so that the elements of both forms are likely to
appear in any given utterance.

Let us now return to the question of teaching black chkren to
read. Since the texts which I have seen so far all adopt standard
orthography, and sinceas I have demonstrated abovethe children
seem to be equally able to express themselves in standard and nonstan-
dard syntax, it seems to me unfortunate that so much energy has been
put into preparing materials written in the nonstandard. There must
be ways of capitalizing on what the children know of the standard
in our programs, and teaching them to read itwhich is after all only
another mode of receiving messages in itmust be one of them.

I shall now wind up where I began. The techniques for bilingual
and bidialectal teaching situations, though superficially similar, must
in practice be quite different. While the bilingual child may indeed
profit from learning to read in his home language first, this is not
necessarily so for the bidialectal child. The drills to which the bilingual
child is exposed must be modified, and so must the entire learning
situation, if the bidialectal child is to become comfortable in the use
of classroom English. This means that we may need to train or retrain
our teachers in the principles of second language or second dialect
learning, and, what is more, to give to such trained teachers the
freedom to devise new materials or use previously prepared materials
in such a way as to serve the specific purposes of those childrep who
are regularly classified as speakers of black English.
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